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FRONTISPIECE
The Old Nims Homestead, Roxbury, New Hampshire.
This eighteenth century architectural jewel, nestled in its
crater of greenery, is the granary from which the author
has gleeined the greater part of the illustrative material
and aata for this text. The main part of the house was
built in 1768 by "Young, D, Nims". The land upon which it
was built was deeded to him by "Old, D. Nims" on December
13, 176i5. Yo^jng David Nims had seen much service in the
French and Inaian wars ^and upon his return he denizened
himself in the woods upon this lot, which had been laid
off to his father, in the original lay-out of the town of
Beene, It was known as lot No. 37 in the original survey
of Keene and contained 1U4 acres. The house has been
added to in each of its five generations of ownership and is
very comfortable aespite its age and primitive construction.
The low ceiling, stone htarths,and hand-carved panneling are
harmoniously set off by the old-fashioned furnishings and
the old board winaows which shielded the firelight from the
gaze of lurking savages still repose in their hand-fashioned
grooves. From the brass -studded leather trunks and carpet
bags in its attic ,the proprietor aan fit out an actor in re-
galia which is suitable to any period in the listory of our
country. The evolution of house illumination, of the making
of textiles and many other American industries can be de-
monstrated from the relics in this "Old Curiosity Shop".
0^ 3ef^ 69
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INTRODUCTION
The fiela of education has be<=n so generously plowed
and harrowed for topics which would be a contribution to
the subject, it is rather difficult to find an unturned
sod^to say nothing of virgin soil. However, in exploring
the atoic of the ancestral Nims homestead in Roxbury,
New Hampshire, I find the entire school records of the
township. These crude archives, richly impregnated with
histrionic narratives, provi-;.e a bit of virgin soil
which I shall attempt to cultivate.
The branch of the Nims family which came to Kaene,
New Hampshire^ from Deerfield, Massachusetts, in the middle
of the eighteenth centujcy, seems to have been vitally
connected with the schools from the oeginning. By them^
the recoras of the districts fortunately have been pre-
servea intact, which makes this narrative possible.
These hardy pioneers from the Ola Bay State brought not
only the tools and wherewithal with which to make homes
for themselves but also the convictions that a well -
orc^ered life must possess the rudiments of knowledge.
Altho^igh the struggle for existence and most meagre com-
forts of life provided an excellent schooling in de.velop-
ment of character and abilities, they too found time to
invest tneir communities with an educational system.
c
altiio\igh crude ana simple. To be sure^ they were not
stuffed with literature and paimpered with indulgent
theories; they were molded, eaucated, and evolved so that
they might "become virile to do things cind "bring things
to pass.
Rox'cury was a typical New Hampshire town in that it
reached its days of glory auring the agricultural era.
The rise of capitalism and organized industry caused its
decline like so many other little republics. Farmhouses
and barns, whose timbers were hewn from the primeval
forests and were pinned together at the old neighborhood
"raisin", have long since fallen into their cellars. The
fields, once cleared of their virgin timber, are slowly
reverting to woodland and forest. The old meeting house
still stanaa ^but the harpsichord -squeaks with age and the
walls, which once reverberated with the theological
harangues of Elder "Gad" Newell, now echo their sombre
emptiness.
Nevertheless, with swamp maple ink from the point of
a goose quill, we have epitomized the educational dogmas
of these now primitive people in their attempt "to thwart
ye old deluder" and to give their offspring the benefits
of intellectual enlightenment. The sincerity of these
people ana the meticulous care which they display in pro-
tecting the aistrict from possible fraud should give, to
(. t
those who real, a hearty incentive to investigate their
own educational system that they may discover if it is
managed with comparable integrity. The critic will
doubtless be struck with the apparent pecunious spirit
of these early pioneers in providing for the education
of their offspring, but in view of the prodigal and ex-
travagant waste and depravity in some of our present-day
municipal school systems, it seems that we might do well
to ask chese people questions.
In recent years we have scoured the atoics and back
sheds of pioneer dwellings for the so-called antiques.
These fabrications of early days have been dragged from
their hiding places, brushed up and finished, and now
occupy the most exaltea place near the family fireside.
They are gazed upon with priae and admiration for the
quaint comeliness they possess as well as their sturdiness
and artistic design which the more pedantic styles of
modern furniture seem to lack.
It seems well, then, that we should take some other
products of the imagination of these people and scrutinize
them. If we can find solace in their ideas of house fur-
i N
nishings^why not ,the civic institutions which they
orgajiized? By brushing off the dust of unenlightenraent
and polishing the crudeness in their educational system.

we feel sure that we will find beneath the homespun cloak
of pioneer society a few valuable lessons which may well
be applied to ovx modern theories in education.
The wood ticks have feasted upon the pages, the old
bindings are dilapiiatea and torn, the writing is poor and
illegible, and the spelling is abominable, but from the
aoings of these pioneers in American education, whose hearts
and minds were as stout as the split oak covers which encase
their archives, we shall endeavor to rriake a contribution
to the field of education.
Through the kindness of Mrs. Madella Nims Hazen, the
last and oniy descendant of the original incorporators, now
living in Roxbury, we have been able to secure the criteria
and data for this work.
c
SKETCH OF NEW HAMPSHIRE'S EDUCATIONAL HISTORY
Joiin Mason, the first proprietor of New Hampshire,
was a member of the New England Council of James I, This
Council was establishea to exercise control over the
territory in which there were efforts being made at colon-
ization, Mason became interestea in promoting settlements
ana determined to embark his fortune and devote his time
to the undertaking.
Mason and his partner, Ferdinands Gorges, received
a charter to the territory known as Maine on May 10, 1632,
which included all the land between the Merrimac and
Sagahaaock rivers*
Sir Henry Roswell and others from Massachusetts re-
ceived a patent in 1627 which fixed their northern boiand-
ary at a point three miles north of the Merrimac, In
1629 Gorges and Mason divided their territory. Gorges
took the part east of the Piscataqua^ ajid Mason's patent
called for a tract of lana to the west of the river for
a distance of three score miles. This boundary became
kno\7n as the "patent line"^ and it passes directly through
the town of Ro^ury as it is now ihcorporated.
The towns of Dover, Portsmouth, Hampton, and Exeter
were settlea partly through Mason's enterprise and partly
by exiles from the Puritan theocracy in Massachusetts.
I
Mason died in 1635, leaving his estate to a grandson,
Robert Tufton, proviaed that the heir should assume the
surname of Mason, Before he reached a majority, however,
the lands became a buraen to ulason's widow ^ as the expense
far exceeaed the income ana she told the servants that
they might shift for themselves. These servants were
Hollanders who had come to know education through the
Synod of Dort (1618) in that country and thus had es-
tablished elementary schools with every parish. Fnether
it was from the Dutch or nfrom the influence of Massach-
usetts to the South is a debatable matter; however, it is
certain that schools had a role in the set-up of these
early settlements.
When the widow abanaonea the New Hampshire enter-
prise in 1641, the settlements by voluntary act submitted
to the J^assachusetts authorities and became known as the
County of Norfolit in the Commonwealth. Thus, when the
Massachusetts school laws of 1642 and 1647 were enacted.
New Hampshire came under their jurisdiction^ana these laws
were obeyed throughout the period of Massachusetts'
domination.
The Mason family in Englsind, being attached to the
royal cause, could not expect quarter from the Cromwell
directorate, but as soon as Charles II was restored to the
throne in 1660 Robert Tufton Mason petitioned the crown

for the restoration of hie property under the provisions
of hie grandfather's will. A long and expensive litigation
ensued which yielded nothing to Mason, In 1680 the
Province of New Hampshire was separated from Massachusetts
and placed under a governor and council appointed by the
king^which made it a Royal Province. Fortuhately, this
was not aone until after the educational seed had been
sowed "by the Massachusetts authority. We find that the
seed fell upon remarkably fertile ground ^for ^ by the law
of 168Q ^organized schools for all children, girls as well
as boys, were to be administered, and the selectmen of
the towns were required to raise money by assessment for
providing a building and a teacher for the town. The
provisions as to the number of families required to au-
thorize the foiinding of a common school and a grammar
school as set forth in the Massachusetts law were kept
by common consent in New Hampshire for many years. How-
ever, when a group of citizens from the town of Hampton
petitioned the legislature in 1714 for relief from the
unjust buru.en of a grammar school tax, the legislature
was forced to adopt some compulsory measures.
In 1719 the legislature of New Hampshire adopted the
Massachusetts law of 1647, the only change being that the
fine for non-compliance was raised from five to twenty
pounus. Because of the repugnant attitude of some town-
tr
8ships to the law, the legislature in 1731 passed a law
which made the selectmen personally liable for the fine.
In the provincial papers of the Colony^we find many re-
ferences to to^-ns who petition for relief from the pro-
visions of thia act for various causes, which indicates
that the law was quite vigorously enforced, Cochrane ^in
his history of Antrim^ asserts that the imperious attitude
of the Provincial government towara education waeL due
to the Scotch Irish who haa come to New Hampshire in
large numbers to avoid the persecutions of James II against
the followers of John Knox.
The Indian Wars, which took place intermittently
between 1639 and 1760, retarded the settlement of New
Hampshire. Settlements v^^ere often aaae only to be abandoned
when the waij[ioop rang in the forests or some fortunate
refugee happened along bearing tiaings of the impending
danger. The intervale towns successfully withstood Indian
attacks^but the hill towns almobt invariably were destroyed,
so that we find but few permanent town charters until after
the expulsion of the French in 1760. In these charters,
most of which were grarited during the governorship of John
and Benning Wentworth, we find that the proprietors were
requirea to set asiae a certain number of lots for the
benefio of a school and the minister. This idea iras copied

from the custom established in Massachusetts ^and it was
the prevailing method of eaucational endo'-vment for many
years. We find large tracts of land in the northern part
of New Hampshire which were granted by the legislature to
Dartmouth College and other institutions of learning within
the state in an attempt to foster the expansion of the
educational system. These school lots were usually leased
to individuals for a period of years for a sum of money the
income of which was spent in the establishing of a common
school. The period immeaiately prior to and during the
Revolution seems to be lean years as far as education in the
towns was concerned, for the laws were not enforced. The
legislators v/ere too much engrossed with the national
situation to spend their time and efforts with the recal-
citrant townships. Some towns made no provision whatsoever
for schools. This is not to be wondered at as settlements
were almost entirely agricultural ana people lived at varied
intervals of a half-mile to miles apart with nothing but
bridle patns connecting them. The Indian scare had not been
entirely assuaged^ nor were the forests cleared of predatory
beasts. The prevalence of this situation resulted in the
establishment of the district system. Further evidence of
the indifference and apathy of the people toward education
is manifested by the fact that in the original constitution
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of New Hampshire as drawn in 1776 no mention whatsoever
was maide relating to the subject. In 1784 and 1792, the
laws as they appeared in the Maseachusetts statute were
copied into its constitution with a change of but two words.
The first state law in New Hampshire dealing with
education was enacted in 1789 ^and by it all former laws
were repealed. This law provided for eaucation in the state
with the town as a unit^and each town was required to levy
a school tax in proportion to the amount of taxes collected
by the state. This was determine:;, by the apportionment of
senators ^and the ratio was 5 to 1 but has very materially
increased. In 1910 the ratio stood at 750 to 1,
The Squadron system of schooling was so prevalent in
the towns at this time that the town unit system became
inadequate ana often led to disputes and ill-feeling among
the several squcidrons. This condition was so universal that
it brought about the district school law of 1805^ which era-
powered the selectmen of the towns to subdivide the mun-
icipality into districts. This being done, they were to
apportion the money as raised by the town according to the
tax assessed by the state. The district system had many
faults and is looked upon by modern educators as primitive
and archaic. However, when consideration is given to the
modes of travel and sparseness of the population, it served
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its day and generation to as great a degree of efficiency
as any other system in the history of the state.
The lawmakers of the state were very assiduous in their
demands that piety and religion should he fostered in the
schools, and to this end, they passed a law in 1808 requir-
ing the districts to choose a committee to inspect the
schools. This was the beginning of the so-called "English
School" in the towns. The curriculum was enlarged^ and a
certificate of moral and intellectual ability was required
of all who wishea to teach. Further provision was made, in
that the selectmen were to act as the school committee^
provided the school districts failed to perform their duties
The social revolution, which gradually permeated our
society in the second decade of the nineteenth centujy,
includes, the schools in its category. In 1836 school-
mistresses were recognized under the law on condition that
they furnish a certificate as to their qualifications as
such. The following year, however, the scope of education
was widened by virtue of a rather comprehensive program
outlined in the school law of 1827. The authority of the
school committees was increased^ giving i:it:);fhe power to
examine all teachers and certify them. Furthermore, they
were empowered to remove incompetent teachers, to dismiss
uni*uly pupils, examine textbooks to see if these were proper
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and if the district saw fit^it might supply books to its
pupils. This latter rule was made mandatory in 1833 and
since that time destitute children have "been proviaed with
free books.
The tovvn committees met with disfavor^ and in 1839 the
discricts were given the right to appoint their own comm-
ittees of from one to three members ^wno were authorized
to proviae for the school and arrange for the hiring and
boarding of the teacher as well as the supervision of the
school. This committee was known as the "Prudential
Committee", This plan being almost universally adopted,
tne legislature in 1833 placed the schools entirely under
district control, abolishing the superintending town
committees if the town saw fit to do so. It also empowered
the Prijdential Committee with the right to spend up to five
pey(jent of the district funds for repairs on buildings.
Provision was made in 1846 for a State School Commiss-
ioner whoBe duty it was to visit the schools and encourage
their aevelopment. This office terminated in 1850, however,
and the County Commissioners were authorized to act as a
atate Board of Education. These officers were appointed in
each county^ and they met at Concord in August of each year
where they chose a secretary and chairman. The County
Comiaissioner spent his time within the county doing what he
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could to foster education and to visit the schools. His
advenu to the district was one of great rejoicing^ for the
pupils were warnea of his arrival ^aiid they dressea up for
the occasion. This system was superseded, however, by a
state Superintendent of Public Instruction ywho was to act
in conjunction with the Governor and Council by the act
of 1867. This board proved to be useless as far as ad-
vancing the cause for which it was organized, and the law
of 1874 abolished the State Board; but the State Super-
intendent waa retained^ and he did much to secure uniformity
in education throughout the state as well as to compile
statisuics. The State Superintendent Portfolio was re-
tained until 1919^ when the present school law provided
for a commissioner with an advisory board of five members.
With the growth of the factory system ^a need arose for
truancy legislation. This first took form in 1848 when
the legislature passed a law requiring factory children
to have at least three months ^schooling a year. This law,
however, was flagrantly anused^and in 1870 a law was enacted
requiring each and every child between the ages of eight
4nd fourteen years to attend school at least twelve weeks
per year, six of v;hich must be consecutive. The law of
1670 was finally abrogated in 1901 by the child labor laws^
which controlled the child labor evil very effectively.
41
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Furthermore, the towns were ordered to pay tuitions of
pupils wishing to attena high school, provided the town
did not maintain one.
During the agricultural era the district system was
very effective and served the towns very efficiently^ but
the rise of the industrial system changed the map of New
Hampshire materially as lar as the center of population was
concerned. An old citizen tells a very interesting in-
cident to demonstrate this. In the Whig Campaign of 1837,
Daniel Wecster notified the party leaders in the state
that he could make but one speech due to the heavy demand
for his services. The party leaders wished to have the
adr^ress given in the most central place available^ and they
chose the tovjn of Francestown. Toaay this would be the most
out-of-the-way place they could find. Consequently, the
district law gradually became inadequate. In 1857 a law
grantea the towns permission to unite contiguous districts,
and in 1&7C the towns were given the right to return to the
old town system if they chose to do so. Finally, in '1884
the district system was abolished ana tne schools were
placed in charge of a school board consisting of three or
more members who were to administer the schools for the
entire town. By this law nearly five hundred small schools
were abolished and the expense of maintaining the schools
\
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in some towns ^vas cut in half. Much might be written about
the colleges, normal schools, ana academies throughout the
state, but ^ as far as the history in question is concerned^
they have little bearing upon the subject.
Under the law of 1919 the schools are set up with the
town as the unit ^and each town, in turn, is an integral
part of a district. Each aistrict is set off according to
school population and is under the supervision of a school
super inxenaent who is, in t^arn, responsible to the State
Boara of Eaucation. Laws regulating sanitation, housing,
and curriculum are rigidly enforcea with state inspection.
Although the State Boara recomraenas the program as set
forth in the Car^ilfial Principles of Euucation of a six-six
and three-three system of instruction, the towns with few
exceptions still hold to the old eight-four system and some
to the nine-three system. Portsmouth, which first support-
ed a Latin grammar school in 1708 and a high school in 1830,
is one of the few nigh schools in the state at the present
time that nas set up a comprehensive system.
New Hampshire is proua of its schools and points with
pride to the product of her educational systems. However,
the product of the old aistrict school still holds the con-
trol of many of our municipal systems in the form of
patriarchs who still worship the ola red school house and
what it symbolizes. The element in society is gradually
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receding like the western frentier ^anl when the occasion
arises tnat tney no longer control the whip hand in legis
lation, we can expect some aevelopment in the newer type
of creative learning.
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EARLY HISTORY AND INCORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF ROXBURY
Roxbury as it was finally incorporated constituted set^
off 8 from three toiivns^ namely Keene, Marlooro, ana Packers-
field. The latter was changed to Nelson on October 1, 1814,
and contributed the largest portion of the three.
Although New Hsunpshire became a Royal Province in 1680,
the Mason heirs still pursued their claim to the territory
by virtue of the original patent to their illustrious an-
cestor. The litigation which ensuea finally culminated in
the sale of the disputea rights to twelve influential men
in Portsmouth ^who became known as the Masonian Proprietors,
The Masoniaji Proprietors gave up all claim to the land
already settled^ but the section around Monadnockg) being
still uninhabited, they proceeded to lay out townships in
this section. Eight were set off and their bounds fixed as
cleaxly as was attainable in this primfeval waste. These
were entitled Monadnock Number l^which was Rindge^ and so on
to Monadnock Number 5 which was Marlboro^ and Number S^which
was Packersf ield. The proprietors found that they had gone
beyond their sixty-mile limit in graxiting these townships^
and litigation followed which was not settled until after
tne Revolution, The conflict arose over a straight and
c^jxved line causea. oy swinging a sixty mile arc from Ports-
mouth. To conclude the matter^ the proprietors bought the
disputed territory of the state for forty thousand dollars.
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This fixed the furthermost boundary of the ?jIasonian pro-
perties at the western extremity of Marlboro and Packers-
field jWhich is designated upon the map as the Masonian Pat-
ent line. On December 6, 1751, the proprietors ehose Joseph
Blanchard of Dunstable as their agent ^empowering him to
grant charters to settlers.
The grants from the Crown were so full of inaccuracies
and discrepancies ^and the boundary lines were so conflict-
ing that New Hampshire and Massachusetts were in constant
litigation. It wa.3 over the interpretation of the I^assach-
usetxs grant which extended to three miles north of the
Merrimac, as this river turns northward when about thirty
miles from the sea. To establish her claim more firmly
Massachusetts granted ::.any townships to the west of the
Merrimac River before the boundary was finally establishea
in 1741. Nashua and Concord are now made up of territory
whxch «as originally set off to them by the Massachusetts
authority.
In the valley of the Ashuelot ^three townships were laid
out, the upper to^jmship being what was later known under
the New Hampshire grant as Keene, Upper Ashuelot was first
chartered by the Massachusetts legislatuTe in July^l733.
Settlements were made by the people of Concord, Massachuset t
for the most part, although some were made by pioneers from
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the Deerfield Valley. When these settlers found that the
boundary agreement of 1741 had consigned them to New Hamp-
shire ^they immediately petiiiioned Governor Hutchinson for
annexation to Massachusetts. In 1744, with the advent of
King George* 8 War^ the welfare of this pioneer settlement
became exceeaingly perilous^ and in 1747 the entire settle-
ment was abandoned.
The settlers returned to it in 17bO and immediately
petitioned Governor Benning Wentworth for a charter from
New Hampshire. On April 11, 175*5, he granted them a char-
ter zo their original lay ..out and added to it a strip to
the east, bringing the Eastern boijnd of the township to the
Masonian Patent line. It was to be cal-ted Keene as a tri-
bute to Sir Bengamin Keene^who had once befriended the
governor in a commercial enterprise. The old miniature
model of genuine democratic government was instituted in
the form of a town meeting. In this the Freeholders might
take part ^an^t they proceeaed immediately to make plans for
the laying-out of roads and the erection of a meeting
house
.
Keene grew feverishly after its settlement^as people
were attracted to it by the fertility of the soil an ^ the
low price for which it coula be obtained. B3'- paying five
pounas a proprietor obtained aoout four hundred acres of
f
I
c
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land, which with a generous application of energy might
assure him an ultimate life of comfort and ease. Another
attraction was the fact that being a landholder he could
demand the right of suffrage^ and as only about one-sixth of
the population was enfranchised it conferred upon him quite
a distinction. Would that the good people of today were as
arduous about their rights of suffrage/
The land was surveyed into rajiges and lots^and whatever
land was not retained for the minister, schools^ and the
governor^was parceled out to the proprietors by lot. The
proprietors usually settled on the small lots near the
center of the town and their holdings on the outskirts of
the town were either sold or conveyea to relatives. In the
part of Keene known as East Beech Hill, which was later set
off to make up Roxbury, we find settlements made as early
as 1760. These were merely clearings of land upon which
there was a log house in which the settler lived and im-
proved his claim. If the settler was industrious and given
to the clearing of the forests ^he would sell his claim and
start a clearing elsewhere. From a roster of names in the
eighth school district of Keene^it appears that these earl-
iest settlers were Ephriam Dorraan, Samuel Carter, Eliphalet
Carpenter, John Paine, Ebenezer Page, Benjamin Archer,
Timothy Ellis, James Crossfield, Benjamin Nourse, David Nim
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Jr., William Green, Joseph Browr., and Jacob Towns.
These men seem to have been the settlers in this east-
ern section of Keene to whom the school tax v/as levied in
1771. The personnel of the district changed very rapidly,
however, due to the Revolutionary War. Under the settle-
ment of the Massachusetts—New Hampshire boundary dispute
in 1741, the line of New Hampshire ran "westward to His
Majesty's other dominions". New Hampshire governors, there-
fore, continued to charter townships in what is now the
State of Vermont, affording ample opportunity for the vig-
orous to acquire cheap lands. By becoming a proprietor in
a new to'TO, they were assured some considerable financial
advantage^ which prompted thera to sell to newcomers and start
ajaew in the wilderness.
The story of Marlboro is not unlike that of Keene.
Monadnock Number 5 was granted in 1751 to James Morrison
and thirty-three others^ who were a sort of land company or-
ganized in Dunstable and Londonderry. They hoped to real-
ize a considerable profit from the sale of land. The French
and Indian Wars, however, blasted their aspirations ^for
exaggerated accounts of Indian atrocities were broadcast
and a feeling of insecurity was prevalent throughout the
settlements. The Morrison rights were acquired by people
from Marlboro and Westboro, Massachusetts, and the early
I
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records of the town date from that time. The drawing of
lots took place on November 33, 1763, and soon after that
preparation for settlement was started in earnest.
The geographical center of the town was located^ and
the meeting house was to be placed there. This was not
exactly the case, however, for some proprietor with more
than the usual Yankee ingenuity had it located so that his
own lots would be enhanced by their proximity to the meet-
ing house. The settlements were slow at firsthand the
proprietors evinced some difficulty with the Masonian
Grantors because of their delinquency. Colonel Enoch Hale
of Rindge made a report to them in 1770 which showed that
some thirty-three claims had been settled and no further
complaint has been recorded. The white pine trees fit for
masting were reserved for the King; and three lots, one for
the minister, one for the ministry^ and one for the school^
were to be set off. The school lot was leased to Benjamin
Tucker for one hundred years for thirty-three pounds and
the money was set aside for schooling. The meeting house
was raised in 1770 but was not finished for more than a de-
cade. The traditional barrel of rum for the raising not
being sufficient, an extra eight gallons was procured and
paid for by the town^but a credit of two shillings and
eight pence for the barrel diminished the cost a little.
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A petition for incorporation wassent to the provincial
congress in 1776 ^onder the direction of Eliphalet Stone^and
a charter was granted.
The Revolution was a serious setback to the develop-
ment of the town. It is interesting to note that of the
fifty men who signed the Association Test 6bhS^ there was
but one who used his mark instead of a signat^ire. This
document is now in the office of the Secretary of State
at Concord, and although some of the inscriptions are hard-
ly legible, it does bear witness to the fact that these
pioneers from Western liassach jsetts had fallen under the
spell of her school law of 1647.
After the Revolution^ aspiring settlers drifted here
because of the serious financial depression at the time
which drove them to the land. Many had partaken in Shay's
Rebellion in Western Massachusetts^ and these hill towns
in the wilderness provided a haven for some who would
otherwise have come into coriflict with the authorities.
They drifted into the remote corners of the town and there
set up their habitations, their only connection with the
more settled part of the town being a blazed forest trail.
In this northern part of the town which \7as later set off
to Roxb^jry^ there were approximately forty settled farms by
the beginning of the nineteenth century, none of which
1
were within three miles of tne meeting house. Here they
toiled with the elements, raised frame houses and brought
up large families. Some were attracted elsewhere^but
until the coming of the industrial era they generally en-
gaged themselves in improving their lands,
Packersf ield, known as Monadnock Number 6, was grant-
ed to John Hutchinson and thirty-five others in 1753.
This territory, which was eight miles long and five wide,
was to be divided into one hijindred and forty shares of
two lots each. It was bounded by Marlboro on the south
and by the "patent line** on the west^which has already
been referred to as the East line of Keene. The conjoin-
ing boundary point of the threi3 towns was in the center
of "Nirab's Clear in" a few rods west of the house of Breed
Batchelder, the first permanent settler of the town.
The grarit contained the usual stipulations relative
to the clearing of land, the establishment of a convenient
meeting house and the reservation of white pine trees for
masting. The customary set-off of a share each for the
use of school, minister^ and church was made^ as well as
seventeen shares for the Jiasonian Grantors. The school
lot was leased for a period of 999 years and the money
set aside for schooling.
The French and Indian War postponed its settlement
for a decade after the grant was made. During this time
\
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the shares which had been drawn in 1754 were bought ajid
sold as a speculation. These were accumulated by one
Thomas Packer of Portsmouth^who owned more than half the
town by 1761, and because of his large interest ^the town
was named for him. In the proprietor's meeting held at
Londonderry in 1761 ^the town was laid out into quarters^
and a lot of ten acres near the center of the town was
reserved for a meeting house.
Breed Batchelder of Brookfield, Massachusetts, steps
into the picture in 1763, having purchased some two thou-
sand acres of land in Number 6 of Jonathan Blanchard of
Dunstable. Batchelder came to Keene^where he purchased
land, as well as in Marlboro, and by virtue of these hold
ings could vote in proprietors' meetings. Batchelder had
been in the army^ and his connections with the outside
world were such that he had developed a brilliant person-
ality. He had acquired an education in his early years
of sufficient consequence to rate as a surveyor. His
wealth ana intelligence were quickly noted by the phleg-
matic denizens of the forest^ and because of his gentility
ke was looked upon with deference. Batchelder lived at
the house of David Nims^Jr.^ while he made his clearing^
and some of his business transactions attesting his re-
markable ability are still preserved by the heirs. He
1I
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married Ruth Davis of Rutland, liassachusetts, in 1766 and
moved into the first fraune building in town that same
year.
The town was quickly settled, a meeting house was
built and roads were laid out ^ in most of which Batohelder
seems to have been the potential factor. As most of his
land was situated in the Southern quarter of the township^
these received a greater impetus in settlement than the
otherw, Packersfield was incorporated as a town by the
Provincial legislature in 1774.
Fnen the Xexington—Concord alarm was spread in April
^
1775, twenty-seven men from this young cradle of liberty
responded to it. During the conflict for independence^
this town righteously boasts of approximately one hundred
and seventy men who answered the call of the Continental
Congress for recruits in defense of liberty.
Batchelaer, its only Tory, was hesitant in joining
with the rebels^ as he felt he was jeopardizing his title
to his extensive lands. His attitude so savoured of
Toryism that he gained the distrust of his townsmen. He
was dropped from all town offices and was generally shuni:e«i
-d^ by even those who were deeply indebted to him. The
committee of safety in the town caused his arrest^but he
was released under bond. Popular feeling, however, was
so bitter that he was again sought for by the authorities..
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He evaded them for months by living in a natural cave up-
on food smuggled to him by his devoted wife. The know-
ledge that he was hopelessly excommunicated from society^
together with the relentless aggression of his pursuers,
caused him to leave the country and join the British.
His lands were confiscated by the State ^and his family
experienced considerable difficulty in retaining the home-
stead.
Following the cessation of hostilities in 1781, Pdok-ers
j^field grew rapidly^ and the call upon the town to lay out
roaas to each squatter's cabin was heavy. Town meetings
were warned^ and business was transacted of which many of
the inhabitants were ignorant for lack of notification.
The spirit of secession seizea the town in 1787 and a
portion of it was set off to form a part of the town of
Sullivan. Other dissenters followed the example and askeJ.
for liKe aistinction ^out the town denied their requests
for several years.

INCORPORATION OF THE TOWN OF ROXBURY
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From the description of the foregoing settlements^ it
can be easily discerned that some of the people of these
towns lived far from the meeting house and the remoteness
of their dwellings from the place of public business
caused them much inconvenience. Roads to these inter-
spersed habitations were opposed in town meeting with Yan-
kee contrariety^ and much gnev^ous lamentation resulted*
As they were pious and theocratic people, the church meant
much to them and they believea that their absence from it
was a serious aeterrent to becoming one of the elect at
the Judgement Day. As long as there. was but the pioneer
and his wife to ztslvqI to the meeting house, it could be
negotiated with comparative ease ^ for they could mount the
same beast and depart, although they might experience con-
siderable discomfort in the long journey through the deep
snows. When the children came, however, transportation
became a perplexing problem to solve* If there were two
or three children ^the mother's arms and the saddle bags
were exercised^but anyone who has ever scanned an old
fajQily register can well understand that no single horse,
however stalwart, could negotiate the parents ana off-
spring of the ordinary frontiersman's family.
I4
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Ano-cher factor which promp-ted secession was the lack
of educational advantages. SmaJ-J- amounts of money were
appropriated for schooling by the town^and it was classed
or squadroned into large districts. The school^house was
placed near its center of population^ leaving some settlers
miles from this much -fostered institution. In one dis-
trict in Marlboro it was voted to set the school house in
five different rilaces and after each vote a vote to recon-
sider was passed, finally leaving the matter with the se-
lectmen to adjust. Crusty and petulant remarks often per-
vaded the group^sometimes superseded with blows.
Town meetings were held frequently and were usually
warned by posting upon the door of the meeting house a
notice at least seven and sometimes fourteen days previous
to the convening day. As there were no means of commun-
ication with the outlying districts and the churches were
oftUraes without a pastor, the backwoodsman often found
that important business had been transacted with him an
absentee.
These motives, coupled with other minor causes, prom^-
i^ted the soutnwest part of Packersfield iinder the leader-
ship of Lott Cooke to petition the legislature in 1796
for the formation of a tovmship, which was to include the
southwest part of Packersfield, the north part of Marlboro^
and the west part of Dublin. A committee consisting of
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Nathaniel Emerson and Benjamin Presoott was appointed to
examine the situation and reported favorably, tout the
towns failed to ratify the scheme. The citixens of Pack-
ersfield had already voted in 1796 "not to set off any
portion of tne Southwest part" and confirmed their action
on May 11, 1797, by voting "to oppose the new Township
from being set off by the General Court at their next
session as Reported by the honorable committee." Marlboro
and Dublin passed similar resolutions.
The rebels in this section were not undaunted by this
failure, however. The reason given by two of the towns
for opposing the proposition was the fact that they had
no meeting house. Consequently^ a group of eighteen free-
holders met on March 31, 1803, and discussed the scheme
of "builaing a meeting house for the purpose of Congrega-
tional worship said house to stand on Phillips Hill, so-
called, southeast of tr.e guide post or any other spot
thought more convenient". They met four days later, "sun
one hour high", and chose a committee "to draw a plan of
said house an.i give dimensions and quantity of timber
necessary for building and finishing the outside of said
house". Through the following summer^ the proposition fal-
tered^but on December 21, 1303, the proprietors and others
"voted to accept a. gift of is,nd from Joshua Lawrence",
"2
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"To accept the plan of the house as submitted toy the com-
mittee" and "to adjourn the meeting to this day week at
sunset". At tne adjourned meeting "voted Alpheus Earl
procure the frame and prefix the same for three hundred
dollars". In September ^ 1804^ the building was raised with
appropriate ceremony, ten gallons of rum being purchased
for the occasion.
Although the building was neither roofed nor boarded
in^the proprietors met -foere on November 19, 1804, and
chose Solomon Buckminster, Robert Emes^and Timothy Fair-
banks as a committee to sell the pews. The pews were
vendued at figures ranging from twenty-eight to sixty-five
iQllars ana the money accruing from their sale was to be
spent in finishing said house. The bidding, however, was
far more spirited than their desire to pay^and it was
Several years before sufficient funds were procured to
finish the job.
On xhe fourteenth of January^ 1805^ a vote was taken
"not to petition the several towns at present", but in the
following December it was "voted that all those inhabit-
ants belonging (bo Packersf ieli, Marlboro, and Keene who
wish to join the new Town in contemplation be considered
as jointly equal in proprietorship and in voting in all
cases respecting said Town and Meeting house". A petition
(
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was sent to the legislature in 1806 requesting a set-off
from Packersf ield, Marlboro, and Keene in order to form
a new town* The committee sent to review the situation
decided in favor of it ^but Keene remonstrated ^and the
sitijation dragged along until 1813 ^when the subject was
agitated anew.
On April 30^ a number of the inhacitants from the
three localities in question met at the meeting house and
petitioned the court for incorporation, chose a committee
to circulate ths same^and invested Robert Ernes with the
authority -co take it to court. Adjourned meetings were
held throughout the following summer^ and committees were
chosen to adjust the various phases of the -vork to the
satisfaction of all. It was quite an ordeal for these
people to pass through^ as there were minister, school^ and
town taxes to adjust as well as the incorporation pro-
ceedingSjbut all the machinery seemed to click harmon-
iously ^and on December 9, 1813, the town received its
cnarter under the name of Roxbul?y.
e
POLITICAL HISTORY
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The political skiff of Roxbury sailed along on a
fairly even keel. Town meetings were held regularly and
were conducted with great decorum. At the first town
meeting held on January 1, 1813, the freeholders qualified
to vote in town affairs chose Robert Ernes, Moderator;
Solomon Kingsbury, clerk j Solomon Buckminster, Daniel Cum-
mings , Matthew Nims, Selectmen; and Eli Clark, Constable.
To quote the town recorder "the above town officers all
sworn by Josiahi Robbins J, P. on the Spot". Search of the
town records for more tnan a hundred years shows that hon-
esty and fidelity characterized the conduct of the town
officials. Cases of malfeasance, fra^jd or defalcation
have never cast their blight upon the management of the
public business.
It is amusing to note that the first record of the
town after the election of the selectmen was the appoint-
ment of Asa Lawrence as taverner^ granting him the right
"to sell wine, rum, gin or other spirits in quantities
of less than one gallon" etc. It is still more amusing
to note that for many years immediately following^the
voters met at the meeting house according to the warrant
posted by the selectmen, chose a moderator and "voted to
adjourn to Asa Lawrence's immediately". When a serious
I
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discussion arose in the March meeting of 1814 over the
finishing of the meeting house, the records evidence
some lively and extended discussion relative to the matter.
It was then "voted to adjourn to Asa Lawrence's for fif-
teen minutes". As this is harily time for a lunch but
ample time for a drinic, we would naturally- conclude that
that was the purpose which caused the hiatus in the meet-
ing. In any event ^ the matter was settled upon the next
"wote^and if our deductions are correct^it provides an
excellent indorsemem; for the mellowness of the taverner's
wares
.
In the roster of early town officers ^we meet with
officials of which the present generation know but little
except by tradition. Some of these are interesting to
note* The "tythingmen" were chosen regularly, whose ori-
ginal duty was to collect the "tythes" or tenth part of
a man's incoL-e for the support of the church. In Roxbury,
the church was taken care of by a town tax and, as a re-
sult, the principi^ duties of these officers was to main-
tain an attentive azid peaceful decorum in the church and
to arrest Sabbath travellers who were on other business
than attending divine worship,
James Banks and Issac Davis, two of the most devout
men in the parish, were first chosen to fill this office.
Armed with a staff about three feet long with a brass or
II
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pewter knob on one end and a wisp of feathers on the
other, they patrolled the meeting house with military
precision. In the forenoon session ^there was but little
business C"cher than the chastisement of froliding young-
sters who were usually placed in a box pew together under
the care of one tythingman. Like some school teachers
they often made more noise and confusion in keeping order
than did the children. In the afternoon, however, the
stupifying effect of the aemulcent wares of Asa Lawrence,
partaken during the hour's intermission between the two
Sabbath sessions, were far too much for the ninethly and
tenthly of the parson's didactics^and the pious old sett-
ler, settled snugly in the corner of his old square pew,
was soon in the lap of Morpheus. The "tythingman' s
"
attention was usually aroused by rhythmic snoring of the
recalcitrant worshiper ^and he promptly advanced to his
victim^ arousing him from his lethargy with a sound thump
on the head. If the women of the congregation offended,
their faces were brushed with the feathers at the other
end of the staff. Suffice it is to say ^ many interesting
episoaes are recorded relative to this now ancient custom.
Nearly every settler had a dog which^ like Mary's little
lamb ^was wont to follow the family on its weekly trip to*
the meeting house. This gave rise to the election of the
fI
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Dog Pelter. Fnen God's Barn was raised and enclosed
there were no fitted windows and doors. Apertures were
left for thera^and the sills of the building rested only
upon occasional stones, leaving an open space beneath the
structure. The dogs would enter either by the door or
beneath the sills ^and their presence disturbed the peace-
ful solemnity of the parson's two hour discourse. It was
the Pe Iter's duty to guard the sanctuary against the tres
passing of dogs and to maintain a peaceful quietude out-
side the church. Gideon Phillips was the first to be
chosen to this office^ and tradition tells us he was most
aasiauous in the performance of his task. His accoutre-
ment was something like a shepherd's crook with a sharp-
ened point on the stail end* Fnen the dog could not be
hooked from beneath the building, the pointed end was
used ^even though the agonized yelps of the errant cur did
upset the equilibrium of the holy harangue. Later^when
the structure was supplied with underpinning and a door,
the officer took his station in the entry or in a pew
near the door, where he was an the alert for the intrud-
er!}. At times, however, the animal^ found the guardian
of the temple slumbering^and the culprit usually made his
egress through a gauntlet of canes administered by the
wakeful part of tne congregation over the pew doors.
1
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In 1813 it was voted "that the Selectmen be empowered
to set up a horse block". Carriages were unknown and
travel was almost entirely upon horseback. The propriet-
ors who were fortunate enough to have a horse mounted the
beast ^ and the wife took her place upon a pillion behind
him. If children were in the party, they were placed in
the father *s lap or in the mother's lap. The mounting
of a horse without some assistance was rather uncerdraon-
ious and occasioned some scenes which were hardly in keep
The Horse Block by the Old Meeting House,
ing with their puritanical stoicism. There is no bill
to the town to show just who erected the cairn/ but just
to the east of tne old meeting house is the horse block
made of stone neatly piled so tnat the prospective rider
might easily mount the block and ^^a-" thence to the beast
of burden.
I I
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The mounting of the maidens and matrons was a cele-
brious affair and was viewed with as much oircujaaspect ion
and deference as the departure of the church-goers of
today from our modern cathedrals. However, we can hardly
compare the procession of limousines of today over our
paved boulevards to the cavalcade of pioneers who, in the
twilight of a Sunday evening, journeyed over the woodland
trails to their cabin home.
In 1815 the clerk has recorded the affidavit of George
Hall of Alstead^which states that he has "adjusted the
weignts_ana measures suitable for a town standard". This
The Town Standard.
The dry measures are of wood ranging from a quart to
a half -bushel.
The measure of length runs from Barley-corns to one
yard.
The large weights are fractions of a cwt« which was
113 pounds, these being of 7, 14, 38, and 56 pounds.
The liquid measures are of pewter^with the exception
of the gallon^ which is of copper.
The smaller weights were used with the balances and
raiige from drams to five pounds.
c
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accoutrement was entrusted to the sealer of weights and
measures, Joshua Lawrence being the first to be chosen
in the March meeting of 1815. He had measures of length
from barley-corn^s to yards "for measuring of distances
where length was considered without regard to breadth".
The wine measures consistea of pewter gauges "suitable
for measuring rum, brandy, perry (ij, cider, mead(3),
vinegar, and oil", measuring from one^rsalf cup to a gal-
lon. The dry measures, made of split oak staves bent
and joined to form a cylinder, were "suitable for measur-
ing ary goods such as wheat, corn, rye, fruit, roots,
salt, and ashes." These measures ranged from pints,
quarts, pottles (3) to half bushels, using a standard of
sixty-seven and one-fifth cubic inches to the quart in-
stead of our fifty-seven ana three-quarters cubic inches.
The avoirdupois ..atights were a system of brass liBights
ranging from drams to a hundred weight ^which was equal to
one hundred and twelve pounds. "This standard is suit-
able for the weighing of coarse and drossy things such as
tea, sugar, bread, tallow, hay, leather, and all metals
except gold and silver". No weights for gold and silver
are included^but instructions are given to the effect
that "gold should be tried by fire and reckoned in carets ".
"Silver which abides t ne fir e without loss is said to be^
(l) a fermented beverage made from pears.
(3) a liquor made from unstrained honey and water.
(3) a two quart measure.
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twelve ounces full and standard silves is equal to eleven
o^jnces two pennyw't of fine silver and eighteen pennyw ' t
of copper melted together".
The sealer being the custodian of this rather compli-
cated set of standaras was called upon to settle litiga-
tion arising between the townsmen. Usually, however, the
^
/••
Daniel Webster's order and receipt for the Town Standa rd
people took their measures to him for his seal as to their
validity^and if question arose as to their correctness, th e
owner had only to point to the sealer *s check mark upon
them. This office was continued throughout the early his-
t<
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tory of the town until the state took over the whole sys-
tem.
Solomon Buckminster, who engaged himself in a tanning
business for a long time, was made sealer of leather. This
office carried the responsibility of inspecting hides as
to their kind and quality and sealing them. The inspect-
or of linen, also, had charge of the examination of the
linen cloth which was a product of these pioneer . farms
at the time. Before it was sold it was carefully scrut-
inized to ins re that it had been perfectly rotted, swing-
led ^and spun. He also had a set of measured ranging from
nails, which were two and one-fifth inches, to English
CO
ells which were about fifty-four inches.
In the first meeting of the proprietors^a committee
^ was chosen ?to see about the erection of a pound". This
committee reported in due tiu'ie^and much time is given to
the details of its constr^ict ion . These pioneer settle-
ments had no fences^and the livestock was allowed to run
at large. A settler's first clearing was usually enclosed
by a stone wall or fence to keep out his own cattle. The
domesticated animals got their sustenance from browsing in
the forest ^ana they oftti/nes strayed to the next ssttle-
mentyvhere they were apt to commit some depredations upon
the neighbor's crops. The errant beasts weB6 promptly taken
CO S &e-'^<\
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to the pound-keeper and impounded until such time as the
owner discovered his loss. The own er^ upon finding his
animals had st rayed ^went directly to the pound-keeper^wher e
he was required to pay damages and a poundage fee. Joshua
Lawrence first filled the office ^and later on the pastor
was chosen.
People often marked their animals with distinctive
earmarks in order to identify them. An ear mutilation was
a sort of brand which was recorded with the clerKS .and
pound-keeper. A long list of these appear in the town re-
cords of 1817^suoh as "Both ears split lengthwise to Rich-
ard Tozer". The first pound was built of wooden rails and
posts, but it was later erected just opposite the parson-
age and built of stone. Perhaps there was a method in
building it there^for the parson would be near to aid in
the settlement of disputes arising from damages sought,
and too the heated discussions might savor less of too
strong language if he were near.
Akin to the poiind-keeper we have other officers whose
duties pertained to the regulation of animals. For more .
than thirty years^ an articie was inserted in the town
warrant "to see what steps the town will take in regard to
cattle running at large this year". At first it was
usually passed over but later a vofe was passed forbidding
44
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the practice. Field drivers were chosen to assist in the
corraHing of strays^ and the hog reeve was chosen to assess
the daoiages causea by truant swine. The hog reeve was
chosen long after there was any need for such an officer
and the lot usually fell upon the newly married man in
the town. This suggested to him that as the hog reeve was
wont to yoke and ring the hogs, he^too, must watch out that
his newly betaken wife was properly subdued and that her
nose like the hog/'should not root in the soil of other
peopled affairs.
Fence vienfers were busy people ^too. When the towns
were laid out in lots and ranges^ the lines were mostly
imaginary^ and a man had but a general idea of the boundd
.
of his claim. When abutting owners could agree upon the
boundaries of their property, they usually made an agree-
ment and recorded it with the town clerk but if a dispute
arose^the fence viewers were suinmonea ana settled the
litigation if possible.
The Yankee characteristic of opposing public improve-
ments was an invaribJe feature of most town meetings, A
new road was bound to meet with opposition no matter how
important it might be to the welfare of its citizens.
Committees v/ere chosen to fence the burying ground and
similar projects^ but these men were often dilatory in theirr
4i
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task^and it might take several years to accomplish it.
The old meeting house, known as God's barn, had a peril-
ous time in getting windows and a still harder time in
getting a floor. This trait is not peculiar to Roxbury;
it seems to be an inherent trait in most of the little re-
publics .
The most lamentable of all the ancient customs was that
of setting up the raainu«in2tnce of the town's poor at pub-
lic auction. At the September meeting of 1818, it was
voted "to put up the boarding of three of the oldest child -
ren of Moses Maynard to the lowest bidder, the persons
that bid them off to give them "che privilege of schooling
in common with other children". "The oldest was bid off
by Charles Holman at twenty-eight cents per week" etc.
This custom was humane from many points of view^as the care
they received was far superior to that of the almshouse.
Hov/ever, in consigning the unfortunates to the auction
block^it provided some sportive calumny which was far from
being in keeping with our style of government. One can't
(Eelp? but remark that the pauper auction block would be a
sort of twenty-four hour affair if the custom was adopted
in our present-day situation.
Akin to this was the old custom of "warning out of
town." If a family whom the town fathers thought were in
I1
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any way liable to become public charges^ moved into town^
they were ordered to leave. They seldom left, however,
but it did establish a tenet of sufficient bearing to re-
lieve the town of any responsibility with respect to their
support. Ofttimes there were families who made a business
of going from one town to another^ and when their deject-
ion and poverty were noted, they were paid a sum to leave
for the next tiwn. A family by the name of Tygert came
to town and settled in a shack which was left by Putmam
Phelps when he abandoned his settlement near Charles Hol-
man's residence^ and the following is the result.
"State of New Hampshire To Eli Clark
Cheshire SS, Constable of Roxbury
Whereas Benoni Tygert and his consort have lately
come to Roxbury from Westmoreland and we the Selectmen of
said town refuse to admit them as inhabitants. We require
you therefore, to warn the said persons in the name of the
people and government, to depart from said Town of Roxbury
immediately, and make your return of your doings hereon to
us before the fifteenth of September next.
Given under our hands and seals this twentieth day
of A^agust 1815.
Daniel Towns
Soloraan Buckminster
ct
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Samuel Bassett
Selectmen of Roxbury"
"September 13, 1815
The within named persone have been duly warned.
Eli Clark, Constable."
By having this formality carried out and put upon the
records, the parties thus warned could not call upon the
town for assistance^but in case they did become public
charges ^the lot fell upon the town where they had previous-
ly resided to care for them, Roxbury seems to have suff-
ered from this practice on the part of other towns for the
pauper bill sent by other towns was very heavy in the first
years of its existence.
Volumes might be written relative to the political be-
havior of these early communities. To us they seem quaint
and primitive^ but it was the purest form of democratic gov-
ernment. If there was necessity for a public office, they
created it and chose the incumbent. They were educated and
of stolid cast, thoroughly upright in their personal de-
portment, happy and contented in a quiet, peaceful and in-
dustrious life, and although the trials of their rigorous
existence tended to severity, they ever strove to inculcate
those principles in a life which pointed toward a model
whose highest virtue was genuine self-respect.
4t
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THE ECCLESIASTICAL HISTORY
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As has already been stated ^the ecclesiastical history
was a most important part of the town's records. The
church and town government went hand in hand >and the great-
er part of the records from 1813 to 1830 have references
to the church and its stormy career. Articles appear in
the town warrant annually "to see what the town will raise
for preaching the coming year". Money was appropriated^
and a tax was levied upon each taxpayer for his share in
the support of the churchy being designated as the minister
tax.
The meeting housw was still in an unfinished state
)
having no doors or glass windows^and the floor was of pun-
cheons. The furnityire consisted of rudely constructed
benches made of slabs which had been bored at each end
with an aug^jx and pins inserted to serve as legs. The pul-
pit was a carpenter's bench set up facing the doorway, from
which the ecclesiastical Stentor prolated his theological
thunder.
In 1813 it was "voted to hire six days of preaching"
and a committee was appointed to attend to it. This preaeln'
^hing was supplied, as Gideon Phillips gave receipt to the
town for money spent in "Wording the preacher and keeping
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his "beast". The prevai'^i^ling $ype of religious thinking
was of the Trinitarian Congregational type^and it was not
long before the townspeople beoame desirous of settling a
minister. The few days of preaching were not safficient
to have all the children cathechised or baptized^ nor were
the sacr'amental seasons properly solemnatized. These meet-
ings were planned for and looked upon with great antici-
pation. On the whole ^they were quite impressive ^and they
usually res^olted in revivals and repentance ^which increased
the membership in the church and aided in its support.
These rites were attended by absolutely all the people,
for the prece^ding Thursday and Friday had been kept with
great strictness as fast days throughout the Town. An
anchor of brandy or a rundlet of wine^whioh contributed an
added attraction ^were purchased for the occasion. Tables
were set up in the aisles of the meeting house^and all sat
down together. Here, the people, following the biblical
transcription, partook of the broken body and the blood of
the Saviour much as our more primitive ancestors, who be-
fore going to war killed their god, ate his fleshy and drank
his blood that they might be inspired to do more valorous
deeds. The charms worKed to perfection^ for many converts
were made^ana startling confessions resulted from the spir-
itual intoxication. These affairs were so popular that
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people from neighboring towns, hearing of the coming fes-
tival through the fabi days, flocked to the church. Their
popularity, however, led to the c^ostom of furnishing cheap
lead altar coins zo the parishoners^ \vhich entitled the
bearer to admission. As there was an apathetic air in the
town regarding the finishing of the meeting house^it was
hoped that a settled minister would so invigorate the moral
temperament of the people that they ^ould pay up their pew
tolls and thus supply the necessary funds to complete tts
construction.
Christopher Page had already preached here^and on July^l
1816, the town appointed Robert Ernes, Gideon Newton,
and Charles Holraan as a committee to approach him on the
subject of settling as their minister. The committee re-
ported the matter^ and the town voted to give him two hun-
dred and fifty dollars yearly ^allowing him to be absent
one-third of the year by "debating" one-third of the sum.
To bind the bargain^ fifteen cords of wood were added to
the stipend^ and on November 4, 1816, arrangements were com-
pleted. He was to be paid quarterly and have four Sundays
of his own and be supplied with the stipulated amount of
wood.
The calling of a minister ^.vas an act of very great sol -
emnity. November 31, 1816, was set as the installation lay^
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and a committee "cnosen to provide council" summoned the
pastors and elders of the neighboring towns into eccles-
iastical council. Peter D, Buckminster, Calvin Page, and
Tavemer Asa Lawrence were chosen as marshalls of the day^
and it was "voted to chose William Bassett to conduct the
musuck on installation day who has received three dollars
and twBBty-two cents to procure a singing master". The
day was a success^ and the Rev, Mr. Page was duly settled.
The weeks following were trying times for the little
church, Mr. Page's efforts to n^ve the meeting house fin-
ished were futile ^and being opposed to the riotous sympo-
siums which accustomed their Eucharistic gatherings^ he soon
was confronted with reluellion. Scores of his communicants
aece^ded and procured certificates of having paid a minis-
ter's tax elsewhere which, when recorded with the town
clerk, exempted them from church taxation in fche town*
Samuel Wadsworth, William Bassett, and Widow Ruth Batchelor
were among the dissenters who took advantage of the Law
of 1795 which forbaae the town to tax anyone for denomina-
tional preaching without consent of the taxed.
The decrease in the payment of taxes resulting from
the loss of members placed a particularly heavy burden up-
on the few steadfast townsmen. Quarrels were rife^and many
disgusting scenes resulted. Mr. Page, being one of the
I
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Superintending School Committee, was accused of carrying
his false doctrine into the schools, which situation was
utilizea toy the larger boys for the playing of roguish
pranks.
The situation became so serious that on January 6,
1619, a committee of five were chosen to request him to
ask dismission. Much uncomely bantering ensued. In one
missive the pastor referred to II Thessalonians 3:13 which
says "That they all might be damned who believed not the
truth but had pleasure in unrighteousness". Six meetings
were held in quick succeBSion^ but even an adjournment to
the tave»rn of Asa Lawrence failed to mollify the situation.
An ecclesiastical council was finally called wherein Mr.
Page was dismissed and the town was assessed one hundred
and twBBty-four dollars cost and da.mages.
Denominational troubles continued, however, until a
conciliation was affected late in 1819. The pews were to
be vendued and the amount paid for pews was to be expended
in finishing the meeting house. The amount of money paid
for pews was to be the basis on the allotment of the time
which each denomination might use the house. The Congre-
gationalists paid one thousand one hundred and sixty-seven
dollars, the Baptists three hundred and sixty-eight dollars
and twBnty-five cents and the Methodists forty-fo^jr dollars
Boston University
School of Education
Library
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and 8ever:ty-f ive cerits for pews. The comraittee chosen to
apportion the time allotted two Sundays to tne Methodist,
twelve to the Baptist^ and the remainder to the Congrega-
tionalists. This comraittee was chosen by the town every
year to distribute the time according to the cheuige in
denominational personnel of the church, and all was calm
and peaceful for many years.
Alanson Rawson was called in 1837 and settled but was
dismissed in 1842. The Reverend Ezra Adams guided the
town's religious attentions for six years beginning in
1843, but the church had been divorced from the town by
zha,t tirae^ana he was maintained by subscription only. The
population was attracted elsewhere^ and the necessary funds
to support a settled minister not being available, the
pulpit was supplied by itinerant preachers from this time
on.
William DeWitt Hyde of. Bowdoin, Samuel F, Emersoh of
the University of Vermont^ and many other noted theologians
spent a summer here ministering to the communicants.
The old square-towered meeting house still stands a
silent, solitary sentinel in its bower of greenery. Here,
the- saattering townsmen convene upon election day and per-
form their municiapal duties as profoundly as it is done
in a great metropolis.
I
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The embryo village of long ago has disappeared. The
galaxy of muster day now concedes its place to lilac thic-
kets and grotesque mounds of bricks and stone which evince
long-forgotten abodes of human habitation. The two re-
maining structures of a once prosperous community are its
school^house and church. These two rocks^upon which the
town government of a cent^ary ago was so righteously found-
edjbear evidence of their material solidarity and stand
like lighthouses in a sea of oblivion, a monument and a
benediction to the founders of this "once glorious empire."


i
SCHOOLS ANTEDATING THE DISTRICT SYSTEM
54.
Inaemuch as Roxbury was not incorporated until after
the inauguration of the district system, we must necessar-
ily revert to the records of the combining districts to
get an intelligent background.
These pioneers in the wilderness were a brawny^ vigor-
ous race accustomed to hardship and insensible to physical
suffering. They were a pious, law abiding people who had
but a moaerate store of booklearning, Whittier gives a
vivid aescription of one in "Snowbound'".
Our uncle innocent of books
Was rich in lore of field and brooks
The ancient teachers never dumb
Of nature's unhoused lyceum.
Sharpness of intellect and features were animated by their
hard life^ which was often fraught with danger.
The young men would follow a surveyor's trail into the
wilderness, locate his claim^and set about to build himself
a shelter. His accoutrement woula consist of em exe, gun,
knife, tinaerbox^ and kettle^and a small supply of provis-
ions such as aalt pork and rye meal. His first task wouJLd
be to cut a hemlock tree to provide bark for the roof of
his leanto. Trees were felled into a tangled mass and
when dry would be burned. The ashes, together with the
humus of ages, provided excellent fertility for the soil
I1
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beneath* This was planted to corn or sowed with rye as
soon as the unburn ed logs were removed.
His log house next occupied his attention. This was
a rough^uncomely structure, roofed with bark and chinked
with mud. The floor was of dirt packed down with the
ceaseless tread of heavy feet or perhaps of puncheons,
and the heating accommodations were a hole in the roof or
a stone fire-place. The furniture was crude and ^jninvit*
ing but entirely in harmony with the other conditions
surrounding him.
To this he brought his young wife, where in the course
of a few years they worked themselves into a comfortable
home and favorable circumstances. A large family was not
unwelcomed^for there was room for every one as well as an
abundance of the simple fare which they consumed. The
children were instructed in the manual arts at an early
age. The boys were taught the ways of tlie woods and its
creatures as well as xhe chores of the farm while the
young ladies were acquainted with the multitudinous duties
which were necessary in the pioneer home. Almost every
article worn by man, woman^or child was spun, woven, colors'
ed, and made here. Every woman had her flsuc-patch in
those days just as the hou8e^\ife of today has her flower
bed. She could pull, break, swingle, card and spin it
and took pride upon state occasions in displaying her
11
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handicraft
,
The women took no part in the government and con-
sequently needed little education. All that was required
of her was to prepare herself to maKe some man a good and
frugal wife. Eviaence to substantiate the situation of
women in eaucation at thut time can be found in the diary
of Abner Sanger (l). Several notes in his daily memoran-
dum of 1775 are like that of June 10 when he says, "Jehr
Stiles wife come to get me to superscribe a letter to
send to Capt. Stiles at Cambridge or Mistick". Other
similar instances occur in the same journal^which would
indicate that the women had to resort to a scribe to con-
vey written messages.
The young men, however, must bear their part in the
administration of the town's affairs^ and they must be
educated. These people Knew that liberty and prosperity
rested in intelligence and moral integrity, the one to
be gained in the school, the other in the church. Con-
sequently, o^ar firfit schools in New England were only for
the boys ^but New Hampshire claims the distinction of in-
augurating the first coeducational common school system
by virtue of her law passed in 1680.
The Massachusetts settlements were made primarily
for religious freodom^and there was little call for the
(l) A diary printed in the "Repertory" at Keene, N. H.^
1935-1936. Sanger's Diary was photostated at the Con-
gressional Library in Washington, D. C.^from which it was
copied.
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science of number ^but everyone must be able to read and
write in oraer that they might know and understand the
Scriptures. In New Hampshire the motives for settlement
were the accumulation of wealth and the acquiring of pro-
perty, and being a commercialist ic set the fundamentals
in arithmetic were useful. Hence, we find that the only
instruction in our common schools up to the middle of
the eighteenth century was reading and writing. Abner
Sanger kept a complete diary from 1774 to 1777 and appears
to have been a fair chirographer . Being a native of
Hardwick, Massachusetts, he undoubtedly gained his writ-
ing skill from the schools in that locality. His know-
ledge of arithmetic seems to have beenjjdeficient
,
however,
for he is constantly noting that he goes somewhere to
reckon. On April 19, 1775, he remarks, "At Yo-'jing D, Nims,
I stay all night" and the following day "Spend ye fore-
noon with sd Niras and talk about reckoning, I go to Breed
Batcheller, I borrow his manuscript on surveying". In
later notes he tells of working out problems in Maj
. Bach-
eljer's manuAcript^ which would naturally verify the fact
that the three R's were only two until about the year
.1750. Arithmetic was added because ib could be of use in
the everyday life of the pioneer. Thus we find that
education was utilitarian and practical rather than creat-
J Ir'F .L'l' I L llj .tj .
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ive and ideal.
The first schools in these infant plantations were
held in private houses, vacant shacks, and sometimes in
bams, Josiah S«ward, the Sullivan historian, verifies
this by saying that previous to the incorporation of the
town, the schools in the five districts which made up the
tov«n vvere all kept in barns* The Southern district v;hich
was set off from Keene was taught in the barn of Zadoc
Nime, ana the part of Keene west of the Otter river which
later went to make up the town of Roxbury would come into
this district. The settlers usually built a barn previous
to the construction of a frame house ^for their "pole
house" was comfortable^ and their stock suffered greatly
in the winter for lack of shelter. There was little or
no room in the cabin -so the teacher and her children were
lodged in the bam, since it was seldom used from the time
the cattle went out to grass in the spring until the hay
wab cut in July. In fair weather we can believe that the
teacher might use that most magnificent school room, the
great out-of-doors, but in wet weather at least the educa-
tional function of the community was denizened in a barn.
Our historian further speaks of his ancestors having told
of various experiences relative to their barn schooling
which were "rather too personal to mention". It is lam-
entable that these experiences were too despicable to
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"t^ print in view of what is broadcast in our best sellers
at the news stands of today, for they would furnish us
valuable information. Madella Nims, in a paper given
before the Fortnightly Club of Keene, gives us a smatter-
ing of the bam school methods. "The bare earth, which
the children's feet soon rendered very dusty would pur-
posely be stirred up to anncy the teacher and amuse their
companions. Slabs were nailed upon the sides at a con-
venient height to serve as aesKS."
The historian tells us that the first school in
Nelson was held in the abandoned cabin of John Adams^who
first settled on the Solomon Buckrainster place. Adams
had come here from Rutland, Massachusetts, soon after the
arrival of Breed Batchelder, having purchased his land
from him. In the report of the conaition of the Packers-
field grant to the Masonian Proprietors in 1774, he seems
to have had fifteen acres clearea and a "board house"
erected. His cabin, being vacant ^would provide shelter
for the tender scholrirs in inclement weather^relieving
the comm^jnity of the necesbity of erecting a school^ouse .
Hannah Batcheller, a relative of Breed Batcheller, was
the teacher here in 1771 ^and her efforts were evidently
successful ^s she was later hired in a larger district,
Packersfiela had other schools ^for at a 'cown meeting held
in 1776 they "adjourned to the school house", but I have
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been unable to locate it other than it was at the center
of the town.
i
Hannah Batcheller^s Receipt for Teaching.
The writer has endeavored to find out just who this payee
was and where she came from. The receipt is in the hand-
writing of Breed Batchelder and probably was his mother's*.
Batchelder's father haa aied at Beverly, Massachusetts, a
decade previous to this frora rhose estate he is reported
to have benefitted financially. A brother William is men-
tioned in the annals of Packersfiell^but no sister. Brig-
ham Nims says that she taught in the abandoned loghouse of
John Adams previous to this time. The document does not
tell how long she taught for about |3.15, but thej*" seldom
had a term of less than a month's duration.
McCollester (l) tells us that the first school in
Marlboro was held at the house of Phineas Farrar in the
(1) "History of Marlboro", Bemis, page 344.
/t
winter of 1770-1771 and that James Brewer was the teacher.
Another school kept by the ssirae teacher or his son was
held in a cabin across the road from the Lewis C. Dawes
farmhouse. This was supposed to have been built by Joseph
Brown ^who found that he was off his claim and abandoned
it. Another school was kept the same winter in the house
of Deacon Silas Fife, As no vote was taken to regulate
the schools in Marlboro until 1777^ we naturally conclude
that this system was used up to that time at least.
An old Fenning Spelling Book, which belonged to the
fajnily of Jacob Towns and is still preserved in the Nims
Collection of early school books at the Baker Memorial
Library at Dartmouth College, contains this inscription
on the back cover, " Towns his book. School kept in
D. Nirns Spare (or Square) room, cradel for desk,
Church teacher 1771", This was evidently written
with the point of an old lead plummet and is almost ill-
Isgible^but it does tell us a little about the old-time
school and its bare conveniences. When we read the out-
lanaish retrenchment schemes which are advanced by pseado-
economists at the present time, some of whom would declare
a moratorium on all school expenditures for the present
year, I wonder if they realize the fortitude and hardships
which OUT forefathers endured to found a municipally gov-
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emed educational institu'Cion and the inconvenience and
sacrifice which they suffered in oraer to preserve it.
The Frontispiece to "Penning' s Spelling Book".
This hooic ^Tas printed in England in 1755 by Daniel
Fenning and was a common school book until long after the
Revolution.
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Schools were feebly and fitfully supported in these
times^as they depended upon the leaders in the community
for "cheir support. Small amounts of money were approp-
riated for the schools ^and the teacher was expected to
"tacke ye "oenefit cf ye scollar" for the remainder. If
the influential men had produce Tvhich could be turned
into schooling, the neighborhocd received the benefit of
a school. One article in the town warrant in Keene reads
"to see if the tc\vn will hire a school master for a year
provided the payment can be maae easy". The teacher under
these conditions of employment would arrange matters with
the several committees in the town and journey from one
locality to another holding his school at such places as
would be mosc convenient to the section in which he was
teaching. The pedagogue ,upon finishing his term in a
section^would bid farewell to his little group^ taking with
him his school accoutrement, plus a few shillings in mon-
ey, but the greater part of his stipend would be in pro-
mises of delivery of grain to a convenient gristmill. The
master coula then go to the miller and arrange for its
sale or barter. Mr, Learned^who taught in Dublin during
this ::eriod ^received his pay in rye delivered to the mill
in New Ipswich (i). This was acceptable to him as raoney^
for the tovms had a custom of setting the price of things.
In PacKersf ield^ as late as 1778 ^the town voted to "chose
(1) N. H. Report of Commissioner of Education, 1876,
page 335.
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a conmitDee to set the price of things", "chose Nathaniel
Breed, Aaos Skinner and James Bancroft". Their report
recoraea in "che records shows the following standard,
"In Inger com at three shillings per bushel and Rie at
three shillings and eight pence and grass fed beef at two
pence half penny per pound". A bit inconvenient but fully
as acceptable a stipend as the promise to pay of some of
•— )- ' T 1
Zadoc Nims receipt for Boarding the School Master.
The first schools in the north part of Keene were kept
in Zaioc Nim's barn. It .vas later set off as a part of
Sullivan. It may be noted that the liaster's boara was
more expensive than that 01 the mistreso.
our contemporary bankrupt towns.
Mr. Samuel Appleton, one of these early teachers, in
a letter to the people of Dublin at their centennial^
speaks of an experience which would baffle the most ver-
satile peaagogue of today. At the close of school the
first day^he went to board at the log house cf Mr, Fair-
banks^which consisted of a single room. After the evening
meal of mush and milk, the trundle bed was withdrawn from
ii
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beneath the bed of the householaer and his wife. The
"ceacher slept upon "che tnandle bed in the midale of the
room^while the host and his wife occupied the corner.
This was continued for a period of two weeka^when he
journeyed to another part of the district for his keep.
It was not long before the several neighborhoods
built school^houses for their own convenience without
aesistajice from the town^but no record of them can be
found. Evidence of this is shown in the fact that Nelson
town meetings were often held in the school^o^ise long
before there is any mention of schools upon the town re-
cords. The building was usually of logs or rough boards
with a fireplace on at least one end and sometimes both.
Professor Sanborn pictures them as having windows which
were covered with paper and greased with lard to make
them transparent. Glass was expensive^ and as most of the
studying was done by the light of the fire, the heat con-
servation was far more to De desired than the illuminat icn
.
The fuel for the gluttonous fireplace was fvrnished by
the constituents of the aistrict proportioned according
to the number of pupils in the school. If a family were
dilatory in this duty^ the children belonging to it were
placed in the bleakest corner of the room until their com-
plaints to the parents prompted the fulfillment of this
obligation.
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The supply oi school books was very meagre at the
time, the New England Primer, Bible, and Psalter being
the common texis, A few scattering booKS such as Martinis
THF.
PRIMER,
EASY AND PLRABANT
eUJDE T^ rilE ART OM RLADIXQ.
r TO W*rC« I» ADDED,
THE
CATEdlTSM
COXCOHD.X . M.
The Title Page of the Old New England Primer
With the exception of the Bible and Testament no other
book had as wi^e a circulation as this little voluice.
:iost of them have passed out of existence for they were
poorly bo'jnd and received severe usage. Parents raised
large f amil iea . and each child usea this little bock to
learn his or her letters and catechism. When it had been
mastered, it was passed on to the next youngest, and so on
through the family.
Grammar and Fenr. ing's Speller, Edwards on the Will, and
Solomon's Geography were to be had^but the usual problem
which faced the master was that he had as many different
texts as he had pupils.
I4
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Recei.:u given Davia Niras Jr. in 177.3.
This scrap of paper reveals much to the writer con-
cerning his progenitor. The Spelling Book was probably
a "T'atts Compleat Spelling Book" published in London in
177G,a8 fragmentary portions of one are etil] extant. The
price was one shilling and three pencejWhich would be
approximately 36 cents in our money. The monetary stand-
ara at "Che time of this purchase was the Old Tenor^ which
was generally used in America up to the advent of the
United States monetary stanuara. A shilling was computed
at 16-J cents Old Tenor and at 34 cents New Tenor. The
mugg and bowl were used in the house and may be among the
relics still preserver , The snuff box, hand of tobacco^
and generous portion of rum reveal the saintly habits of
the ancestor, some of which arc well preserved by his
great-great grandsons. It is said th-.t David Niras could
chew a hand of tobacco, arink a qu?.rt of rum and clear an
acre of primeval forest in a single day. We are told that\
the h-jiiian race is -deteriorating, ana if thisra* true pict-
ure of the ar".cestor, it surely is, for the writer is posi-
tive that he coulu. never clear the acre of land or chew
the tooacco. The pint of rum was probably consumed at the
tavern tap-room an^ the galxon fcoteo. back to his home.
The primer Wb.s unuoubtealy a "New England Primer" purchas-
ed for his son Davia, 3nd, who woula oe four years old at
the time and woula oe attending the summer session of the
school. The t'Aist and broadcloth would be used to pro-
vide the new scholar with suitable clothing for school.
As tr^e school house in this district of Keene 7/as not
built ijntil later tthe child was about to attend a school
at sorne house in the neighborhood, with Hannah Batcheller
as the teacfjer. The Batchellers were looked upon with
great -teierenoej hence, the child ^vas dressea up in broad-
cloth ratiier than the customary homespun. The rum and
brimstone was for the "itch". The monotonous diet of heaVji
-»y protein foods such as corn, rye ^and meat, with no vit-
amin cor.tent, which ms consijmea throughout the niinter.
caused a chlorotic conaition of the blood. This usually
vented itself on the victim's system in the form of a
scurvy similar to that acquired by sailors. If the skin
did not clear ^ a lotion of ivm and brimstone was applied
to soothe the disoraered flesh.
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The education in the home was of great importance
throughout this period due to the intermitiseait and fitful
way in which the public schools were administered. Long
HiVi^ence of Inuebteoness a century ana a half ago.
The business transactions of these young Americans fol-
lovv'ed the Coiamon Law of England^ which incluaed the Statute
of Frauj-s and of Limitations . Eviu.erjces of debt had to
conform to these laws. If a man was unable to sign his
name he maae his ruark and some one witnessed it, -.vhich
maae 'the trsinsaction legal. Breed Ba.tchelder wrote this
ana witnessea it.
intervals elapsed between terms of schooling during the
trying days of the Revolution and the subsequent decade.
If the hoi^e failed to function in the educational program^
the children were apt to become illiterate. It is quite
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great dieetavantage in carrying on business of any Bort.
David Nims ,Sr
,^
las a fair penman and was the first town
cierk of Keene, His son Davia ^Jr . ,1»a8 a very poor writer
and speller due to the harassing Indian Wars ^which afford-
ed little opportionity for schooling in his early years.
Although he could write himself ^he employed a scribe for
business transactions. His educational handicap troubled
ft^ 'iU'jC^'"^ ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ —-
y
him and he used every effort ^oossible to see that his own
children were educated.
Education in the pioneer home was by the firelight^ v/ith
the exception of the very young. Ivladella Nims tells us
in her essay before the Fortnightly Club in 1914 that the
child of three ard four years carried a battledore or
wooden paddle about with him^upon which was pasted a piece
of birch bark. The letters were inscribed upon the white
pastel from which the child leained them. The birch bark
was tough and stood the rough usage of the young savage
i
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interesting to note that nearly all the pioneers from
Massachusetts coula write. But very few of the signers
of the Association Test in 1775 used a cross with"His
14ark"De6i.Ae it. Over five himared pioneers from the
three towns which later make up Roxbury signed the docu-
ment and there were but eleven who used a mark. To be
sure, there are some which are quite illegible^ but it
attests the assiduity of the Massachusetts Educational
authorities from whence they migrated.
Writing was gre:-tly emphasized surnong the male popula-
tion for vario js reasons. In order to be a useful member
of the town he must take part in its public business.
This required the giving of receipts and the making of all
0)
sorts of aocuments. Tne report of the highway surveyor,
Abraham Wheeler, is one of many instances. He has told
his story iii a colloquial way^ and the spelling is phonetic
rather than accurate but it was a recoru. and when written
was valuaoie to the maker.
Our laws in New Hampshire follow the Massachusetts
statutes very closely. The Massachusetts law in turn had
been copied from the comirion lav. of England^ which required
that certain kinds of business transactions must be writX-
ten in oraer to be legal. The Statute of Frauds and Limit-
ations in the Old Common Law were closely adhered to and
any party who could not write often fcjind himself at a
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very well. In some instances^ the pupil was supplied with
a thin sheet oi split oak or ash which was smooth shaven
ana took the ink very well. As it was 'Jised for a play-
thing "by the child ^it had to be serviceable. The young
scholar was not given to study ana often left his battle-
dore in the farmyard or in any place he happened to be.
To remedy this^ a hole was oorea in the handle ^and the in-
Btrijment was tied to his neck or w-iistband with a tow
ribbon. If the child became boisterous or naught3r^ he was
forced to ?it in the corner and study his battledore.
Paper was very scarce eind ver3'' expensive. All the
paper was made from linen rags in the eighteenth century
and for many years after, wood pulp paper being unheard of.
If paper was used^it was trimmed very close to thw writing^
as many photostats show. Thrift was a virtue with these
pioneer people^ una they needed no other incentive for
saving, fiany of the ola letters are a palimpsest which
were written in a criss-cross fashion to save paper. Birch
bark was used about the home for memoranda and some neigh-
borly transactions. Little rolls of the inner bark still
attest the scribbling of these thrifty people.
,
The reading vvas done by the light of a ary pine knot.
This was sometimes soaked in tallow to give a brighter
light^but the old pine usually garnered enough pitch to
give them sufficient luminosity. Abner Sanger in his diary
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often speaks of this custom when he aays, "I gather wood
to make light". In later years^ when the farm had plenty
of tallow^ the candle was used^as it gave a steadier light
and was easier to handle. The old canalesticks were made
with a haJidle which slipped on to the top slat of an old
ladder back or banister back c^air^ana the reader was
free to use both hands to hold a book or to write. Many
of the old ladder backs have a top slat which is burned^
attesting the fact that the ola pioneer often swooned in
his leisure hovrs and that the low burning canale worked
while its companion sl\imberea. The father usually read
long and loudly from the Scriptures in the evening fire-
light ^ana a little tot sat nearby with a ceindle snuffer
to keep the candle burning brigntly. This was followed
by a prayer. The cradles and trunale beds were than fill^
jftd" with their precious burdens^ and the farmer and his wif©
went about the banking of the fire in readiness for the
night. The family altar is referred to as one of the many
idio^ynarasies of pioneer life. It was a most laudable
custom, however, ana disappeared from the American home
much too soon. The home was a well-regulated institution
in bygone days and cared for many of the phases of our
social order which are now devolved ippn the schools.
The home was a school a century ana a half ago; now the
school is the home to a large percentage of cur children.

These types of schooling persisted through the period
of settlement and in most towns until after the Revolution^
ary era. They were crude and intermittent, giving little
opportunity for progressive advancement ^"but the home
Kooling^ supplemented v/ith a moderate amount of public
school training, was sufficient to enable the larger part
of the population to read, write ana reckon in the common
Standards. More than anything else^they -.vere given re-
ligious instruct ion^and the principle of obedience to au-
thority v.'as strongly emphasized, ?he Pastor remarked at
one of their final gatherings, "They have made such ad-
vcincee in the several branches of literature th-t if pur-
sued "cogether with good conauct , should become honorable
members of both Church and State".
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SQUADRON OR CLASSING THE TOWN
"The riches of the commonwealth
Are free, etrorg minds and hearts of health
And more to ner than gold or grain
The cunning hand and cultured "brain. " I^Al tfi^
The neighborhood schools squabbled among themselves
over the various phases of the school polic3^, more par\-
tacularly the finances. Some families were left out en-
tirely^ ana some were too poor to bear the burden. If
teachers found that the "tacke upon ye conaition of ye
scollar" was too meagre^ he refused to return. The lump
e\m as raised by the town was parcelled out indiecrimin-
ately ^leaving some sections of the town without any supjf-
Y^rt whatever.
This conaition led to the dividing of the tov/n into
unit
8
J which have been called by various names such as dis -
trict, section, squadron, class, ana province. In this
section of New Hampshire, however, squadron, c las s^ and
district are most cominonly used. At a meeting of the pro-
prietors in Marlboro^ April 10, 1777, it was "Voted to
diviae the town into four equal sq^oaarons for schooling".
No extra appropriation of money was rnade^but it served as
a basis for the division of the money. Small Q-'jias of mone^
-©^ were appropriated but it was dealt out sparingly as

these were trying years. The requirements of the law of
1719 were evidently disrespected^for in 1781 an article
was inserted in the vrarrant "to see if the town will pro-
vide a school or schools the present year and raise mon^y
for the purpose, in order to keep the town from being
presented". It is quite evident that the proprietors did
A School Tax Payment.
Money was sce.rce; and people often worked out their
school tax. The Squadron Comirittee authorized the work^
and when completed , they gave receipt to the laborer ^who
presentea his receipt to the selectmen of the town. The
amount stipulatea was deducted from the tax bill before
it was turnea over to the school collector.
not fear the ordeal of being presented to the legislature
for non-conformity with the statute^ for no money was voted
that year and but little in succeeding years. In 1788 it
was "vote-i to squadron out the town anew for schooling"
and on April 31, 1794, it was "voted to resquadron the
I
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town for schooling
"J
evincing the rapio. growth of the tovm .
The squadrons dre'x their names from the points of the com-
pass^ such as, ncrth-east squadron or south squaaron ,and
maintained this nomenclature until t":3 inauguration of the
district system in 18C4. Sullivan (l) used the term squa-
dron, as some of the illustrations show, aa did Fitzwill-
iam (2) and many others. Wi have endeavored to find the
origin of this term ana the sigr^ificance which prompted
its use. The reason for its use in Marlboro is because
it had been in use in the Town of Marlboro, Massachusetts,
from which the sifettiers caae, W4 find in the records of
that town in 1749 "Voted to choose a committee of seven
men to apportion the school in six societies or squadrons
taking the northwest comer for one squadron". Another
explanation which would tend to decipher the term is from
the construction of their school houses. They were usu-
ally built in an oblong fashion^with a hipped or square
roof. The interior had a large chimney and a fireplace
at one end alongside the teacher's dais. In the other
end of the roora^there was a long bench and one on each
of the two sides^ which formed a square leaving the end
toward the teacher's desk open. In the center of the
square there v/ere seats for the smaller scholars^which
made it appear not unlike one of the old squadron military
(1) History of Sullivan, N, H, Se'vard.
(2) History of Troy, N. H. Caverly
II
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formations, witii the teacher as the leader, hence, the
term squadron.
The proprietors at Keene divided the town into four
school aistricts on October 39, 1770, the four territonal
qiiarters of the town being the general plan for demarca-
tion. This woula leave the children east of the North
The bill for the construction of the Schoolhouse
in the East District of Keene ,1774.
The frame to the schoolhouse was probably raised at
one of the old-fashioned * raisings', and the completion of
it was vendued to the lowest bid.i.er. The 800 feet of
inch boarj.s would be used to cover the outside of the
building and for the floor if there was one. Puncheon
floors were common. The tnree-quarter inch boards would
be used for the inside sheathing, and tne half-inch boards
woula be used for ceiling. The expense of the chimney
would indicate that it was of brick rather than the con-
tempor:.iry etor^e variety. The raantletrees were of iron and
very expensive. When the 3nd district changed from fire-
place to a heating stove in 1838^ the iron was sold and
brought a fabulous suja. Glass was very expensive and but
little was used. On dull days in winter ,the pupils stud-
ied by the light of the open fire.
I r
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Branch wich a river to ford on che ir way to school^ and in
consequence their petition to be set off as a separate
district in 1771 was granted. Each district was required
to build a schoolhouse and could draw their portion of th e
fifteen pounds raised for schools in proportion to the
tax paid. No schoolhouses vrere built, however, until
1774^when the first school committees were chosen. The
district to the east of the Otter river ^which was known
as the East Beech Hill aistrict^had Ebenezer Carpenter
and David Nims for a committee^ and they proceeded to
build a schoolhouse ^which was ready for occupancy in Dec-
ember jl774. All the districts were not as fortunate as
far as housing was concerned, for in the town records of
March 17, 17S2, "Votea that lib* Ruth Kidder keep a
school in the basement of Watson *8 shop, Mrs. Kidder to
receive five shillings a week for services and five shill-
ings for board ana furnish the wood".
This would tend to demonstrate that schools, althouo-h
much desired, were somewhat arbitrarily aoministered as
well as houseo..
The first record of schools in Packersfield was at
their March meeting in 1773 when they "Voted one hundred
poimds for the support of a reading and wrighting school"
.
In the fall of the same year they "Voted to choose a
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committee to dispose of the school money according to the
vote of the to^ last March". Lieutenant James Bancroft,
John Adams, Ens.^ and John Brown were chosen to allot the
ricney. In 178C no money was raised^ but six thousand
pounds were raised for hi ghways^ which would indicate that
the hundred pounds raised in 177S was sufficient due to
A Teacher^s Recei}>t for Schooling,
the decline in the valine of paper currency. As six hun-
dred pounds were raised for schools in 1781 and only fif-
teen pounds in 1782 ^it would substantiate the fact that
our ancestors could stage an economic retreijchment with
greater saluhri^ty and sagacity than our prssent-day
economists
,
In the March meeting cf 1785 it ras "Yoted to class
the tO',vn"(l). They gave the center society leave to set
(l) For "Classing" of towns see History of Salem, N.H.^
page 3^9
.
I
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a schoolhouse upon the southeast corner of the common
and "voted thirty pounds for support of reading and writ-
ing schools." A committee was appointed to class the town
and an article in the town warrant of September 37, 1785,
"To see if the town will act anything further respecting
the classing of the town as voted in the last meeting".
Waaspassed over. I judge from this that the division was
David Nims was chosen to serve as school collector
for the tenth District of Keene in 1798. As Philip Amidon
was responsible for the hiring of the master and running
the school in the E&st Beech Hill district, the money was
turned over to him by the collector for which Amidon
gave receipt.
satisfactory.
The Encyclopedia Brittanica gives as a definition of
class ^> "the whole oody of people called to arms". As
Packersf ield was a great military township, I judge that
this is the reason for the use of the word "class".
Small amounts of money were ap-ropriated annually^ and
some schools were kept in a schoolhouse, some were moved
from house to house or were kept in a barn of shop. There
I
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was little regularity because of the poor housing condit-
ion ^and we find on "March ye 16th 1795 voted to build
school houses where neces.-ary " , A committee of nine was
chosen to see about the condition of the listricts and
to locate the schoolhouses where necessary. Samuel Bass-
ett was chosen from the south^^est quarter^ and the comm-
ittee's report is quite a masterpiece. "We have consider-
ed the local situation in the districts . The
South West district to remain as it is now except for
Mr. Balch (who by previous classification had been set
off to another district), the schoolhouse to be erected
between Samuel Bass ett 's and Charles Rices",
They next "votea to raise two hijndred and forty poun-«ls
to build schoolhouses the districts to draw what they
pay''^and eight collectors were chosen to draw the money,
the lot falling to Solomon Buckminster in the soutt^est
district. The schoolhouses were built^ and the town con-
tinued to grow^ which necessitated some changes in the
districts. Petitions were presented calling for a redis-
tricting of the town but were invariably turned down.
The difficulty was usually ameliorated by attaching the
disgruntled parties to a contiguous district. The dis-
tricts were designated according to compass point from
the center of the town until 1808, when it was "voted that
II
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the school districts in town be numbered by the selectmen
knc^ in the future by their numbers, the school district
paying the largest sum of money being district Number 1
and so on in that oraer". The center district^being the
large St ^became Number l^and the southwest paying the next
largest became District Nuiuber 3 and so remained until
it was set off to form a part oi' Roxbury.
The financing was usually left with one or two as is
evidenced in the report oi. a.8C4, The school tax as lev-
ied by the selectmen was gathered by a school collector^
who turned it over to the person who was chosen "to hiar
the schoolaame". This school collector had a genuine
task^for he had many adjustments to make. Some who could
not pay the tax sought to work it out by repairing the
schoolhouse or going after the dame. Others had products
CO S fi«2_ "~p*« ^3.
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of the earth with which to -;ay^ and the collector might
find himself confronted with the task of converting a few
"bushels of rye or a leg of grass-fed beef into a medium
of exchange which woula be acceptable to the pedagogue.
5; \ >1
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Minutes of aji ^^Id District Meeting.
The writer has often wondered vny he could not find
more :bout the old schools ana the nature of their meet-
ings. This scrap of paper found in an old trunk which
belonged to Mathew Nims, son of David, ^r., indicates
that the minutes were taken down upon occasional pieces
of paper^hich^^were^ oft^^ \o Bt or ^destroyed.
Debts were^sejjdom^aia. promptly^ ajad__sometim^8^ ye ajc^ _e lap-
sea before the agent could reniuiierate the teacher. Re-
ceipts were given with each transaction ^Vv'hich were zeal-

ously preserved by them and on being exhumed provide
interesting ana illuminating material for the student
of American Education.
0*
4-
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THE ORGANIZATION OF THE DISTRICT SYSTEM
Fnen the district school law was passed in 1804 ^it
meant little to these towns^as they were alreaay organi-
zed into groups which satisfied the statute. Some towns
still clung to the old town-unit organization^and the mori-
ey ':7as parcelled out by parsimonious and prejudiced se-
lectmen. Some v;ere devoid of any education what ever^ ex-
cept at the center of the town and that was kept on'i-y to
satisfy the Proportion Act of 1789, which required each
town to raise five pounds upon every twenty shillings of
state tax. Others^ in order to spend the money^used the
policy vrhich Portsmouth used in 1661^ wherein the school-
master's job was designated thus, "To act as court mess-
enger, serve summons, lead choir, ring bell, dig graves,
take charge of the school and perform other occassional
duties". Thus we can see that the schools of a town de-
pended upon the leading men. If they '.vere intelligent
and learned ^they obeyea the law, but if ::riggish and pen-
urious^ they evadea it. PAany of these towns were under the
spell of wealthy men who feared the consequences if the
people whom they held in subjegation became too well edu-
cated, ana consequently arranged to aefeat any liberal
educational policies.
Our sagacious legislators of a century and a quarter
ago could well aiscern that the handling of the education-
<
al eciieme belonged in the family ana neighborhood to be
in accordance with ideas of these liberty loving people.
Thn" the district law of 1804 was inaugurated.
The Record Book of District No. 3.
Books were covered with split oak or ash in the
early years of American book-trade. The wood was then
covered with a thin sheet ci foolscap,which wore out
with hara. usage, showing the inner cover. To preserve
books ,the settlers usually put on an outer coating of
sheepskin and sewed it on the inside which made a very
durable binding. ^
r
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The law of 18C8 required each discrict to keep a re-
cord of its proceedings so that from that date we have
a fairly comprehensive record of education in New Hamp-
shire. Hitherto, records were not kept at all except by
the town and those were kept only to satisfy the Law of
1789, The photostat shows that some were kept on scraps
of paper which were often lost or mislaid. Thus we find
that when Roxbury launched upon an educational career we
have an adaptable and working scheme already in operation.
At the March meeting in 1813 ^a committee was chosen to
district the town for schooling. This committee report^ci.
j»« upon the third of May ^1813 ,and their deliberations are
shown herewith. The districting left the Number 2 dis-
trict of Packcrsfield as it was, except to designate it
as Number 1 of Roxbury. The north district of Marlboro
was called District Number 3 of Roxbury^ and for the first
year the school was kept by joint agreement in the same
house ^with pupils from both Marlboro and Roxbury attend-
ing. John Gove, Josiah Woodward and Samuel Wadsv/orth .who
lived in the north part of the district ^v-ere dissatisf iedu
v/ith the arrangement. They petitioned the selectmen to
call a meeting for the purpose of discussing the erection
of a schoolhouse nearer the center of the district. This
meeting was convened at the house of Daniel Cummin crs on
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February 22, 1S14, with ll7illiam Parker as Moderator and
Rev. John Gove as clerk. Moses Guild, Elias Hemenwary^
ajid James Wakefield were chosen as legates to confer
with the Marlboro school district. They were instructed
to either buy the share of Marlboro or sell the interest
of Roxbury. The committee reported on March 15, 1814,
saying ^"We have sold to that (Marlboro) committee all
our right and title to said house with fire doggs and
fire shovel for the sum of fifty dollars" . Thus
the district Number 2 of Roxbury was organized in a
separate unit on March 33, 1814, by the adoption of this
report
.
District Number 3, which was formerly of Ksene, re-
mained about as it was with a few aaaitions from the
western art of Marlboro. The only notice in the record
of any change being that the "dark" wrote down "Roxary"
insxead of Keene and indicated that it v/as "Dis trick Nm-
ber 3rd". The wood, too, was sold by the cord instead of,
by the week and was "to be chopted and cordend fit for
the fire one cord when the school begin, the other two
when that is gorn".
4
THE ORGANIZATION OF THE DISTRICT
The minutes of the meetings of these three school
districts would never suggest to the reader that they were
integral parts of that same town. The terms used by each
have the same meaning hut are entirely foreign to their
derivation. The method of administering their affairs
varied with each district^ and the clerks in recording tha;
meetings used entirely different forms. However, the
ultimate aim of each was the same; that is, to give their
offsprir.g the benefits of such educational advantages as
were available at the time , involving the least expenditure
of money , without regard to quality.
Beginning at about the year 1825 ^ the district meet-
ings were warned by the posting of a warrant upon the
schoolhouse door at least seven days previous to the con-
vening date. It was an old and established custom of giv-
ing notification to the people, :'artin Luther having hal-
lowed it in 1517 at Wittenburg. Previous to this the re-
cords run "met according to appointment". This appoint-
ment was made by the clerk^who made a visit to each of
the freeholders in the district and gave personal notifi-
cation. The law of 1827 standardized the method of warn-
ing district meetings, making it optional with the officer
whose duty it rriight be to attend to the matter. He might
give personal notice or in writing by leaving it at the
abode of the constituent. Notice of said meeting might
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be given liy posting up three notices, one on :he school-
house doer and the others at two of the most public places
in the district at least fifteen days previous to the ap-
pointed date. District Number 3 used the former invari-
ably. District Number 3 used the latter and District Num-
ber 1 used both, the most public places being Gideon New-
comb's rum shop and the meeting house.
These warrants were simple in content and had as a
final article "to act on anything the district sees fit
when met". This article was sometimes dismissed but more
often included in its category questions regarding the
mode of punishment to be administered to recalcitrant
scholars, as well as exhortation to the teachers. If -ate-
busive wrangling arose^the district voted that the offender
should treat the offended "with respect".
Previous to the Law of 1837^ the meetings of the third
district were held in April and October
^
in vvhich the
necessary preparations for the summer and winter terms
were provider for. After the inauguration of the Pruden-
tial Committee in 182S, however, but one meeting was helcJi
and that in March, In District Number 3^ meetings were
held early in January for many years ^and they did not see
fit to change their custom until long after the middle of
the century. The voters of District Number 1 were called
together at almost any time as they were near the center
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of the town and could exercise their constitutional right
with comparative ease. In normal times, hovTever, the
meeting was held in March ^wheiv^ the business for the whole
year was transacted.
The termt^ of schooling varied with the district^ but
it was U8ual..y divided into two periods, the winter sess-
ion^ which began on the Monday nearest the twentieth of
November^ and the 6 ummer session which convened in !J.Iay.
The harv esting was usually over by the middle of
Hovsraber and there was little to do about the farm re-
leasing the big b03''6 and girls^as well as the smaller
children^for a few weeks of schoolirg. Inclement weather
keirt the little tots at home^ but the larger pupils usually
attended with sone degree of regularity. There were no
holidays except Sunday. Brigham Nims' diary shows that he
"Kept school" on ThanKSgiving and Christmas the same as
any other day.
The winter terras lasted for eight weeks 'jnless it
suffered an interruption. A temporary cessation was quite
common in the early decades due to the breaking out of
contagio^is aisaases and the breaking up of the school by
mutinous pupils and incompetent teachers. In 1837 over
three hundred Llassachusetts schools were disturbed and
broken up by reason of internal disorders, in most of which
thQ master ^vas evicted bodily. Some schools were
CO See p>a^e.J<2,^
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brajided as being hard schools and because of this, the
price of teaching there scared, much to the chagrin of
the taxpayers. Drastic rules v/ere adopted by the ais-
trict^but thsy availed little, for the pupils would not
submit to the "slave-driving bigots" who ^Tere forced up-
on them as teachers.
The summer session usually lasted for eight weeks^but
its d-^ration depended upon the amount of maney remaining
after the expenses of the winter school had been paid.
In 1813 it was voted by District Number 3 "to scholl the
money out to Abigail White if she will take the whole,
if not as lorig as she will teach the school at one dollar
per week". Ten years later the district adopted the
scheme of keeping a summer session of from six to eight
weeks ^beginning in August^ and in their fall meeting "Vote
to school out the remainder of the money". By this
arrangement a longer session was available to the larger
group as the enrollment in v^inter was greater than in the
summe r
.
These nineteenth century technocrats balanced the
budget 3''early with characteristic sophistry and never were
called upon to exhibit the chicanery in high finance that
some of cor present-day educators are forced to do.
r•c
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THE PRUDENTIAL COMMITTEE
Duriiiff the first two decades the district's buslress
was entrusted to some member'^ of the organization who was
called the agent. In Districts 1 and 2 this term was used
but in the third district he seems to have been the "for-
gotten man" for he was without title. In 1816 they "chose
Llatthew Nims to procure a miscress " ,and as late ae 13S4
it was "voted that Benjamin Thatcher draw the money and
pay the master". This man not only paid for the teacher
and her ooar^. but also paid for wood and other incidentals
such as broken glass and transportation of the teacher.
The following year^ a committee was chosen "to reckon with'^
the agent or committee of the previous year and audit the
aaco^jnts as rendered by nim. At times there was a slight
balance for which the succeeding agent gave receipt but
it vy'as not ijncommon to find that one officer of the pre-
vious year had more than "kept out the money". The agertis
powers were very limited, as he was forced to follow the
actions taken at the district meeting to their very letten
Furthermore, his actions were scrutinized by the Super-
intending School Committee^ who had a general over^sight
of the town schools. Much bantering and ill-feeling re-
sulted ^which accentuated the legislature in 1839 to abol-
ish the Superintending School Committee. This was made
1I
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optional with the town, however, and Roxbury continued
to maintain the office mtil the district system was ab-
olished in 1385.
Matthew Nime
The writer's great grandsire was often chosen as the
agent to hire the "schooimarmJJ and as the Prudential
Committee in his later 3'-ears. He was seldom chosen as
clerk for he was an abominable writer and speller. His
school life came during the Revolutionary period "when
education was feebly and fitfully supported.
The law of 1839 rendered the situation still more
simple by providing for the election of a "prudential com-
mittee". This committee was to consist of from one to
4
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three sismbers who were to provide for the entire needs
of the district ^thus placing the whole affair entirely
•under district control. These prudential coramitteee
carried on the district system throughout its existence.
Districts 1 and 3 chose but one member ^but the second
district chose two for a few years ^soon reverting to but
one
.
The morale and success of the school aepended largely
upon the character of this officer. If niggardly and
pecunious in nis affairs ^the school reflected this char-
acteristic tendency ^but if prudent and discreet, the dis-
trict was assured of a salubrious ajad well'directea term
of schooling. He received no salary or ocher compensa-
tion for his trouole^as the honor was deemed sufficient.
Grandfather's diary demonstrates the duties of this
office in the third district.
"Sept. 28, 1855. Went to schoolhouse - set 6 light of
glass, mended 3 more and putteyed severaj. others - clean-
ed stove pipe - swept house made a door for the back
house and hung it."
"Sept. 33, 1855. School com.-r.enced had 11 scholars. Abbey
LI. Taylor, Teacher - Board at my house." It ^vas his duty
to warn the school district of its meeting and on March 1
1856, he notes "Worked in A. M, breaking roads with
t
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oxen - 44^ went to Keene posted up school Warrant." On
the I if teenth ^which was the appointed day in the school
warrant he states, "l£arch 15, 1856, Filled the Leach
and went to School Meeting settlea the school bill. Re-
ceived 49.71 paid Abbie il. Taylor 24. uO, Board 12 weeks
21.00 for repairs 4.71."
Over in District Number 3 ^there were two or three
eccentric families who would invariably bid off the board-
ing of the teacher at a very low price^ and the aC'jommoda-
tions afforded were in close iceepin^ with the bid. The
prudential comnittees would receive some griev^ous and well
grounded criticism of conditions which were difficult to
adjust. This situation was remedied by the submitting of
bids in writing to the Prudential Committee and he used
his discretion as -co whose hospitality the teacher should
be entrusted. "Voted to carry in for board as usual" was
an annual affair until the objectionable parties had left
the disiirict or the matter was otherwise provided for.
The Prudential Committeeman was instructed by the
voters to perform various duties^ some of which were not
too pleasant. Should a aispute arise between the pupils
and teacher, he was instructed to settle the altercation.
He might fina occasion to dismiss a teacher^ or the "big
boys" might effect a removal ^which necessitated hunting
I
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up another in the middle of the term. Locating a school
teacher in the middle of a term was quite a different
task than it is today with teachers' agencies and modem
methods of cominunication. He was often forcea to drive
many miles and scour the countryside for his quest.
One incident ^^'.'hich caused a disgusting scene and the
resignation of the Prudential Committee ^ is worthy of note.
A master, who had found occasion to ferule a small boy,
rather overaid the iob for he split open the skull of
his unfortunate victim. An older brother of the injured
one stepped forward to stop the caraage. In the fury of
his righteo^js indignation^ he grabbea the master and ejecte.
^ him bodily through the closed window. The bruised and
lacerated master sat upon the ground outsiae the building
with the demolished window draped about his neck and
shoulders^ threatening his ejector vvith prosecution and
jail. Nothing serious aeveloped as far as the litigants
were concerned^ but the matter of settl^ing the damage to
the building started a aispute betn^een the Superintending
and the Prudential Committees which resulted in the re-
signation of tne latter.
Fnen there v^as a vacancy in the district, some member
or members of the district petitioned the selectmen to
appoint a successor. The selectmen invariably followed
the request of the district and effected the desired app-
t
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)ointraent ,which was djly recorded in the town records.
The new ap'rointee then summoned the district into session
and renewed the district's business.
One instance of xhe removal of a Prudential Committee
occurs in the first dis>T;rict. A petition was presented
to the selectmen on January 13, 185G, charging that "Our
Prudential Committee Eli Clark Jr. mismanages the affairs
of the district." This -.vas signed by the required one-
quarter part of the inhabitants ^whereupon the selectmen
oraered a hearing and summoned both parties to appear.
The defendant did not appear to loresent his case and the
y
selectmen found in favor of the plaintiffs. A new com-
mittee was appointed and sworn by the selectmen^ putting
the district in a way to form a reorganization.
The district called upon him to post up rules and
regulations concerning the conduct of the scholars and to
CO
regulate their attendance. Pupils from other districts
were allowed to attend "proviaed they pay a 6 pence tui-
shon". This was raised in later years to twenty cents.
The third district refused to allow scholars from other
distr_cts to attend^ as they were apt to introduce bad
actions and ideas with them. Tuition was to be collected
by the Prudential Committee. In 1833 the second district
instructed their agent "to agree with whatever teacher who
was to teaoh the school to keep the school six days in
each -veek".
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Singing schools were held in the evening at the var-
ions schoolhouses two or three times in each week. Their
reputation for sobriety and good behavior seems to be ra-
ther q^iestionable. All three of the districts made var-
ious regulations regarding their conduct and instr^jcted
their prudential committee to enforce them. For some
unKnown reason they were outlawed by the voters of the
districts^ and the use of the school buildings for other
purposes than schooling was forbidden. If the traditions
which are told of these jubilations have any authenticity^
this action on the part of the districts is to be condon^4-
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THE SUPERINTENDIiMG SCHOOL COMMITTEE
As the foundation of American educational history
was deeply rooted in doctrines of Calvinism, a strenuous
moral training ^as believed to be necetjsary to fit the
children for civil and ecclesiastical leadership. The
fTOminance of the religious motive is seen in nearly
every phase of school life up to comparatively recent
years. "Study the Bible in order to know the will of
God" was believed to be the only way to salvation. It
was feared that sor:.e of the teachers were not sound in
their faith and that some of the books used by the pupils
failed to teach Christian precepts.
To guard against any relaxation in the religious pur-
pose ^the state provided for the election of the Superin-
tending School Committee in 1808. The Reverena John Gove
and Joshua Lawrence were chosen by the Town of Roxbury in
IBli to fill this position. The powers and duties of this
committee occupy nearly three pages in the public statutes
Ox rievy Hampshire ana seem to have been fashioned after the
instructions as given to the Calvanistic Clergy by the
Great Synod of Bort in 1618. They were to inspect and
certify school teachers an:^ m.ight dismiss them if they
were foujid incapable or unfit to teach. They were to in-
spect the school and the school books at least •c\\ice in
each year and might expel pupils if the teacher required
ii
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it. They could prescribe the books to be used ^ and if
the parents neglected to supply them to, their children,
the committee was authorized to furnish them and to in-
struct the selectmen to add the expense of such purchase
to the offender's bill. Their powers were extended by
the laws of 1817 and 1837 to such a degree that they were
considered to be perverse to the ideals of free governraenfc,
and the law of 1839 divested them of their authority,
giving it to the Prudential Committees. The office might
be retained if the town desired but functioned only as a
supervisory board which reported the conditions of the
schools to the town. They also exetmined and certified
teachers and made recommenddt ions which the districts
were in no -.vay bound to follow. Roxbury kept the committee
iflpon its roster of officers ?/hich were chosen at the
March meeting^ usually electing one man. The law of 1858
reinvested these committees with their former general pow-
ers in that they might regijilate the school program of
st^jidies within the tov.n ana prescribe text books. They
were to furnish the teachers with blank registers and
might dismiss teachers on a twenty-four hour notice.
Brigham Hims was chosen to fill the position in 1839
and retained it almost uninterruptedly until his death in
1893. In r^jTiijing through his diary
^
I find many charact-
eristic notations which give a graphic idea of the posit-
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ion. "Dec, 30, 1856 School Coniirissioner came - went to
Middle town and East part with him - He gave an ad.xress.
Mar. 16, 1854 Went to Sullivan to examine schoolteachers.
May 7, 1858 Visited school - Miss Lewis no good.
Mar. 6, 1S58 Rec'd |6.00 for School Committee
Dec. 34, 1857 Went to School in Middle of Town - Dis-
miesea Orlando Lamphen an^ made Henry Clark and Edwin Davie
acknowledge they had abused the teacher.
Sept. 16, 1855" Miss Abbie Taylor came to be examined -
had her hired." I should judge that this examination and
certification of teachers was a mnch more amusing affair
to read than to experience.
:iiS8 Lucy Clark of Roxbury, in a letter to her brother
on July 15, 1836, tells of :_er trial before the Superin-
tending Committee of Troy, New Hampshire^ in which she
states, "They met at half past seven and I ^vas questioned
until ten, com encing in the spelling book, then Grammar
(Adams) and Colburn's Arithmetic, Geography, Philosophy,
Astronomy, Reading, Writing and making a :en; I succeed-
ed nobly in answering for them until pasc nine. They
willingly gave r.ae a recommend and examined the school on
Friday." The writer can-^jct refrain from remarking that
some of ^js are fortunate to be living in 1933 rather than
a century earlier.
(I
:ixB, Marietta Ware of SullivcOi^who began her teaching
in the early seventies^ reports muoh the same sort of pro-
ce^dure. Her examination, however, was largely in mental
arithmetic^ and she was requirej. to analyze and parse the
entire hymn
All Hail the power of Jesus Naime
Let angels prostrate fall
Bring forthe the Royal Diadem
And crown Him Lord of All.
Certainly, anyone who successfully survived the rigors of
these examinations 4houla. be crowned \vith the desired cert-
ificate .
Under the prevailing statute ,the Superintending Com-
mittee was to ins-ject the books and supply texts to those
who were too poor to purchase their ovm. Some arrange-
ment must have been made betv^een Brigham Nims and this
Committee^ for in his accounts for the yea.r 1838 he has
entries such as "Scholar's books ,30". He was teaching
at the time of these entries which would indicate that he
supplied the meeds of the pupils and reckoned with the
committee at some later time. In this winter term he
spent |1.22^ for books to supply the scholars. As it
followed the Panic of 1837^1 judge that the depression v^as
felt here in Roxbury at that time.
i
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Brigham Nims's Character Reference
Before any one could teach in a district , one must pro-
cure a certificate attesting good moral character. This
?ras supplied oy the parson or a aeacon of the church
orainari:.y ,but the selectmen of the town were ac jeptable
to most of the Prudential Committees.
Teachers might be dismissed by the Superintending
Committee. If discipline was so poor that the school was
unmanageable, the large scholars usually relieved the Com-
mittee of exercising their authority ^for the master was
carried out. There were instances when the large scholars
failed to come to the committee's assistance either through
fear or col^^usio:: . A form of the dismissal proceedings
shows the text to be as follows; "To Calvin Durrell a
schoolmaster now employed in District Number 3 in the Town
of Roxbury in the County of Cheshire greeting;
4
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The "undersigned Superintending School Gommittee of
the said Town having visited and inspected the school under
your Care, exid. inquired into the regulations and discipline
thereof, and the proficiency of the scholars therein, have
•I/, I.I mill- ' I'rit'. I .1^/ .' ii/if
A Century -©Id Teacher's Certificate.
AS a check upon those engaged in the instruction of
the young, orje of these certificates must be procured from
the Superintending School Committee before they were allowed
to teach. The text is copied directly from the provisions
as set forth in the Public Statute of 18C8.
with much concern come to the conclusion, that you have not
as a teacher the qualifications which the wants of the said
school demands. You will therefore, take notice that from
and after -che day when this shall be delivered to you, your
employment in the said school, is to cease.
Delivered Brigham Nims, Supt. Comm
Roxbury, January 15, 1346.

r/^^'f" <;
^^Ji^ r-^/^
^^^^
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Teachers' contracts were unknown at this time, and the
School Comraittee had no political patronage to . atisfy.
Civic affairs ^ere handled with conscientious integrity ^ and
thfc leeches which suck the life blood of o^jt present --day
school organizations dii not burden society a oentmry ago.
As the districtj^ system came to a close, the duties of
the Commit t;ee were enlarged^ for the State Superintenu.ent of
Public Instruction relied upon this com-mittee for coopera-
tion in standardising the Educational System throughout the
State. Brigham Nims records the holding of a school fair
at the town hall in 1876 ^to ^hich all the schools rrere in-
vited. The display was very satisfactory according to his
notes ^and the event was continued for several years.
There was considerable rivalry between the districts
with regard to scholastic achievements. Competing teams
went from one district to another and had spelldowns or
grammar classes. Our recorder notes in 1848 that a team
came from Nelson District N^Jinber 6 to compete v-ith Roxbury
Eistrict Number 1. As he was the Superintending Committee
he attended but does not give us any information as to its
outcome.
This Committee was regarded with disfavor in the early
years of its. existerce ^for the istricts believed that they
were capable of hanaling their own affairs without inter-

ference from the outside. It had a very proper place in
"Che district system, however, a.nd in Roxbury^at least
^
its
influence vras very agreeably felt. However, it can easily
be imagined that some localities suffered from' its exist-
ence.
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SCHOOL HOUSES
Early school houses were transitory affairs. Mort-
ality by fire was very great ^and the ravages of time found
them easy prey. The earliest did not afford a stone or
brick chimney tout one touilt of logs generously plastered
with clay to render it impervious to the flames. Trie
manteltrees were of vrood ^ms^de of red oak or chestnut ^which
smouldered and caught fire at times. If the fire died out
dujing the nighty coals had to toe brought from the neighbor-
ing farmhouses and were often spille.l in their transit
,
which caused disaster, l&B, E. A, Kemp in his address at
the Sullivan Centeninal celebration^charges the larger boys
with kicking coals from the hearth into the cracks in the
floor which necessitated an extra recess to extinguish the
fire. A knife with which to make a pen and other knick-
knacks for the pupil's convenience eaused slow lisintfe-gra-
tion from within.
The construction of the schoolhouse was usually
"vandued to the lowest toiader"^ and juaging from the final
bids ^ in some instances they must have toeen thrown to-
gether. Nails were very expensive ^as they were all hand
wwcmght^and the hoards received a none too litoeral ap;^-
plication of themyvvhich resulted in early dilapidation. The
shingles were split ovt toy hand which rendered the roof
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none too smooth. The flat roofs tended to hold the snow
and moisture , which caused premature decadence. At first,
This
the previ
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ing. In
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here and
drop him
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time seera
schoclhouse was erected in the f .f 1833 after
Ovs one had been destroyed by fire. When first
shed for the wood was on the front of the build-
1871 the house was remodeled by Brigham Nims and
was moved to its present location. He was educated
watched the big boys carry Salmon P. Chase out andinto a snow drift. He speaks of having inade a back-
r in 1S56, and of hanging it but the exigencies ofto hcve out^done his efforts.
aI':
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thej were seldom painted^and exposure to the elements hast-
ened their leteriorat ion . In later years, however, they
were bedaubed with a ffiixt^Jire of Indian Red and oil^^.vhich
gave them their proverbial name "the little Red Schoolhouse" .
"Sufficient unto the aay is the evil thereof" being the most
favored maxim of that day, attempts to raise money for re-
pairs were seldom successful in district meetings.
Locating a schoolhouse was a hazardous undertaking often
"accustomed to sorrow and acquainted with grief for much
acidity of temper was displayed ^and threats of secession
from the defeated pstrty -/ere common. In 1833 the first dis-
trict went through the ordeal. The northern part of the
district wished to have the school on the old site^while the
rest of the society held that it should be nearer the center
of the toijvn. There were many conclaves, the records of whichi
attest much wrangling and discussion. Adjournments to
Gideon Newcomb's rum shop failed to effect an agreement ^ and
it was finally left to the selectmen to decide, Joshua Law-
rence having given land for the purpose, a spot southeast
of the guiae post^near the home of Gideon Phillips ^was se-
lected by them, thus ending three years 'bickering upon the
subject. The people of the northern part of the district
immediately petitionea the town for a set-off as School Dis-
trict No, 4 bat the plan was aefeated in open meeting.
r
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Schoolhouse at No . 3
.
"Still sits the schoolhouse by the road
A ragged beggar suniiing
Around it still the sumacs grow
And blacKberry vines are running
Within the master's desk is seen
Deep scarfed with raps ofiicial;
The warping floor, the battered seats.
The jack-knife's carvea initial.
The charcoal freacoes on its wall
Its door's worn sill,, betraying
The feet that creeping slow to school
Went storming out oo playing, " Wk.i ^"^
This is the schoolhouse referred to in the text. It was re-
modeled in 1873 through the generosity of Jesse Wadsworth of
Boston, vrho was a pupil here in his early years. Cyrus ?:ake-
field was educated here and later moved to Massachusetts,
where he became a successful business man. The town of Wake-
field is named for him, as it was through his business enter-
prises that the frown grew and became prosperous. Professor
Amos Ererson Doloear of Tufts College was brought up in the
heme of Deacon Guild^who gave the land for the schoolhouse,
Dolbear gleaned his early education in this house, and from
some of his peculiar eccen-crici fc ies ne soon became known as
"Guild's Fool." He became a great scientist and was a pion-
eer in wireless telegraphy and telephony ,but he seemed to
lack the financial ability to turn his inventions to personal
gain.
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The love and good^vill ,-hich Moses Guild acknowledges in
his aeea zo the town seeins to be the inherent charaoterietio
of the second district. After the aiesolution from Marlboro
had been ef fected, it WdS "voted to Set the schoolhouse as
near to Deacon Guild's as possible". The accompanying deed
attests the transaction. As Number 3 was already housed ^no
difficulty arose. Fire consumed the building in 1833 ^but it
was quickly replaced^ as there is no mention of it in the
school recoisas. The selectmen were petitioned to call a
meeting of. the disr.rict at Nathan Nye's on February 13, 1832.
They met according to the summons and voted to raise ninety-
five aollars for the purpose of erecting the house and not-
ifiea tne selectmen on April 6, 1333, to assess the tax
upon the district.
Nineteenth century schoolho jses were queer affairs. The
records in District Number 3 explain the reason for their
oddity. A committee was chosen to draft a plan "for said
house" supplemented by the following instructions "Seventh
—
voted the dimensions shall be eignteen feet by twenty-two
feet; eight— to have five windows in each of which sixteen
squares of glacS seven oy nine; ninth— to have studs Bight
feet six inches hign; tenth— it should be plasterea over-
head; eleventh— to build and finish the house according to
the schoolhouse in Marlboro Districk Number 1 tier of high
writing benches and seats and desk in lue of said desk shall
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be two TTTiting benches ana seats, whereas the aforesaid
house is not ceiled in the entry and closet this shall be
in both; twelfth— "Voted the house be built by the lowest
bider; " thirteer-.th— "Amasa Brown bid it off at IOC i 39
ao^lars". As fifty dollars /.ad been received from 'Marlboro,
they raised eighty-nine dollars to finish the house and not-
ified the selectmen to assess the tax according to the
"Valxyation" of April first.
In looking up the construction of the Marlboro schoolhouse^
I find that its architecture v.-as of the contemporary style.
Other than the specifications alreaay given, it haa an in-
clined floor so that the poor unfortunate who dropped a
marble could not retrieve the pel-et until it had fO'jnd its
haven by the roaster's desk. Tne desits ana benches were of
the crudest cons cruet ion ana at the end there was to be a
fireplace at least thirty inches wide on the back side. The
old pujipit aesk for the master was left out; as a vote was
taken in the January 1815 meeting authorizing Charles Holm^n
"to buy a chare and table for the instructor". A fire shovell
was purchased later in the year^ and in 1316 a lock and key
were procured.
Brigham Nims ^in his report as superintending committee
in 1873^ speaks of this house in which he says, "Number 2 is
sixty-three years old and it shows its age. It has a plank
floor pinnea aown with wooden pins. It nas long benches on
tr
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three eiv^es of tne room. The door and winaows are so loose
the pupils never suffer for a ant of ventillation".
^'The iircerior ^cnr xne old ¥choblhouse at the middle of the
town. This picture represents the type of f^jirnishings "-hich
were common in the later aistrict period. Seth Kingsbury,
Issac Davis^and iiermon Wheeler were chosen as a commitcee to
repair the schooihouse in 185i. This is the result of their
delic-erations. Over 60 scholars a^tenaed at one time and
were s ated by placing planks across the aisles from bench to
bench. The little tots sat on the benches in the front of
t-ie rest ^ as they required no aesks. Tne iraprovis d pupils
are Oriey C. Reyoum aria his wife Fan.iie^who have purchased
the old Breed Barchelaer place in Roxbury and are restoring
it. This photograph was preserveu by Walter E, Buckminster
of -f^arlboro, who at-cenaeu. school nere in his early years.
The most expensive item in the upkeep of the schooihouse
was glass. Tnese houses, being locatea by the roadsiae, were
unfortunately near a well-filied granary of stones^ and the
writer hasn't yet forgotten the enchanting tinkle of shatter-
ed glass. Inasmuch as it was a steadfast r^Jile that the
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mas o era (Or parents of "Ci:e scholars who hroke glass should
replace Iz cr make it whole, "che offendiiig pupil took it
upon himself to make it whole to escape the chastisement of
irate parents. Early school furnishings were exceedingly
bare and crude. They were usually constructed from the
scraps of lumber \7hich remained after the construction of
the echoolhouse. The puipit desk cf the master stood in the
front of the room near the door upon an especially construct
-
ea dais. Tnere was usually a closet in the corr.er for the
use of the teacfier ^but acre commonly usea to enaungeon re-
fractory urchins who weie tcosraall to ferule. Near the
closet was the dunce block. On this the dolts were perched,
crowned with a d^jnoe cap upon which their particular enormity
was emblasoned. Foolscap paper takes its naine from this
custOLS. In the front of the room were benches for the little
tots. These were maae of the slabs from the logs used in
getting out ;he square -edged lumoer. The writing benches
circumvented the end of the room. The back side of these
were nailed to the building, the front side resting upon
posts. With the advent of books in tne later decades and
an increase in the demand for writing desKb, a Ccifferent
plan was adopted ^which conformed more closely to our present -
day arrangement. The seats were narrow and illshapen, how-
ever, and the plank top of the pupil *s desk was seldom
planecc to smoothness.
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These people were close xo nature^ and the molern conven-
iences .rhich we no^v enjoy in the way cf vash rooms and toilets
»;ould be to them an Utopian dream. A baoHing brook was the
lavatory and arinking fountain at Number 3, nhe great out-
of-doors supplying any further persoral requirements. The
s;,:ring behind the old me -ting house was the place to which
the pupils of the first district resorted for refreshment.
Other personal matters were cared for by tne "necessary"
house. The agreement between Gideon Phillips and the dis-
trict regarding its location and use would put Chick Sales'
"Specialist" out of print. Deacon Guild's well-sweep, which
still fimctions, was the oasis for district Number 3. About
1850 the districts voted to purchase a pail and basin. This
was as near as they ever got to modern conveniences. Many
other customs such as "sewing in for the winter" might be
elaborated upon^but the writer haraly feels capable of ex-
pressing their social contumacy.
r
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FINANCES
The financing of the school has been mentioned in con-
jimction with other topics. The money apr^ropriated for
schools at "che town meeting in March was levied upon the
property in the various districts. A separate rate was
computea in the same ^vay that the town and highway taxes
were levied ,wh.ch wKlan multiplied oy the assessed valuation
yielded the teix. Minister's taxes were levied only ypon
those who were communicants in the parish. Previous to
1804 tne school tax was not levied on the estates of non-
residents or the property of townsmen whose property was
situated in other aistricts. The law of 1804, however,
levied a school tax upon all lands within the district, and
gave the district power to relieve certain residents of their
tax provided they paio. a tax elsewhere. Many petitions were
presented to the districts requesting relief^but most of
them received a deaf ear.
Many times a freeholder -as eligible for voting in two
districts. C .arles Holman, Esquire, paid a tax in Districts
2 ana 3 ^and we find him a prominent figure in both.
The school tax was col ectea oy taxgatherers who were
elected in town meeting. The job of collecting was not a
pleasant task and contujnacious brawls wcre freauent. Even-
tualiy, tax collecting was set up to the lowest bidier^and
the rivalry often sent the bid to a level far below its
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actual Yorth. William Bassett was driven so low in 1815
that the final "bici was "gratis". The agent or i^rudential
committee drew the money from the collector and paid the
distriot's liabilities.
This smi was augmented by the Literary Fund as establishe
ddT under the Law of 1831. The scions of New Hampshire con-
ceive., of establishing a state university, to provide for
which a tax of one-half of one per/;ent was levied upon the
Capital Stock of Banks ^-ithin the State. The Banks chose
to have it levied upon aeposits with the institutions rather
than upon the stock. In 183S the legislature i^aive up the
idea of founding a university ^as it seems to have been under
the control of Dartmouth men. The fimd was held and the
levy was continued ^but the interest accruing was to be divid-
ed among the towns according to the school census, the State
University idea having been acan^onea. This sum was apporl^
"tloned in the town in proportion to the number of pupils
between the ages of three and twenty-one. The amount accru-
ing to the districts was very small. In 1836 it was two
dollars and sixteen cents ^arid in 1675 it nad enhanced to four
dollars and 8eve::ty-eight cents^ enough, however, to finance
another week of schooling. A small return to districts 3
and 3 came from tuitions which were paid by people from other
districts. >
f
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A rather irregular and capricious revenue was received
from the dog tax which was first levied about 1870. A tax
of two dollars on male and five on female dogs was levied
by the selectmer'. Sheep, which had been killed by logs,
were paid for from this funl^and the remainder was turned
over to the districts for schooling. The laws regulating
the confinement anu muzzling of dogs was very lax at this
time and the jamage in farmers' sheepfolds usually deprived
the district of any benefit from this source. If uncommon
occurrences required the expenditure of money ^the district
voted to raise such sums as were necessary and notified the
selectmen to levy accoraingly. This was a nuisance^ and
because of it repairs to the schoolhouse were often neglected.
The per pupil cost of schooling is rather difficult to
compute in the early years, for the Superintending school
committee made no written report until 1830. Previous to
o
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this time there is no record of the umber of pupils^ which
renders accurate computation impossible. Samuel Wadsworth
mentions the fact that there were thirty-five pupils in
Districu Nv\mber 3 in 1832^ and as tiie expense of the school
district in that year was ;;p68,54^it would show a per pupil
cost of t^l,96. By using the school reports^a scale has
been set up zo show the per pupil cost of education in the
town throughout the duration of the district system. Begin-
ning m 1857^ the Superintending Committee made a report to
the to^.Tn and state in which per pupil cost was figujed ^ind
as Brigham Nims occupied this office throughout that period^
the records have been preserved among his papers.
The rise in 3he unit cost of education after 1870, however,
is due to the decrease in registration rather than the rise
in wages, for the enrollment u.ecreased very '.naterially after
the Civil War. It is interesting to note that the cost of
education in -che half century from 1815 to 1865 Kept in the
narrow range of from tv.o oo tnre-e dollars bjt the cynic would
say it was in conformity with the curriculum.
€
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SUPPLIES FOR THE SCxHOOL
The free schools of New England were not free as we in-
terpret them toda.y^for the expense of schooling ^^as only
partially borne by the state. The town provided the opport-
unity for an educy.tion and left the grasping of it to the
porpiicity and perseverance of the communicants. A teacher
such as could be procured and a poorly heated building were
the sole contribution of the town. The wood for heating
"che building v7h.8 obtaineo. in Vcxrious ways. In the first
district a man was chosen "to see about the getting the wood
The man thus selected would appoint a day for a • ood-gather-
ing bee, purchasing a liberal supply of spirits for the
occasion. Men gathered at the schoolhouse with axes and pro-
ceeded to the nearby forest to cut the wood. As the trees
Y/ere f elli ei^ they were aragged into the schoolhouse yard by
oxen and left there for the
.
arge scholars to cut up. In
this way the fuel for the entire year was obtained for the
meagre sum which was paid for the rum. This custom must
have prevailed until about 1829^ for I find no record of wood
being bought for the school until that time. In the second
district the wood .,as sold by the week. "Bid off by Samuel
Wadsworth at 66 cents per week." One would thir^k that this
was a chirographical erroir^ as this was before the days of
technocracy and other peculiar ways of selling energy. The
custom continued, however, over an extended period of time.
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Stipulation was made as to its lengthy for in 1829 a stove
was in6t£LL_ed^and the long fireplace wood was mfitted for
it. The price of wood doubled at the advent of the stove
for it necessitated a seoonu. cutting. As elsev/here, the
ubiquitous Yankee traits were found in the school meeting.
When the cost of fitted wood became excessive^they purchased
it sled length and so^a the sawing, splitting, and housing
of it at venaue, \vhich decreased the cost to the ..istrict
quite materially.
The fireplace in Number 3 remained until afeout 1836 for
the wood was "vendued to the loest biauer, said wood to be
of merchantable quality and fit for the fire". This was
usually purchase., at figurss ranging from three shillings to
a dollar and a half per cord. To insure the district against
fraud or faulty merchandise ^a man vas always chosen to ^neasure
the wood and inspect its quality.
The first blackboard was installed at Number 2 in 1841^
as Benjamin Foster gave his receipt for fifty cents to
William Parker, Prudential Commitxee, for a blackboard.
Number 3 voted in 1837 to buy a clock jDut I find no record
of paying for one until 1852. No mention of a broom is made
until the early forties. This does not mean that the weekly
purgation of the schoolhouse was neglected^ for a busom made
of hemlock twigs was tne cleansing agent. The big girls
would usually demonstrate their domestic skill during the

noon hour by tidying up the room^ receiving thereby the smiling
approbcLtion of the ;na8ter.
The second aistrict set up the '.ashing of the schoolhouse'
to the lowest bid-^er^ which usually comr'ianded a subsidy of
from t^venty-five to fifty cents. This was aesignated as
"removing the banking and viashirg the school room to be some
time in the month of May". There being no cellar or under-
pinning stone beneath the schoolbuilding the floor v/as vecy
cold luring the winter terru and on windy days the large cracks
in the plank floor admitted more fresh air than the heating
devices could take care of. To remedy the situation^the
space below the sills of the building 'vas stuffed with green
boughs which socn caught the ariving snow and hermetically
sealed the orifice oeneath.
Building the fire in 'vinter and general care of the
school buildings was put up to the lowest bidder like the
0)
other purchases of tne schoo. . In the early years they were
janitored for ar. eight _weeks term for as low as twenty-five
cents ^but the price advanced until the job brought as high
as sixty cents. Joshua Lawrence took care of i\l\amber 1 for
tha ashes auring the winter terra and received twenty-five
cents for the sumiiier term. Josiah Woodward made a similar
agreement with Number 3. The records of the third district
show that the ashes were sola, to the highest biaaer^and it
happened occasionally in other districts. Ashes were a
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valuable asset to zhe reople of a oer.tury ago as they we' e
leached and put into soap fcr use in the hcuseho/d. There
was a market for the aalts which accrued from leaching them
and they were a common article in trade and barter. The
care of -che school at Number 3 ras left to the master and the
prudertial committees.
Chalk was purchasea by the pouna and was sold in chunks.
The user had to shift the chalk in the hand constantly in
order to get a point which would make an intelligible mark.
The eraser was a block of wood covered with sheepskin^the
wool being used for the aoraaant. It was late in the district
period before the distric"c even paid for the chalk. Grand-
father's diary notes a purchr.tse of chalk just priox- to the
beginning of a term.
A pail was supplied by the districts along in the middle
of the century for drinking purposes. Going to the brook or
spring for a drink of -'ater rovided too good an opportunity
for playing "hooky" and vasted much valuable time. A birch
laark cup -.^aB improvised from which all the pupils drank.
Sanitation or health rules were unknown^and many epidemics
spread from this detestable habit, A drinking glass was
easily broken^and a tin cup wired to the pail was tater
supplied. A basin sat on the shelf beside the pail in the
old entry which suggested some form of ablution to the young
renegades. Traaition legids us to believe that the suggestion
r
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was eeldom put into practice. Grandfather notes :he purchase
of soap along with his chalky ^hich was undoubtedly for per-
sonal use. The later Prudential Committees furnished t5oft
soap from the home^ ana a firkin or quintal of it was placed
in the entry for use by the scholars. Every farmhouse had
a barrel of soft soap in the oack shea^an^. the bowl on the sink
shelf was replenished from it. The rough tallow and fat
from Ghe hoHsehold were saved, '^hen the leached ashes were
applied to it, it made an abstergent which was comir^only used
for all washing purposes.
Stoves were not long-lived affairs in the districts for
a new one was purchased abo.it every decade. The old stove
and funnel was anctioned off to the highest bidder and
ordirarily brought from two to three dol'iars. The cost of a
new stove in 1637 \7a8 1^8.75^ and in 1837 the district paid
twelve dol: ars for one to replace it. Stoves were stibject
to very i^ar^ usage^for they had to be neatea to redness in
order to keep the schoolroom at anywhere near the required
temperature. They cooled during the nighty nnd I'^ith the con-
stant cnange in temperatiare they soon burned ojt or were un-
safe. The pupils did not help in adding to their longevity
of life ^ for they loved to hear the old stove sizzle from the
application of snow which collected on their clothing during
the noon hour or recess.
School property \.'as ab sed by the scholars as it is

tociay. They had a general disregard for the property of
others^ ard much agitation was aroused in the district meet-
ings concerning the vandalism of the pupils. The districts
made regulations regarding the use of school property^ but
they were seldom enforced. It seems to be an inherent vice
among school cnildren to abuse common property^ and our
scholars of today are no exception. If contemporary schools
were akin to those of Roxbury, the -anton d-tstruotion of
public property of the present day haa a harmonious back-
ground.
I4
Erigriaia Nime . (1811-1893)
The Country Schoolmaster.
The grandfather of the writer .'.'as born in Roxbury and was
educated in District No. 3. He started teaching in 1830 and
caught intermittently until his father's death in 1S49. He
attended Melville Aqaaemy at Jaffrey, N.H.^in 1835^ after which
he seems to have been in great demand as a teacher. His
diaries were faithfully kept by him until his death, and they
reveal many iriteresting anecaotes of historic value. They
were a cash account as well as a diary which show the effects
of at i-east three economic aepressions auring his life. He
was always interestea_in ihe schools of his native town and
his records have been a valuable help to the compiling of
this thesis. He was a versatile man for his diary attests
proficiency in at least a O-ozen ocoui';atious , He could knit
a mitten, make a shoe, or split etone in his gr^inite quarry,
aside from attending to his farm and civic duties.
4
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THE TEi^.CHERS
"Brisk wielder of the birch and rule
The master of the District School
Where all the droll experience foujid
At Stranger hearths in boarding around."
Whittier
School masters in the earlj' district schools fared much
better than those of the prece^ding period ^but generally-
speaking they were poor in quality and consequently occupied
a lowly position in the social scale. They were a conglo-
merate group 01 artisans, ne ' er^ao-wel s , theological
students ^and cripples who were willing to do anything as a
means of gaining a livelihoo-i. The energetic and vigorous
men of this period were enterprisers who were taking ad-
vantage of the cheap lands and by their frugality and per-
severence were working into positions of urust in their
oom.'nunity. It is little wonuer, then, that the peripatetic
pedagogue, who taught school for a meagre pitttoce, was dis-
dainfully regarded.
Ne 'er-do-wel- s, whose parents wished to remove them
from the grogshops of the city, were com.ion applicants^ and
cripples shorn of an arm or leg were numerous^ as they were
unable to maintain their pla^e in the work-a-day world be-
cause of their infirmity. Bricklayers and carpenters who
•could not work because of the inclement weather often turned
t
their hcuia zo pedagogy during the winter months. My father^
who taught in the Roxbury Schools in 1877 ^was a mason and
plied his trade in the warm seasons ^teaching school in the
winter, A character whom I vvell remember in my early years
had lost an arm while peeling bark in the woods. He had re-
ceived a fair education in his early years* so he resortea
to school teaching ^n.^ his name often ap::ears in the Roxbury
recoras as havirg been paid for schooling. College students
who were anxious to finish their education were a question-
able source for the prudential committees to investigate,
but many exoeilent teachers were obtained from this source.
It can thus oe seen that there was no normal stai^aard of
teaching excellence in this era.
In the later years of the district system ^the grade of
teaching improvea due to the academy training which was more
easily attainable, A young chap who was frugal and energetic
enough to save a little money woula attend one of the many
small acaaemies \'»hich sprang up in nearly every sizeable
town, after which he was believea to be fitted for the teach-
ing profession. It broaaened his intellect at least and
tended to aispelX the prison pen iaea of schooling which v/as
rife in the earlier decades.
The school master before entering upon his mission must
first supply the Superintending School Committee with a
character reference. This was usually supplied by the local
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pastor or aeacon of the church and if not available one could
be purchased for a trifle. From the stories I have read
about the decrepit scalawags who were admitted to the pro-
fession^ it .as very evident that the gate swung open quite
readily. He must also furnish a certificate as to his
knowleage of the "sounds and powers of the letters", but it
is evident that the committee more often scrutinized the
power in his arm and the sound of his voice.
The winter school was usually taught by a master as the
larger boys attended and the stronger arras were needed.
Tney com-:ianded a larger salary than the mistresses^ not be-
oaiJise of greater excellence in teaching but oecause of the
more arduous duties involved. Masters were paid from two
to three dollars a week in the earj.y decades. In the middle
century perioa^the price had aj.vanced to fifteen dollars
per month^and in the seventies a weekly wage of five dollars
was common. This sum was supplemented with board which was
}
supplied by the aistrict, being either auctioned off to the
lowest bidder or to "boaraing round".
In the first district the scheme of boarding around was
commonly aaoptea, altho^jgh there v^ere years when the vendue
plan was used. The seoona district adopted the itinerant
boaraing scheme while the third district always used the
other
.
The prices for board varied materially^ ranging from six-
ty cents to two dollars a week. Brigham Nirns found it not
I
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uncommon to be forewarned "by the boarding mistress that the
price uas exoeelir:gly low and that he should eat sparingly,
but inasmuch as he s a Jack-of-ali-traaes , he found time
to asBisx in the duties about the farm. In this way he
managed to get suf.icient sustenance to be comfortable and
avoid the envious stare of the family commissariat.
Boarding around was by far the more common method of the
two. A glance at grandfather's diary aeraonstrates the pro-
cess?"^ The master ate with the family and partook of their
simple fare. He gfltined an insight into the conditions with-
in the district ,and it brought him into closer relation-
ship with his pupils. My father often told of his exper-
iences at "str^mger hearths" and he sometimes found it
necessary to move one family out of the bed before he could
move in. This condition was rare, however, for the pru-
dential oorr.'iit:ee usually attended to the boarding routine^
and such places were avoided.
0> Set ^tv Q c jcS^
I
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SCHOOLMISTRESSES
Philip Amivlon records in the srriTig of 1309 third
"Voted that Ebenezer Carpenter hire the dame", fourth
"Voted to vandue the hording of the ruxStress", fifth "Matt-
hew Nims herds the schoolmarm at sixty-eight cents per week"
This is a fair illu8tr.:.tion of the transact ioiis which took
place in the spring session of the o.istricts uiitil well past
the mid-i-le of the century. With the growth of industry, men
were attracted to commercial pursuits. These were more luc-
rative and comiianded a higher position in the social scale
than teaching which resulted in a much higher wage. This
condition was reflected in their district meetings^ as it
was often "voted to keep the money out in a woman school".
Evidently the results were ^ons tisfactory as the following
year it was almost invariably voted to hire a master to
teach the wint-r schoo , In the la.ter decades, however,
both terms of school ir.g were kept by a woman, for the wages
of a master were away beyond the mea..8 of the districts.
The mistresses were young girls who nad received sufg-
^icient training to enable them to ;:-ass the required examina-
tions. The teacher mortality was exceedingly heavy, however
for Dan Cupid was an agyessive worker at the old evening
singing schools. The few remaining spinsters either became
excellent teachers for whom there was preat demand or devel-
oped an acidity of temper which was well advertized through-
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Hit tne neighboring districts ^ cai^sing them to find difficulty
.n securing a position, •
lis 8 Laura r-iims.
This was taken from an old silhouette, iiss Nims was
an old echooldame whose services were much sought for.
Pluck was of superlative importance in the teaching pro-
fession of a century ago^while age played a minor role. Mrs.
Milan F, Jones of Xeene began her teaching experience at
the tender age of fourteen and continued in the occupation
i
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until she was twenty. It vvas not uncomnior to find a teacher
The ^ages of mistresses were very small and largely de-
pended upon the higgling ability of the Prudential Committee.
In 1831 Adeline reason gave receipt to James Wakefield for
eight dollars aiid thirty-three cents for keeping school ten
weeks in District l^o, 2. Mehitable Foster received ten
aollars in 1833 for teaching the sarne period, wx:iile Abigail
Fanvell received a like remuneration in 1837. Wages did
not advance to any marked degree^ for Caroline Farrar kept
school 10 weeks in 1854 for eleven dollars, Ldna S. Knight
received sixteen dollars in 1868. These figures are ex-
clusive of board vmich '.vas furnished by the district. It
was most fortunate for these young damsels that cosmetics
were unknown and that a gingham dress was the height of
with pupils^ the majority of which were several years her
senior.
fashion.
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PERSONNEL OF THE SCHOOL
Tiie teachers return of 1846 presents a vivid picture of
the personnel of a winter school under the district system.
The smaller children were too tender in physique to combat
the rigors of a New Englarid winter^ for the roads were mere
trails through woods and were never clearer, of snow. If
a great fal.. of snow came^the farmers merely yoked their
oxen together and repea.teu treaiing blazed a trail through
the drifts. The older boys set a poor example ^and their
bullying ways were not considered to be a healthy atmosphere
for the real youjig to experience. The etges of ivinter school
students ranged from five to twenty-one. Some young ladies,
who were endeavoring to perfect themselves 30 as to pass the
Superintenu-ing Com.Litteafe examination, often attended until
they were much older.
The district schools were alvvays coeducational, the boys
sitting on one side of tne school ana. the girls on the other.
Unless a girl showed a particular aptitude to the leei,rning
process, however, she did not attend school as long as the
boys. The woman's place v;as in the home and book learning
was believed to be of little value to her. She had no fran-
chise with the government or in the coffi.';.ercial world being
\ma..le to make valid contracts if married. This approbriuiu
of women in the social status was maintained throughout the
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century and was wrenched from it with great reluctance.
Alter the auoiescent period we find the young women engaged
in preparing and preserving food and learning the various
skills con:! ectea with the manufacture of textiles in the
home
,
The stigma of sex was no handicap to the boys. The fil-
ial relatiOTiS between father and son were closeiy held. A
youth had no rights until he was one and twenty^and if he
wished to oecome independent yie bought his time of the parent
The parer.t was not forced to give his children schoolirg^
but if the boy was "let out for his keeps" or bound to a
master^ a clause in the contract usually provided for the
schooling of the apprenti-;e. Schooling, then, was a glad-
some holiday for the apprent ice^for he escaped the nagging
of t'^e master. Those bound o ^t for keeps and pau er child-
ren auctioned off by the town welcomej. the breathing-spell
which school afforded them. It is little to be wondered
that this freedom from restraint found exirressionm their
school life. Absence an.;, tardiness in hours which is sho^/m
to be excessive on the record of Brigham Nims can be direct-
ly lai-.. to these circw.stances ^for a boy was expected to do
a day's work before anu after school.
The attendance at the s umnier term was much smaller and
the personnel was far different. Women worked with the men
in the fields during the summer months and a mischievous
f
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imp of three was hard tc look after, resulting in his being
sent "CO schooi with an o/iaer sister or brother. These
little urchins were cribged on the front bench '.vhere they
were imaged for long and tedious hours. Boys attended
this session who 'vere too young to oe of use aboui: the farm
depending upon their physical powers^ usually at eight or
nine years of age. Girls attended in large numbers ^as they
ccjld be spared at this time and not disrupt the domestic
program of the household.
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DRESS AND EQUIPMENT
The youth trudging along to the school of a century agx)
presented a far different pioture from that we see today.
At the S'jjnr.-.er session no one wore shoes or stockings^ for
they were too expensive. My mother^ who lived in the latter
part of the century, iisea to tell of passing people on
the road to church, who were putting on their shoes and
stcckiT'gs just out of sight of the meeting ho se. A home-
spun kirtle ana smockfrock topped off with a telescopic
sunbonnet was tne young ladies trousseau, A bas-et woven
from reeu-s or straw held her lunch^ and a book completes the
picture of O'jr primitive philomath. Bareheaded boys in ta-
barj. of huckaback and homespun pantaloons reluctantly sauirt-
"tered to the prison pen which was to deprive them of the more
enjoyable cynos'jres of the great o it -of-doors
.
It 'vas an iridescent and tesselated group which appeared
at the school in late November for the winter session. Blue
was the prevailing oolor^for tne noisome indigo pot stood
in the chimney comer of nearly every pioneer honie. The
iniier bark of the oak, butternut, or sumac xnd the flowers
of golaen roj. yielded a fulvid variegation .of colors. Log-
wood anj. green vitrei produced a jet black; a lurid crimson
v/as obtained from pokeberries boi.iea in alum^and sassafras
yielded orange.
rir
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But few pupils were given to personal neatness and care
in their dress ^for mosx of their clothing was inherited from
an cider brother or sitter and xorn to tatters. Wnen a
boy's pants v. ore o t at the knee the legs ^vere cut off ajid
patched. Wlaen they were SEv.ed on again ^the patches were on
the oacK siae of the legs. Boys were not distressed to wear
pcttchee for eve-ry one had them in ao.Le part of their garments.
Everv hie of cloth •'^as utilized as it re resented a great'
deal of toil ar..a hardship. In the later years of the dis-
trict schools^ a "boy eft en found that he was a trtiveling bill-
board advertising some particular kind of flour or other
merchandise, for his mother had filled the hiatus in the
rear of his trous rs with a patch of sack cloth. The last
day of school was the only dress -up day in the school term.
The girls were not uistux'-ed if their pinafore^ flecked with
varicolored patches^ nor did tr.e length and pattern of their
drese-es interest them. District school society could never
boast of the peacock butterflies which adorn our present-
day school giounds.
The common people were not gii^en to bathing j.n the win-
ter time. It was considered to be dangerous to the health.
The only heiit available wa?^ from the open fireplace^ and this
.7a3 seldom sufficient to warm the large rooms. The more
thrifty families who had learned the value of personal
cleanliness would take advarfraqre of the well ^warmed kitchen
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on Saturday nigh-c and perfcrm their ablutions before the
open fire, for the kitchen vas always warm from the heavy
fire Kept up or. oaKing aay. Beans were bakei on Saturaay
60 that a hot meal 'vas al-vvays awaiting the f.^mily when they
returned, from the Sunday service at the meetirg house. A
bath on Saturday night, ba^ea beans for Sunday ainrer ^and
washing on Monday morning were ovstoms wBitoh were very oios
:y foli.oT.-ed in the ^"e3t pioneer homes.
A cape aal cowl or shav/l ware the outer^ar.Tient of the
girls ^while the boys were arrayed in a discarded doublet,
leather jerkin or paletot. Gay colored Kittens and tippet
provided aaaed brilliance to the sombre hues of the old
striped frockin^. Linen -.ras too expensive for clothing^and
calico -.vas very aear. David Nims paid Josiah Richardson
sixty-two arid one-half cents a yard for calico in 1891, and
a quarter of a yard of cambric cost one shilling and six
pence. The cost of tnese comfortib oeing prohibitive, the
clothing was made of such material as could be manufactured
from the products of the farm. The girls ' aresses -vere of
plain homsspun^Ov^oasionally aaornea with a bright stomacher
or flecked with a light fringe. The boys wore a woolen
blouse and leather or tow breeches. The footwear of the
yomg laciies were soft buskins ^whiie the boys were arrayed
in brogane and cowhide boots which were far from corafortabS.
as they were frozen stiff before reaching the school. Chil
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^ feet were a comTiion occurrence^ and only violer t exercises
on the :;c>rt :f the pupil \?arael off that dreaded numbne&s
—
wnich usually accompaniea the journey to school in sub-
zero re at her.
The luncheon was carriei m a scrip or reticule stuffed
into some part of their habiliment. The yo^jnger scholars
often carried a hot bakea potato in the end of each mitten
to iteep the hands from freezing. Upon reaching the school
these -i^ere placed upon the hearth or mantletrees and when
the nocnti^re came were besprinkled v:ith salt and ievoiired
^with voracity. Rye or corn oread piasterea with humboc (l)
was a staple dinner pail ::-iet , Bones from the meals of the
previous day were often fo^jna .n the school boyfe billet
^
as
he had (C) plenty of time to gnaiv off the remaining fragments.
A small baked pumpkin or pie vras his dessert. Dinner pails
caLie into vogpjie about the midale of the century ana vrere
quite generally used. Moj.es and materials of dress changed
also ^but it can be said with certainty that at no time in
the hisxory of the district sy?tem was there any grecit or
elaborate aisplay of haberdashery.
Up to the age of ten or twelve years ^the pupil's equip-
ment 7/as a book. If he had two books, he vras as rich as
Croesus. Slates appeared about 1830^ and soon after that
find mention of them in the Roxbury schools^ but they were not
common until a aecaae or more had elapsed. A slate was
(l) Maple sogar.
I
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framed oy the pupil or an older "crotaer and was usually de-
corated by burning the naiLe or initials of the owner into
the wooa. The girls usually covered their elates with cloth
to muffle the racket which they maue even with the gentlest
of handling. The more fastidious bored a hole in the top
of the frame ^frora which a sponge dangled at the end of a
string. This t^is usea to clean the slate when the work was
done or to erase errors. The boys, however, merely spit
upon it ana wiped it off with a hanokershief or coat sleeve.
Slates were used for arithmetic, spelling^ and composition
up to the twentieth century. The author has garnered but
few grey hairs
^
yet well remembers the clatter of a fallen
slate and the blood-curdling screech of a mal-administered
elate pencil. An upturned slate has screened many iiripish
jrima^es from the teaci^ier^and many roguish impersonations of
the preceptor have be^n obliterated before the artists '
model coula examine the etching.
Before a pupil could participate in chirography ^he must
necessarily proviae himself with quite an elaborate para-
phernalia. A copy book was made of a few sheets of folded
foolscap which was sewed together in the fold with tow.
This was usually covered with wrapping paper or '.Tall paper
for protect io. . The one shown was :r:ade of wrapping paper
and color ea \7ith red ink ma e from the pokeoerry. Quills
were gleaned from the farmyard. A hen's quill was large
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A Page from an Old Tlfriting Book.
The guiling lines drawn with the assistance of a round
ruler and lead plummet are still discernable . The copy at
the top was set by the master and the scholar or "Quill-
driver" followed the contour of the master's hand as "best
he couiu.
I'
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enough for the smaller scholars ^but the tough /nard feather
of the gander made the most durable pen. The pupil took his
quill oo school ^where it was fashionea by the master. The
art of making pens was a great accomplishment. Each applic-
ant for a -ceacher's certificate must satisfactorily demon-
strate his skill to the Superintending School Committee be-
fore the aesired affidavit was granted. The master's pen
knife was very busy, for the awkward writing pupils soon
destroyed the flexibility of the point ^rendering it useless.
Ink was made in several ways. Swamp maple bark boiled
in a rusty iron kettle until it was a thick syrup was the
most common methoa. If the family could afford a bit of
copperas ^it was aaded for it ma-.e it more permanent and pre-
vented fading. This syrup was taken to school and diluted
with water to the aesired fluiaity. Brigham Nims speaks of
the inconvenience of having to thaw out ink at school before
proceeding with the uay's ;7ork. Red ink was obtained in the
same way from the pokeberry. Powdered oak nutgalls placed
in a oottle of rusty nails and water made a very good writ-
ing fluid. This took much longer to prepare but the grade
of injt was superior to other kinds ^especially if it contained
a bit of copperas.
Two rulers, a flat one for measuring ana a round one for
lining^ were com^r:on equipment for the writing pupil. The flat
rule was used to space the paper properly and the round one
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was used for lining. The latter was placed at the top of the
paper and rolled aownward to assure parallelism. In the
end of it was a hole from which was suspended a lead plummet
with which to maj^e the lines. These plummets rare molten
lead and took various forms. The two most common wera an
Indian head or hatchet, the ncse of the Indian and the point
of the hatchet "being used for marking.
Inl^wells were made of pewter and in later years of glass.
A sand-box was usea to clean the en and hold it when not in
use. Inaustrious laas cut up horse hair or bristles nhich
when closely bound together made an excel ent cleaner and
holder
.
ilotting powder was kept in a contrivance resembling a
salt cellar with a bell-mouthed top. The styptic powder
was sprinkled over the writing book^w^hioh absorbed the ex-
cess of writing fluia. It was then poured from the surface
of the paper into the bell-mouthea receptacle for further
use. Before the use of slates all the work was done with
pen and ink, figuring as well as writing. I/Tnen we consider
the various phases con.ected •vith chirographical science,
the sparjity of "quill-arivers " ana the quality of their
penmanship is little to be wondered at.
The advent of slates retarded the use of copy books and
they eventually disappearea. Later in the century^ commercial
books of penmanship appeared and were in common use through-
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out the century. Steel pens and ink powder came into vogue
about 1845, gradual y displacing the homemade varieties,
Writing was made a special subject in the oarriculum^and one
ajtarnoon a week was given over to it. Penmanship has lost
its place in the educatio al program. It is no longer an
art but merely a ;neans of expressing facts and data to sat-
isfy the rapacious demand of over-zealous instructors.
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SCHOOL BOOKS
The wectr and t-ar of use together with the exigences
of time have v.ell-nigh obliterated the early school books
of America. A collection of fifty or more of these early
textbooks ^ere gieaned from che attics of the old homes
in Marlboro, Roxcury, and Sullivan and were presented to
Dartmouth College by the author and hi& brother. Uje-have not
the old books at nana but will endeavor to supply the de-
ficiency from a fev: copies at hand and from memory.
As^ much emphasis was placed upon religious instructions^
the early textlook equipment was the Bible and Psalter or a
Nev/ Testament with a cati^l'echism appended, 'p^'^sre were no
Ainsrican elementary text^oooks prior to the Revolution, all
of them having foreign authorship. The first school book
in Roxbury was probably one by Daniel Feraraings y/vrhioh was
owned by Jacob Towns and used in the school, which was held
in D. Nims • Square room. Davia Nims 2nd bought a spelling
book in 1773 ^ana from some of the tattered pages which re-
main ..t was evidently one of Watt's "Compleat Spelling Books"
published in 1770, for stanaing out of the grimness and thumto
marks we read
"In ev'ry Stroke, in Ev'ry Line
Does some exhalted virtue sxiine."
"Dilworth's Spei;er" was probably the most popular book of
its kind^but no evidence of its use in Roxbury can be found.
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The most notea text in our early schools was the "New
England Pri-ner^'^ which could be found at nearly every New
England fireside. A primer was a "book for personal devo\-
"fions originaiLy -And contained the Lord's Prayer, the Apost-
les' Creed^and other religious instructions. No one knows
its origin "but it had a circulation in the seventeenth oen-
The frontispiece to -Webster ' s'^Elementary Spelling Book".
tury. It vas revised and reprinted many times but gradually
went into the aiscard in Massachusetts. The Hill Bookstore
in Concord, New Hampshire, took up the printing of it in
1813 ^which is responsible for its appearance in our early
district schools. Later spelling books of note were the
"Old Blue Back" of Noah Webster ^which appeared in 1783, having
1
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One of tj:ie earliest American text oooke^ printea in 1784.
There were no school textbooks priT^ted in A^^^erica prior to
the Revolution^ with the exception of the "New Englana Primer?.
L«a,ny of these early school books are now in the possession of
Walter E. Buckminster of uiarlboro. New Hampshire, who has
kindly loaned them for photost dtiug. In the back of this
book is an inscription "Solomon ^liite's Book, Revolutionary
Soldier and school teacher, I .swich, le.sB . , 1784." Solomon
White would be a grsat-great grandfather to the owner and
lived in Roxbury^ according to che historian of Sullivan, but
the writer has been unable to trace him o:
tion.
r his work in educa-

The Well -"thumb eu. Pages of an "OiJ. North American Spelling
Book", This was the atandard text in the later District
period.
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been print ecL at Hartford, Connecticut. He revised it in
1817 ana. received forty thousand dollars for the privilege
of its publication. In 1829 the Webster's Elementary app-
J^eared, the frontispiece of TYhioh is shown. Although crude
and primitive, the books of Webster were suitea to the times
and the natuxe oi instruction, which was the source of their
great fame and popularity.
The North American Spelling book was the most popular
edition in this section of the state due to the fact that
it was published by J, Prentiss and Son at Keene and dis-
tributea through the meaim of the G. H, -Pilden Book Store.
The well-thumbed pages cf one is shown herein. This ap]s-
)>eared in the aistrict system later than Webster's books.
"The Columbian Spelling Book" published at Wrentham, Mass-
achusetts, in 1793 seems to have been in use in the Roxbury
schools but \Tas brought there by some of the pioneers from
Massachusetts. This has no affiliation with the "Columbian
Orator and Reading Book" of Caleb Bingham^ which appeared in
Philetdelphia the sa-ne year.
American authors were generally preferred due to the
anta-gonism which had exist ej. with the mother country, gome
English books, however, enjoyed wide circulation and were
used until the later district perioa. In the Spelling-book
class the most popular was Daniel Perry's "Only Sure Guide
to the English Lang^aage" which appeared in 18Q3. This had
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many illustratiors which were aesigned to ceach moral lessons,
the most noted of which was his "Tree of Learning". Like
most of the books ^it ccncained religious instruction in the
"back which was a reason for its popularity.
A comnion reaaer for oeginners was the "Franklin Primer"
which appeared in 1803 and was designed to replace the "Old
New England Primer''^ as it contained much the same type of
material. Leavitt's "¥asy Lessons in Reading" puhlisned at
Keene in 1833 was another corainon text ?fhich was widely used
here at Roxbury. To show the nature of early texts^ let me
quote one paragraph (l).
"The baboon blabbed and blubbered, dabbled in Ribbons,
gabbled in gibberish, played hob-nob with a robin, browbeat
the tabby, made a hubbub for the rabble, bribed a nabob and
barbarously bpjnboozled a trooby," In this text many of the
sentences were grouped so tnat as the inflection rose the
type ran upward and descended as the inflection fell,
Worcester's "Book for Reading and Spelling'^ published in
Boston in 183C^wa6 a coinmon text in the early grades and con-
tained epieoo-es which were desigijed to teach moral lessons
to the younger generation. Another book of similar nature
'Tas the "Progress- ive Reader of Juvinile Monitor" which was
pub^i3heu in Concord, iMew Hampshire, in 1830. Town's Readers
and "The American Javinile Primer of 1838 were in common use.
As Brigham Nims did not list bocks used in the schools of
(1) "Easy Lessons in Reading" Leavitt. Page 66.
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Roxbury earlier than 1845, the author can only judge from
his personal library as to- what was used in the common schools.
Advance JL rc ...^ers v.-:^"ce - -.ny r^ ^' , treated all sorts of sut-
AGGRAVATIONS
SINNING
AGAINST
KNOWLEDGE.
BY
Th o: Goodwin B. D.
LONDON^
Printed by cm.fAox lohn Rothmll, and are fo
be fold at the Sun in PauIs Church-yard.
D C XXXVII.
An OxU Li.^-..idh Healing Eoc'k~b"f the 5.arry"T7tT,"^7^tury
.
jects. "The Little Readers Assistant" published in 1791 by
Noah Webster^was about
-:he first to be published in America.
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This was particularly interesting to New Harroshire people^
as it contained many historical exploits in its edrl3'' his-
tory. It v-vas well i 1 lust rat ea ^and much of line text was of
a humorous ni.ture^ which added to its attractiorj. The
"Monitorial Reader^' prii.ted at Concord, New Ham- shire, in
1839, Lovell's ^Young Speaker^" printed in New Haven in 1844,
Binffhajn's "American Prece::tor" -orinted in Boston in 1794
and the "Golum"bian Orator" already mentioned seem, to have
been the most popular.
The Capture of Captain John Smith as depicted in the
"Littl-s Hxj-iiera Aa^ iat-i'-t " of llouli Tehster.
As for arithmetics, the most popular in early years 7;a8
that of Nicholas Pike^which was printed in Newburyport in
1788^ just one year previous to the compulsory law which re-
quired that arithmetic be taught in the common schooLs of
Massachusetts. In the copy preserved at Dartmouth, the de-
cimal system of Federal money is given but is treated as a
curiosity, all the space being given to the conversion of
other movjeys such as Doubloons, Pistoles, and the English
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Old Pike's v/as the first arithmetic to appear in America ^anl
Aaams
'
>;/aa the ::ext. This ',?as largely used in New Hamp.^hire,
as the compiler vas a resident of Keene for maxiy years". Over
100,000 copies were put into circulation, ^Thich would almost
compare -.7ith some of the detestable book * rackets' of our
present day and generation.
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Standard. dMch time is given to the Almanac, pensions, and
interest, tables oi standards^ and outlandish problems.
Fortunately, the answers to most of them are given at the
conclusion of stating the problem.
Next to Pike's was the Adams' Arithmetic, published at
Keene in 1801 by Daniel Adams, This vrent through many
editions and is said to have had one h-iJUidred thousand copies
in circulation at one time. Space was left after each ex-
ample for the pupil to make his computation^ and the answers
were given to assist him in his reasoning. It contains a
long list of problems and touched upon a "bit of everything
that involved mathematical skills.
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Colbum's "Intel'^ actual Arithmetic" appeared in 1831
y
and contrary to -che adoptea plan of previous editors^ Colbum
conaeived that quick comprehension and alacrity in notation
could be best obtained from experience in every day life.
These probleriis were adapted to mental capacities^ and the
response to its usefulness was a most prodigious sale and
enormous profits to the compiler. It -.vent through many
eaitions and was a standard text for more than half a centujy.
"^Franklin '
8
''Arithmetic"^ published in Springfield, Mass-
achusetts, in 1833 ^endeavored to copy the Colbum plan and
also to convey a moral. The North American Arithmetic pub-
lished in 183-3 was also very popular.
ReverK^d Jej.idi,ah liorse of Charlestown, Massachusetts,
published the first American ^ography in 1884, This was
the standard text in geography for more than half a century.
Geography was thought to be an entertainment rather than a
necessity. This book treats with astronomy, of globes and
their use, gives a history of the discovery of America,, and
a general aescription of it. Its only illustrcitions are a
map of the world and of North America in the fly leaf to
the book. The world is treated by continents v/ith Oceania
lacking in the xirst eaition, Morse's descriptions are a
collection of imaginative travellers' tales. They are so
fabijlous and out of harmony v:ith the real conditions that
they are amusing and remina one of "Gulliver's Travels".
rt
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It was a great book, however, and was the cause of institut-
ing a valuable su'^j^ct into our c^chool curriculum.
The geography of J, A. Cuinmings^ printed in Boston in
1814 ^?7as used in Roxtoury schools. He makes man^'' bold and
unfamiliar statements such as "The 5 ^^^.nd divisions of the
earth are Europe, Asia, Africa, America, and the continent
of New Holland". The geography of the Mediterranean is
spoken of in terms of the "Il\iad"j Ihile the far East is
expressed in such foreign terms thd,t modern geographers ex-
perience difficulty in deciphering his work. In speaking of
Massachusetts he refers to the University of Cambridge as
being "most ancient and venerable" and avers tnat "Dartmouth
College is a respectable institution". An atlas accompanied
later eaitions.
Geography became a more comprehensive subject aftt:r the
advent of steam iiavig;<^t ion. Alap making was placed upon a
scientific standard ^vvhich aided the pupil in forming a reason-
able conception of the earth and its place in the universe.
Of these later geographies Cornell's, Go drich's and Harper's
were the most popular.
These early school books would furnish sufficient mater-
ial for an interesting dissertation. They were not erabell-
isr.ed with elaborate illustrations like our modern school
texts^'out the pen and pencil sketches upon the flyleaves of
these volumes would amp
.y supply the deficiency of the text.
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School books of the era prior to 1850 are co^;:parai:ively
rare ^lor they v;ere jsed by the oi:ler members of the family
,1
group and then passed on to the younger ones. One Progress-
ff
ive Primer would educate a large family in the sounds and
powers of the letters as it descended the family trse. The
youngest would find his test to be minus a few pages and he
V
was fortunate if it had a cover. Text books were not ex-
pensive but the thrifty people of a century ago could ^.ndergo
much inconvenience in order that they might save.
r
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The religious element in t ex e-books gradually receied
after 185G and their coutent took on a more general aspect.
Such authors as Town, Grecnleaf^ and Weld put into the eaucaV-
"tional iiel:i text^books which '^ere graded in their conteiit and
whose subject matter was rather closely confinea to the title
of the book. They were pooriy illustrated and the scholar's
i::uigination was ^ften taxed to its limit to grasp the mean-
ing of the author. The Superintenaing Committee for the tovr^
might prescrihe the texts to be -sed. They could not change
them, however, for thre;; years afcer their promulgation in
the schools. Our metaphysical solons in the State House
were shrewd eno^:gh to guard against the possibility of "Text^
book rackets" in their day. It might be well for their
successors to adopt some remedial measures as a panacea for
some of our present-day evils in this regara.
I1
\
1
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THE CURRICULUIi
The course of study in early district schools was ex-
ceedingly narrow and aepenaed largely upon the master. The
catching of children because t:iey were human beings, as set
icr-Cii tne "Great Didactic" Cou^enius, ^vtfV^^ unpractised
and unheard of. The principles of sense, perception, and
reasoning as proposed by John uOiOKe and reconsecrated by
Rouseeau were still in an embcDtslic state. Pestalozzi had
endeavorea to aispense with the teaching of mere words and
facts substituting for iz a, sort ox educational routine
whereby an oraerly aevelopment of the growing child would be
efiectea. All these were ijoitrieo. theories to rural people
ana savo^jirej. "Coo much of radicalism to a^'l:sal to our C-ilvin-
istic forefatners.
Arithmetic or reckoning had been added to the reading and
•.vriting just prior to Lae ninteanch cent^jry aiij. was firmly
estac^lished in the curriculum so comiaonly known as the three
R*3. Frcro the reco 'ds ot" Brif^ham lUins it woula seem that
reau.ing aai^ a t-io Cx d-rxGr.ineGic were the only subjects which
were taught up to the age of ten.
At the age of ten^the pupil proudly stuck a feather into
his cap and startea to school with his sandbox and blottine*
powaer. It ^'^.s a great day in the lives of little men ^ for a
quill in the cap was a. baage of achievement of which to be
proud. The three R's were pursued by the pupils until the
J.
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aaolescent period when geograpi^y or grammar were adiel.
History, algsora, and composition might be taught in a few
instances but trere is litole iiiaication that they were ever
common in the 8cnouj.s of Roxbury.
Reading started '^ith letters and syllables which were
»
practiced with humdrum monotony. The alphabet was associated
with litcle worj.s arranged in sentences which were learned
by rote and recitea day after aay. My mother ^whose early
education was gathere.^ at Number 3 in Roxbury ^ could go from
"In Adam's fall we sinned al l , " through "ZacheoiMihe did clirab
a tre-^ his Lord to see" to her dyir.g day and say the alphabet
one way as ..exl as anot.^er. i^.e.vo Cci.:.e tne sylla:.' .-eb-iV
ob-ub^which were pronounced '.rith equal predisior>. Then
6-.':elli"'::T ocou^ied the pupil for a variant period ^de'^^ending
upon "Ci.e iiiaxviaual abilities of t-ie pupil. The wor.xS were
not the common v/orde which were used in ordinary conversation
but we""c c'l' the sort v.hich were made up of the most syllables.
A list in t.:e old Webster Spelling nock in 1827 starts off
•vith ircipraoticability
.
The syllables and easy spel^Ling words were arranged in
columns or the so-cal.-ed perpendicular type of les.rning.
When these were mastered^ the pupil graduated to the horizon-
tal type
^
which consifc-ted of e^sy sentences ^ ana. thereby he
became a reader. He continued his spelling in the meantime
to assiet him in his syllabling arid pron^unciation of woris.
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Quill-^iving Was an Art in the Early Sohoole.
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Writiner was an art in tnese earlj-- vernacular schools for
spelling mattered little as long as the chirograjrher develop-
ed an elegant and graceful hand. There were many types of
handwriting which were practioea diligeutly. The master set
the copy at the top of the page ^ and the pupil strove to
imitate it cis :est. .as; he could. The sentences set for them
were noble tenets such as "Be j ast before you are generoi^s"
and "Modesty is an ornament to youth", the morals of which
if followed as closely as the corsto r of the master's hand
would evolve a noble man or woman. Quill-driving was a
pijirely mechanical process, however, even as it is today ^but
it t ensued to produce a cetter graae of penmanship than we
ordinarily fv d in the present-day schools.
Composition w-is seldom taught in the 3arly schools ^as it
required too mucn excensive pa^er. Furthermore, individual
creative effort did not appeal to the educators of that day
and genersition.
Arithmetic wjis a much broader subject than it is today
for it involved not only caloulatioriS in the fundamental
processes as we know them but also the inaze of standards which
were in common use at tne tiaie. The English standards were
ta^jght
^
enabling the pupil of a century ago to compute in
either. The rule of t/:ree alligation, .single ai:d do-ble
fellowship, involution, and evolution were all included in
tne category of this science. Much stres? 'vas laid upon L'-ien-
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tal arithmetic. The farnyard was the scene of simple business
t rar Sc;Ct ior.s which were computed mentally _ as there were no
<
^/^/ti ^/^"'f ^/>(i
/
A Page from Brigham Nims Reckoning Book.
V/hen a pupil haa mastered the Rule of Three, he was consider-
ed to oe a good Mathematician and spent the remain^^er of his
time with riddles gjid problems involving trial and error.
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pencils and paper was dear. It was lamentable that this
practice has lapsed into disuse^ as it is the r.ecessary back-
ground to xll mathematical skills.
As the century advanced^ majiy of the tables disappeared^
for the man- f pct^ore and sale of cloth, the bartering of
gOv.ao,aixv^ or. e u-se of foreign uo^ ey went into the discard.
When the master was hired by the district, the bargain
usually contaiiied a provision whereby the district was res-
ponsible for transportation. Very few people iiad horses at
the time, axd s :ch freeholaers as did have thera were paid
to go for the T.aster. When the time ca-ne for the opening
of the school, the one delegated mounted his beast and went
TO the home of the master who mounted behind him and rode
to his coaro.ing place.
This was supplant'^d by a more vigorous pursuit of the men-
tal type of problems. Greece had her tr.ree famous problems^
while the district school had as many aaid more. Thai grind-
stone problem ,being the most famed of alx^is shown from
§randfatner ' s old reckoning book, A pupil who had mastered
the fundamentals and the rule of thre.-, was considered an
able mathematician and busied himself with riddles and trick
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problems which involvea trial and error. When paper became
less expensive and pencils were ir troduced ^the te:xChing of
arithmetic became a mechanical process which has been inher-
ited by most of our educational systems of today.
Grammar Wcis j-argeiy aiia-lysis aii^ parsing or "passin'^'
as it was called. A friend who was educated in Roxbury^in
speaking of it^sa^rs, "It passed over, around, and by my
mind but none of it ever stuck." The rules determining parts
of speech were diligently learned, the number of preposit^-
"tions and other ^-^arts of speech were memorized but a general
application of them to individual composition or other use
was neglected.
Parsing was like the hocus-pocus of a juggler and the
most aifficult and outlandish pieces of literature were
usually selected for it. The pupils who selected the sub-
;jcct often occajne grammatical ac^roof.ts ^b t as for common
sense utility it -lad but little value.
The study of geogr?-ohy was for ei/tert ainment rather
than utility. Comprehensive geographies axu not appear un-
til along toward the middle of the centvry and globe trotting
was unknown. As trade was confined quite closely to the
north temperate zones ana international relations had little
bearing on the lives of these backwoodsmen, a general apathy
for tae subject was prevalent. Early geography dealt with
a smattering o:«|jno8t everything including history, the alman-
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ac, trigonometry, and simple geodesy. Improvement in navi-
gation, tne missionary movement ^and commercial rivalry en-
hanced the popularity of the subject which resulted in its
divorce from its former adjuncts ^placing it in the curricu-
lum as a major sucject.
History was a part of the course in reading until well
into the nineteenth century. It consisted of Biblical nari-
yatives and the gre;.t battles of history ^emulating the virtues
of great men with little regard to truth or reason. The
books were ir-tensely nationalistic and our ^jxesent difiicult-
ies vrith foreign powers ar-d ,vor_u peace certainly .aa a
wonderful heritage in the ray of ear3y historical text^books.
It v.as well r^ast tie mi:lale of tne century before history
became a recognizea course in the aisuricx's ci-rriculum and
then only as memorandum of gre^-t feats of valor rather than
a guiae to f jture policies.
Axgebra and bookkeeping were taught in the later district
schools as well as otany^but only in isolated cases.
This cjrriculum looks rather bare an repress ive to our
modern educ^tors^ but when we consider that these subjects
were mastered if undertaken, our pupils received a rather
generic and ^jseful training in the little red schoolJiouse
after all.
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SCHOOL liETHODS
District school raethoaology was not complicated for
drill proce^dure was the sole pedagogical rule. The educa-
tion of the child to develop a social being^ as set forth
in the teachings of Hertart and Pestalozzi ^wgre not aclopted
in America until after tne close of c.ie district system.
The sec^-ilarizaticn of American Education^ which would shift
some of the emphasis in public edv'C- tion to the needs of
the state ,was much belated in :.he rijiral schools, wew Hamp-
shire had no Horace Mann to biaze the way to a higher in-
tellectual standard of educ:ition or to ansv^er the petulant
criticism of tne religious deroagogues. Sectarianism grad-
ually drove the town meetings from the. church ^and the school
went with the town^passing out from 'jnaer the direct con-
trol of the church. The disruption was beneficial to the
school
J
for it was the first step towar^. the organization of
education as a State in8titUT:ion
,
Tne aavent of standard text^books came late in the first
half of the cent^-!
ry ^ ar-d until then T:he inJividual method
was largely usea. Tne teaoher was engageo. in making quill
pens, hearing recitatioiiS
,
testing memory, setting copies,
and keeping orler. The pupil was called to the master's desk
v/here ne recitea ,v:iat ne had learned. This was wastef ':1 of
time and effort and was most uji]:edagogical. Although the
school ho rs were lon^ the n.fethod ^vas such that a pupil had
Iif.
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ta attend school for years to get "but a mere start irs the
mastery of raaiing and writing. The drill in syliao i. izing
and decipherirg of ^'^ords which one got in his first years
NEW KN0LA2<D PRIUKK.
Time cuts down all
Hotli gre;\taudsiiiall
Uriah's beauteoiiM
wife
Made David seek lii^
lil'e.
\\ hales in the sea
God's voiee obey.
Xerxes tlie Great did
die.
.\nd so must vou
and I.
Youth forward slips,
Death soonest nips.
Zaecheus, he
Did climb the tree.
His Lord to sec.
T U V W X Y Z
XI W KNCl.A.ND PRIMER. 15
AN Al.rilAHK l' OF LKSSONS FOK
ClllLDKEN.
VWISK son make? a ulad fatlier, but a
l(>olisli son is the heaviness ofliis mother.
"j)KTrKU is a little, with the iVarof the
J } I-i<ril. than ^eat treasure, and trouble
llnTewiih.
t''()MK unto Christ, all ye who lahor anil are
I heavy laden, anil he will <Tive y<,u rest.
1 \() not the alwininahle thing whiili I hate,
\J s iilli the Lord.
EXCnr r a man he born ajain, he eannot
.«. e the kin.'dom of God.
FOOLISHNESS is bound u]) in the heart
of a eliild, lint the rod of correeiion will
drive it from him.
C^
KIK\ E not the Holy Spirit, lest it depart
T from ihec.
Oi-INESS becomes God's house forever.
T is r;ood for me to draw near unto (Jod.
1 \i ^'^'^^ '"'"""^ diligence, for outXv of it arc the issues of life.
I JARS will have their part in the lake
J which burns with fire and brimstone.
At this iuncture in the ''Old New England Primer^^the scholar
grixduated irom the Perpendicular to the Horizontal type of
learning. The religious element in the Calvinistic Curri-
cul'ijiin is noticeable.
at school only fitted the :;vpil to gabble a bit of the catSa
—
echism and a few Bible texts. The teacher was so absorbed
with his other duties that he had no tirne for imparting in-
formation or the disci^ission of a topic.
Teaching was an easy task, asiae from imposing order^for
there were no papers to correct. Reading a child's elate or
abacus wa-s sim]:^^^ a^.sx cr.e cooks use^. were read so continuou s-
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ly that most of the passages and words were learned by rote.
The a\''tO';i.atons ar.d purrets tread on the same stair of leam-
irg Icn^ after they should have advanced to the next step.
There was no grading system in the individual method^ and
each pupil advanced according to his individual aT">ilit3-,
Grandfather's record book of 1868 shows no grading whatsoever
except in spelling^ and that was for t.ie granting of rewards
of erio more tnar. for the classif iccit ion of progress. In
I^Heward or ."dent or tirs year
his record of 1846, he makes no reference to any scholastic
defect except mis^pellea woras. The pupil advanced at his
own rate^ana there seeas to have been little to encourage
him to excel. Rev.-arcis of inerit were given similar to the
one shown "^ut these were granted more often for comrriendable
deportment rather than st^jdiousness
. Another diabolical
scheme of early masters was the calling for a raising of
hands at tne close of tne day by those who had not whisperer!.-
I see by his record that my saintly grands ire was an
II

\
1
I
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aiaict to this aeplorabie method. If we are a group o.
pravarica'cors, we owe it in i:art to this custom of ovr pro-
genitors .
The methccis in arith.:;etic and writing were of equal
simplicity. The copy set at the top of the writing book
resolved itself into a wearisome tracing of letters. In
arithmetic the rule was stated at the beginning ,then the
statement of the problem, and finally the pupil's work. ''."Jhen
1 w'l^Ahy 1 1
r
1
/
^9
/ / /
^/-i|//;/i-kf/4-/
/
/i /
/ /
/ /
/ ; /
1 I I
Heading of tne Term Report of Brighan.. lims for the
year 1346.
completed^ ii; i/as inspected by uhe master and a new lesson
as8igne-L, lYith ahe exception of these two subjects^ all the
pupil's? reci b L-.tions were from a crack in the floor at the
front of the school room.
Most of the recitations were competative in the later
district schools
^
for che standard texts, which were prescrite<i
ij^4roy the School Committees, were within reach of nearly
every pupil. The classification became rnore distinct and a
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graiing eoheme had evolved by 1870. The cl^.ss lined up in
front of the teacher's desk on a cmck of the poorly laid
floor or at a chalkline. The work in hand was given out
by the teacrer or demonstrated from the blackboard. If a
pupil failed, the one giving the correct answer acceded tc
his or her Tosition ijntil the suoceseful one had reached
the head of Che class. Spelling, gramri.ar, geography, and
mental arithmetic were taught in this manner. The pupil who
was at the head of the class at the completion of the recit-
ation received a mark against his name as is indicri.ted on
the record page. This method developed some very good read-
ers and spei: ers^i^ut the phlegmatic type got little attention
or corrective abo^scance. The under-dog who found himself
at the foot of the class each day tended to develop a com-
plex which was forever detrimer.t al tc him in life. The cauB-
tic ana aerisive remarks of the master could never elevate
him from his degraded position; it was love, sympathy, and
guidance which he needed^ and that was farthest from the
district tei^cher's heart or imaginat ioi; . Thus, we find that
the sublime principles of true education were crushed -under
the iron heel of this contemporary despotic methof.ology
.
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PROGRAM OF THIl DAY
The program of the day varied y^ith the character of the
school ajid the selectiQU. of tne teacher. In tne smmer eesb-
icii cf the earjy schools ^there vvas little interruption on
account of discipline. The mistr'^sses were required to teach
only reading and spelling -so tnie v/as aoout tr.e only pro-
gram and was run like so much clock . ork. Nearly every one
had a book ^ although there was consider. hie dissimilarity
in their content ^whioh necessitated single recitations.
When a child had learned a lesson he pranced up to recite
what he had learned. The teacher was usually busy 'Vith her
sewing or knitting^ and if the child faltered^she would point
to the distracting part with her needle or scissors in cin
ende ivor to straighten o :t the difficulty. If the occasion
demanded that the lesson be perfected, he returned to his
bench to study. When mastered a ne^/ task was set which the
stuaent set about to acquire. The next neophyte than gave
his or her exhibition ^ana so on throughout the day.
The doj ts and ba^hf :1 ones vvere si-iinrnoned by the teacher
to "Come ana reaa". If "cne teacher nad an acid temper she
usually i^oureu it forth upon these helpless mortals ^thereby
aefeating tne whole psychic purpose of instruction. Brigham
iiims asserts that the diince block or a beating were far
more acceptable than the tcnguelashing of the churlish dsjne
.
If we folj-ow the lines of the poet, however, vre are le^id to
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believe that the teacher was mettlesome but kind, taking
part in their noontime games and when the school was done
travelea the xong road to ner "scranger hearth" with the
children ilockin-- at her heels.
Tiie ma6"cer's 3hool nas a much broader and more intrigu-
ing panorama. In Ghe winter term^ the school day began at
nine o'clock or as near it as the time reckoning devices
could determine. TTith the help of the l-jrger boys^a mons-
trous back log was set^ and the raging fire in front began
its slow dispellation of the frigid atmosphere. The playful
ones were sunurionea inside by a rap upon the window with the
master's ferule cOid the cuxtain rises before o vr daily drama-
In ordinary weather the roll was cal ed after the pupils
were seate^, tne £iOt>entees aiiu. aexinquents oeing marked off
in the master's self-made Record. Then came the morning
exercises^ the length of which varied with the master. If
the wc«.tner was severe^ al^ this took place before the open
fire, the master taking the center with the pupils grouped
about him. This consietfed of a long scripture reading and
prayer ^similar to the custom in the parish churcn. The
scholar's boots were thawing out during the devotional period
and their shivering boeties, animated by Xo.q heat from with-
out and the enthusiasm of trie master v.rithin were sogn re-
stored to a peaceful calidity.
some or the larger 8cho:ar8 in the rear of the group took
this occasion for the playing of harmless pranks. At the
I
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old eohool^ouse in the first district ^the master was kneel-
ed upon the hearth and devoutly praying for remis-ion of th e
sins of the world and his particular scholars. Reuben
Philips was not edified by the verbal beatification of the
master and amused himself by playing with the tail of the
master's peruke. Joshua Davis, vho was beside him, suddenly
jolted Reuben's armband the jerk was just enojigh to upset
the equilibrium of the master, sending him sprawling upon
the floor. This orison terminated here but another v/as soon
Started by the gu.ilty boys. The narrator has not revealed
vvhetner either divine or the -^arthly master heeded the supj^
^licat ior.s.
While the "ab^derians " were going through their palin-
drome (l) of letters^ the master busied himself setting sums
for the "arithmetickers or making copy for tne writing
pupils. The syllabicators came next^ going through their
columns in a sing-song fashion. These first tv«o classes
were called up to perform four times 3, day, the rest of the
day being spent in sitting sti,i and shewing t^/'B^Afecver and
over to tnemselves. i!Jothing else was providea to occupy
their time and the heat of the fire coupled with the poor
ventilation often set them nodding ^which urew a none too
gentie tap from the ^aster's ferule.
Next came the pri:ner class of spellers ^v:ho pronounced
easy words and spelled them v-jhi e the master made pens. The
other classes followed with equal precision until recess
(1) Saying the letters from A —Z and back from Z —A.
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which came at about half past ten. The boys were let out
to pi ay
^
and as each o?ie ::assed "by the master he was supposed
to "make his manners". This or^er of things caliea for a
Denignant bow to the master. Starting with. the hesitant nod
of the little boys^ it soon lost its fervor^ and by the time
the big boys from the back seats haa reachea the master's
rostrum the noci ^vas diminishes to a mere turn of the head or
a sidelong glance. The usual window tapping summoned them,
in, gathering around the fire to warm uheir tingling fingers^
while the girls were out to refresh themselves. After fif-
teen minutes of recesfc the routine of nearing lessons was
resumed with the little ones and so on through the grades.
The reckoning of the mathematicians was examined and if
correct some other .ork wss assigrjed. The grammarians
"passed" aj..d analyzed ^and the readers demonstrated their ab-
lities in the powers and sounds of the letters until the sun
had reached its meridirt.n height when the school was dismissed
for the lunch hour.
If tales CI noonhour escapades in the district . schools
could be g.„tnerea into one voivme^it would furnish the ?Jorld
with a curative remedy which it so much needs it the present
tiiie. Needless to say, some of the pranks were impish and
rude^ but the most of tnem reveal the humor and ingenious
mlELchinat ions of the youth of a century ago.
The supreme objective of the noon- our pranks was to
disrupt the school in some way. Many.. schemes were attempted
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some 01 which were successful. John D, Tuttle of Marlboro
relates an incident of some seventy years ago. The melting
snow was rolled into snowballs as .large as a basket-ball.
These were tossed into the top of the old chimney which was
soon fille-. The heat from the stove and chimney soon melt-
ed the snow ajid the resulting liquid^.tion soon extinguished
the f Ireland a rivulet of black sooty water engulfel the
teacher's deak an.x tne front benches. The preme^itdt;^ed
purpose was accomplished. School was dismissed for the afte3*-
noon ^and the miscreants reveVel in their ill-gotten freedom.
However, the menacing threats ci the Prudential Committee
on the following day defe-ted any possibility of getting re-
cruits enough to stage a recurrence of the antic.
The customary angelus summoned the nooiiday revellers to
afternoon devotic.s, followed by the same routine as that of
the morning. The "abcderians " were allovyed to go home foli.-
"bwing the midufternoon recess^ if they were so disposed. Many
of them waited to accompany older members of the family or
to hear the spelldown ywhich usually took place in the late
afternoon. This was a joycus occasion for all but the poor
8pei;iers. Commendable behavior throughout the aay from the
whole school was required by the master in or j.er to receive
this bit of freedom. It had a restraining influence upon
the pupils and helped to maintain order.
*J
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The Old Grirdst Try and do it
,
The three famous problems of the Greeks were no more famou e
and received no more cor siderat ioii i-i b'l^ir day bhaii lia
this problem in the district schools, Brigham xams computed
it correctly here in the old red echoolhouse when arithmstic
in the common schools -vas but an infant. This was a verj'
practical problem in the early days, as grindstones were
nei.^-hborhood af 'airs where the men convened and talked shop.
Aoner Sanger, in his famous diary, notes of going to Eb
Nims'd*- to grind and of the characters whom he met while thers
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ii Sj^elldown v^as organizea "by giving the best epsllsrs
of the day "before a chance to choose sides. They took their
places on either side of the room a^id chose the members of
their team from the ^-^hole school, the chosen ones lining iip
with their leader. When the prooe«s of selection was com-
pleted the master --ronovnoed the words which were s'oelled
by the opposing Gea;.':e.
The spelling of a word had a very concise meaning.
First the ^vord ^rast be itronounced by the speller, the first
syllable spellea and pronounced ^followed by "che next^and so
on untix the word was completely spelled and pronounced at
the end. Thus^ ^i-i-s-'-lis , s-i-s-'iissie
,
s-i-p-Mississip
,
p-i-p/i, Mississippi. If the least infraction of this ti^-ns-
honorea rule was noted by the opposite side fcnd the objection
?7as sustained by the master, the party receiving the award
might choose one from the opposing side.
The competition was rife between aany members of the
school and they sxertea themselves to excel. The aolts and
phlegmatic type who were always at the foot :f the class or
left in the group where they were originally selected, did
not Cire for t::e ostentation. 6omposition aiiu. aeclamation
were introduced in the later years af the district. But the
old-fashioned spelldown remained in the school program until
long after the aistrict system had ceased to exist,
DThen school was out at four o'clock^ the scholars hurried
home ^as darkness was at hand. The people had no calendars
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sucji as we have in our era "out nad an almanac^which hung by
the chimney comer. Our forefathers figured tha time of the
7;inter term of schooling so that it would come in the days
nearest xhe winter solstice. The days being shortest at
that time of the year ^ they erroneously "believed that they
were gaining something by schooling their chi.laren at that
cime. Much of their reckoning showed ia;norance, one example
being in their layout of roads. They assumed the postulate
that a straight line was the shortest distance between tvvo
points, and their highways were l-^id out over the tops of
the hills if^^ happened to be in rca straight line. It is
as far over tp.e top of a hill as it is aro^jnd it but they
had little idea of geometry and did not discover^^^until
the midicle of t- e century.
Thio ^-rogram continuea thro'jgh the viSiK until Saturday,
morning^which was given over to the study of the catydechism
and other religious instruction. "The Shorter Cat^j^echism
as agreou upon by tne Reverend Assembly of Divines at West-
minister" consisted of one hundred and seven questions azid
answers -vhich every cnild was supposed to have committed
to memory oeiore oeing "cathechised". Great -grc-ndmother was
indignant if her knowledge of this holy questionnaire was
doubted ^for she coulcx go from "What is the chief end of man?!'
to "What aoth the conclusion of the Lords Prayer teach us^'
without faltering.
About the middle of the cent^jry this part of the pro-
1-*
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gram was discontinued due to the rise of religious sects and
^
doctriii 1 controversies. Later, every other Saturday was
dropped as a school day^ and when the district sybbem was
discaraed in 1885^ most of the to^s adopted a five-day week.
Books and supplies were also provided by the towns, and a
mileage system for the oenefit of those living farthest
from the school was adopted.
4
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THE DISCIPLINARY PROBLEM
The most advertized part of early school history has
been its problem of aisoipline, largely because of its sev-
erity. The medieval belief that "lickin and larnin" go
together perva.^ed o .r school system up until comparatively
recent years and aid not disappear any too early. "A boy
has a back; when you hit it he understands" was a well-es-
tablished belief and much demonstratea. The true meaning
of discipline was seldom practiced, ana rather than induce
the pupils to follow as disciples, they were driven with the
old-f eishionea ferule vrhich, as it"^ name implies, was truly
a rod of rion. Brigham Nims in his history tells us that
many tir.es :-ie has seen a young lad remove his leather jerkin
and shirt before the ^/nole school and submit to a feruling
from the master. Such occasions calied for the closing of
books on the part of the entire school. They were usually
warned that it was done as an example to thern^ and they sat
there rhi] e the master wreaked vengeance upon his victim
for some infraction of school etiquette.
The organization of society in Wew England was develop e<L
_&a^along the lines as set forth in the program of the Cal-
vinists, Tne grim and forbidding atmosphere of the early
schools was due tn part to the i^.t easel j?" religious and 8tre+»-
,jf!fuou8 moral training which society aemanded. It was believ-eJ
-etl that i:owers of light and darkness were constantly strug-
4
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gling for the possession of children's souls and every
opport^anity must be used to teach a moral lesson, hoping
that it might further the chances cf the youth in dodging
hell-fire. One of the surest ways of doing this was to in-
still into his or her mind the certainty of pijiiishment
.
"Spare the rod and spoil tne child" was a aoctrine which was
well-groLinaed and much heeded in New England life.
Wasters laid down their ovvn set of rules like raonarchs
of Ola and woe unto person or .ersons who dareci to venture
the least infringment of them.' They were arbitrary and un-
natural; the normal activities of chilahood were ertirely
surpressea; and oi:port"'J!nit ies for tne expression of individ-
ual emotion were swamped beneath the olock-iike humdrum of
the so-called well-regulated schooj. . In.-:he middle of the
past century ^the school committee laici aown certain rules
fcr the pupils to follow^ nut the master still had his set
of regulations which must be followea tenaciously.
The rules as laid down b3'- the master or mistress were
of t.;o classes, "things forbidden" ana "things to be done
only by permission". Of things forbid., en were 'whispering
or otherwise communicating with others in the room, idleness,
throwing things, defaciug the desk, eating in school^ and
worst of all impudence or forgetting your manners. Of things
to be done only by permission were leaving the building,
putting wooci on the fire, opeming the windows, and leaving
one lesson to take up another. Whispering ana idleness were
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the rules most often broken and callea for punishment in
soi::e 01 5^ vdTiea. lOx'ms.
A cursory examination of the situation will ©how the
cause of the trouble. If the i'^:c.ster were gentle ana by his
uianiier worthy of attracting disciples, he had no difficulty.
Such men were seldom found in the poor districts, however.
If the master were harsh, cruel and unsympathic, these sons
of o:_:.. revolutionary war veterans haul had an excellent ex-
ample set for them by their parents. The revolutionary
spiriu outsh'^'^e their awe of the .'.laster in their belief that
if govrsrnmeiit is perversive to T,sie enjoying of life, liberty
and the pursuit of happiness, "It is their right, it is their
duty to alter cr abolish it" and they often did. Salnion P.
Chase, later a United States Suprerne Court Justice ^who taught
at Number 3 in 1835, aroused the ire :f the older bo 'S to
such an extent that they carried him out g.nd put him in the
snow bank by the shed door. Brignam Nims was one of the
small boys who wit:'-es8ed the fracas. Perhaps this lesson
which he saw so well dramatized was the reason for his sV'Cceee
as a teacner. In his tnirteen or more years of teaching he
was never carried out. A schoolmaster at Wmber 2 was taken
to the top of the hill in the rear of the school. The snow
was frozen and crjsty so that his desceiit was not impeded
until he had reached the bottom of the hill. As late as the
seventies
^
at N^amber 1 aoochoolmast er escaped a forced egress-
ion only by proposing an armistice. These declarations of
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independence upon the part cf tre pupils were looked upon
with honor by the parents ^but tney only demonstrated the
irrepressible dogma "That all men are created free and equal".
Study as it was j... terpri ied occupied but little of the
pupil's ti;r.e. He had oi..Ly to go tarough the olock-like re-
petition of sourds and syllables ^Vhich he kne^ he wouJd be
called upon at recitdtion period. The hours were long and
seats were hard which added to his discomfort. They were
reminiked that sitting still and keeping silence were virtues
He be msiStered, but these adolescents, bubbling over with
energy, were so closely confined that their becoming refrac-
tory and idle is little to be wondered at, for a kick across
the schoclrooci would have been a relief to almost anyjbne cf
them. The small pupils, or "aoc^derians " as they were call-
ed, were forced to sit on a bench for more than an hour with
nothing, lio support t.:ej.r oaCx.s^ aija their feet seldom toucned
the floor. It is perfectly natural because of tne conditions
to which they were forced to submit that they should be un-
easy and hard to manage.
During the summer session^ the disciplinary problem was
fatily simple. OTily girls who could not be of use on the
farm and boys under eight or nine years attended regularly.
If the weather were foul, there was an increased attendance
as the older boys oould net work with the planting ar hayir^.
If trovble arose, it was usually at this time. The teachers
or "school marms", as the district clerk usually calls them.
4
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usually had very niiLj. forms of punishment^ although ilr» CharleswI.
JL«- Buckminster of Keene, who attended the Roxb^jiry schools,
asserts that the worst beating he ever say>r in a schoolroom
was administered by a female teacher. For simple misdemeah-
;^or6 ^a glare was losually enough^but a snap on the cranium
with a thimbled finger was sure to produce the desired re-
salts. £itti^;g still was a virtue to be cultivated* It
seems that Brigham iiims could not acquire this noble effi-
cacy as a small boy, and for this he was dungeoned in the
clcset. Sither because he woula not stay there or oecause
of his resentment, the teacher conceived of tying him. Cord
was not available for the purpose^ and as "recess ity is the
mother of invention" she thought of her garter. Now, a
woman *s garter in pioneer days was an obscure and complicated
affair. It coreisted of knitced tow about an inch wide and
a yara xn lengtr., '.vhicn were wouna about the lower extremit-
ies and tied above the knee. This she firmly tied about the
culprit *s body and hQng him on the -.vooden peg in the closet.
Grandfatr-er saia. it -.yas ratner aark in there but that all
was well until the garter broke. As he fell^ hib weight burst
open the door and he was hurlad headlor.'g into the school-
room exclaiming, "?here no^i
,
you bro^e :,^our garter". The
more rapacious schooldames were given to violent forms of
pijnish^'r.ent
.
Pulling the -jars and tweaking the noses of the
puiDils was a very common form of correction and if the teach-
er'8 ire was well roiled, swaying the head by the foretop
cI
I
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was a proper means of chastisement.
The master^s schools in the winter were of an entirely
different nature* Roxoujy, having com rarativeiy small schools,
could not afford the well -trainea pedagogs; so she had to
taite up with such masters as she could procure. Dartmouth
students who '/rere looking for peHrcuniary gain to enable them
to finish their education were available. Later on, such
academy students as could procure the necesbary credentials
were employed. Some were refined and possessed talents which
ikXe so necessary to educators, while others vrere raw and vH"
couth. The traits of pers^-nality possessed by the teacher
were scrutinized by the big boys in the aack seats and be-
fore the first day was over ;the scholars knew with a fair
degree of certainty what the nat\"'Te of the terra's schoo].ing
was to be.
In District Nuisber 1 Silas Atwood was hired to teach
the wi ter term^ and on the first morning he was greeted by
the big boys at the front door. They were in military for-
mation with sticks of wood from the woodpile for guns. He
greetea them in a frienaly way^ ana as they starred to follow
into the building, he inforaea them that they might come in
but must leave the v/ood outside, Tney hesitated a few mom-
ents^ buc after hdving a parJey outside they a carted through
the aoor with their forbid^-en accoutrement. The master ad-
vanceu to the door and krocked ao\?n the leader with his fist
while the rest of them scurried for the woodpile. The term
cI
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went on serenely for its fvll eight weeks ^ and the superint-
ending school committee says of that term's schooling, "It
was only necessary for one to visit the school to be convinced
^ of its value. Txie aiscipline was of first order. The
scholars v;ere taught to tell what ohey know, not what they
coula say.
"
If tne teacher did not firmly establish his niastery of
the situatio: , his stay was apt to oe "accustomed to sorrow
ana acquaintea 77ith grief for t-iese youthful minus haa a
myriad of stunts and pranks vvhich they could call into action.
A pupil at District Nujaber 2 used to tell of locking the
master out at tne noon recess. He boarded at Deacon Guild's
house only a short distance away^ and when he saw his predic-
ament he ret^Jimed to the house, procured a ladder ^and a large
boara which he placed over uhe top of tne chimney. The smoke
from the fireplace soon drove the prisoners to the door^ which
they founa locked from the outside. The master b^^sied him-
self for a short tine keeping his would-be tormentors from
jumping out of the windows, comforting them in their plight
with the statement that "things must oe well smoked to be
well cured". It would seem frorr. these characteristic episodes
that the success of a teacner depended as niuch upon his wit
and resoureefulness as upon his ability to "instruct in the
powers and sounds of the letters".
Ir. :he early years cefore the social revolution, the dis-
trict j-emaii-e-^ a rigorous aisciplinary program of its school-
rV
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masters . A master who aia not ruie with the rod v;as a dis-
mal failure. The masters, knowing this, hal a coterie of
disciplinary measures -vhich they prescribed religiously for
infraction of xne ruied.
For whispering, a chip ';vas cut about two and a half in-
ches in length, and was inserted between the front teeth of
the miscreant. Tnen he must stand in the flo:r for a pro-
tracted period of time with this instrument of torture be-
tween his aching jaws. Daniel Clark, who schooled at District
IJumber 1, mentions this form of punishment in his letter to
the people of Roxbury at its centennial celebration^ as well
as holding down the nail. His ccm:nent wouli lead one to be-
lieve that either one of them was enough to make the most
willful sin? er repent.
Holaing down the nail must have been excruciating tor-
tijre. The urchin was forced to toe a mark and bend over,
touching the head of a nail with his forefinger. The blood
would rush to his r.^^'x^ ar.-^ niB sagi^mg icnees or back were of-
ten hami:iered with the master *s ferule. Fnen the culprit had
rea-Ohed a state such that the master feared a collapse he was
>
usually release.^. This :.>ethoa of cnastisement was very common
and authors in writing of this practice condemn it both from
the standpoint of health ^and, too, the feat was usually per-
former cy tr:e open fireplace or stove^ where the victim was
roasted as well as racK.ed.
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Impudence carried varied penalties. A "whaling" was ad-
ministered >:y Sumner Frost, althO'.;gh he is reported to have
done little of it. His educative weapon was a whalebone whip
which was renowned for its durability. It relieved the mast a:
01 seiiaiiig out for a birch and, too, the excrescences or the
flesh of the ^jnfortunate Yictin were characteristic of the
weapon, hence, a whaling. Ir^ahe absence of tne ferule and
whalebone, the alieXged was sent out of doors for the instru-
ment with which he was tojibe scourgei. This has been rhymed
as hickory^ but people who ave passed through the orieal tell
me t-iat invariably it vvas bircn or 3iaple, I have been unable
to find out jus": why the victim was sent for it, but an item
in grandfather's diary reveals the true conception of it. As
the Christ, who was without sin, was maae to bear his instru-
ment o; Tjorture to Calvary, he who is a sinner should surely
be made to bear his.
Idleness was not to be tolerated and drew a varied form of
castigation. In the old aays when the wood was drawn to the
schoolhouse yard in the tree, the slotnf ^1 were se^-^t out to
"cutting up". As raany of the dolts would much prefer this to
sitT;ing on the hard benches, it was found to be a relief ra-
ther than a chastisement. Those given to pranks and other
forms of frivolity were substituted; hence the term "cutting
up". Another methoa of punition was holding cut the book.
The miscreant stood in the middle of tne floor ^ar^d the largest
book available aas placed upon hie outstretched hand. This
r
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would keep him busy and after "ne had stood there for a short
ti2ie numbTiess would so paralyze nis frame that he ir.variably
would Cftllapee unless relieved by his tormentor in season.
An amusit^jg iricide:::t took place in - arw^j.djoining town^which
is worthy of record. A lad, who later beca:r.e sheriff of the
coiaity and 'A-as revered by all, was fovnd guilty of this ofi^"-
ffense. He inas told to sit on the floor oy a rat hole and watch
for the r^.ts. After sitting xhere for some tiriie^ he espied the
rodent and promptly caught him. by the tail. Jumping up in
front of the teacher he yelled, "There^by G got him". I
never asKea him whether bhe teacher commended hira for his zeal
or washed his mo th with soap and water for c^irsing. I would
wager on the latter, ho;;ever, as it was a common form of pun-
ishment at that time of that offeree.
The young ladies in the school arew forms of punishment
which were less severe. Standing in the floor was a common
penalty tor whispering and the more heatoous crimes cal' ed for
sit ing under the teacher's desk. If a youjig damsel were found
smiling at the '?oy& on the other side of the room, she was made
to go and sit with tr.em^much tO: aer const err. at ion.
Girls were kept very close to tae house ^ and thej'' felt their
degraded position in society very de ply. Susan B. Anthony and
her followers did not come to the rescue of their sex any too
quickly^ for these women were little more than slaves to their
ho-jseho:'
.
Spinsters were looked upon as lost souls ^and eveoy
yo-ung girl hoped to avoia this terrible calamity , even tho ;gh it
c
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did mean a life of fortitude and dr-u,dger3'-. Young ladies were
gay and happy ^br.t their school conduct h e received bvt little
notoriety as ccapared with that of the ooys. If a girl was
told to hide her face, it invsriably brought a deluge of tears.
They were seldom whipped or beaten ^but a serious breach of
or^-er called for standing in the floor facing the school for an
extended period and repeating "I'm ashamed!, I^m ashamed!"
Dr. George W. Keith of Stoughton, iassaoh' setts , v^rrote a
letter in 1867 which is worth quoting ^for it most aoly depicts
the district school life of a ceritury ago* "I know something
about o jr public schools — and so do 3'-ou all. Now, I do not
propose to get off a long rigmarole about the genesis and eth-
ics of t :e public scnool system, for you are generally as in-
t el-uij^c.io upon "Gnat phase of t ie institution as I am, and oc<(^-
frasionaljy a little more so; b.t will give a few of the sweet,
slippery, aiiz. sticky reminiscences of my school-boy days—es-
pecial y 'b:.e "sticky", 'Ahen I first began to y^arrj for an
edvcation I lived in "Varmount , " and was four years of age.
My parents told me I v/as not old enough to go to school; but I
knev; better; and so, li^e iary's little lamb, I followed my
sisters to school^ one day, and was uncomfortably seated upon
the low seat, ar^a there I sat—the longest hour I had ever
known--f e -ling all the time like the aisobedient cock down in
the well, who -"ne'er had been in this condition; but for my
mother's prohibition!*^ Before tne time came for t.^.e boys ' re-
cess, I haa resolved, as soon^as I was out, to play tne role
II
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of Prodigal Son, and return home. I ki.ew two of the boys
—
Ike Kingsb^iry, a little r sty, scrawny chap, in nankeen breeches
and dirt-y white ji.cket, with ba,re feet and sore toes, and Gab-
riel, not the original but Gabriel Doaney, a tali, round-shoul-
u-ered French boy, \vhoee complexion closely reseiribled the inside
of moulviy hemlock bark; and these two I trie^ to persuade to
run a' ay, but they were loyal and would not go, and when the
rar-s came on the window-sash, the good boys wei.t in and I ran
for home, keeping an eye over my shoulder to see if I was not
being y^ursued by the teacher—not being able to understand that
my room would be better than my company.
did not go to school again for two years, and then I was
sent. I walked a mile and a half, and stood in the dignified
presence of the teacner. Madam Wood, raatricjlated—that is, told
her my name, and saw her write it down in a little green-cover -
ed book— and commenced storing my mind ;"ith the lore of the
public school, and with school-boy tricks, especii.lly the lat^-
ter. Before thelfirst term ended I had- learned to r-jid in the
"Easy Lessons," to spell "'ords of two syllables, to :hew gum,
whisper, throw paper wads, spill my ink, tread on tne nest boy'S
toes, make the girls giggle by facial contortions, "sass" the
teacher, fight with the boys, throw atones through the V'indows,
and rijn away at intermission to atteia "training" at Keene, I
had been kept after school, nad held down..a nail, toed the mark
for an hour with my hands behind me, had been sent home (though
I never went more than half way), had had ny ears boxed and
M4
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pulled, had been gently swayed to and fro by ray fcretop
(which ijindouotedly caused the premature barefootedness on top
of m3'- head), and wallo- ed with a birch stick. I remember the
evening after the last mentioned performance asking my mother
if our school was a "publick" school, and remarking that I
had no fault to find with the pub of it, but the lick was not
agreeable.
"In eighteen hundred and forty-three—the first year the
Mil'.erites didn*t go up—our winter school was o ened by a
young .iidjn from Gil sum—a handsome man, he was, possessed of a
fine intellect, remarkable o^-iltural for one of his age and
opportunities. His Kin dy der)ortment and happy, genial spirit
gave new life to us alx, ai::d. aade the a.ij.-gy walls of the old
schoolroom look brighter than they had Isver looked.
Never was there a happier sc'nool than this, or a more
studio -"8, But to me, ihe best art oi it all was the two weeks
the master boarded at out house, and the aaddest of all was ex-
amination day. I shall never forget the last houT of that
day—how n-e gati-iered 'round the old log-fire to receive our
little present., and listen to the tender parting words of the
man who had endeared himself to us all. None of vny school-days
were ever so full of interest and hap]:ine6s, and of so much
use, except the short term taught by the same peerless teacher
and noble man at District Number 3 eight years afterwar*^."
r
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RECREATION
The noon-hour amusements were seasonal ^ and their nature de-
pended upon the leaders of the school group, even as today. If
a youjig lad appeared at school with a bow and arrow, a whole
tribe of appropriately regaled Indians wo^Jild spring up over
night. For the next fe^' days pseudo-braves stalked in the
woods about the schoolhouse with a few discarded writing quills
stuck into their tangled hair for ident if ic itiO'. . The brave de-
fenders of the schoolhouse and its defenseless women kept a
ceaseless vigil^ but the onslaughtsof the tender savages were
far toe f :rio s for the nob^e ^eferiC^ars to withstand. Each
victoriois redskin glutted himself with chimeroioal carnage.
Pioneers were scalped with wooden hatchets or tied to trees with
grare vine or pieces of clothing to await creiiiation. Before
the:terrible holocaust took place, however, each triijmphant
savage claimed his Bbare of the women and children from the
catech-jmenal booty. The mock journey to CanadaL was started
after each yc'jng hyena had captured his fondest v»hite squaw.
The little girls ran about acreaming, hoping that some young
Savage would grab their curly-cue and drag them along in Indian
fashior. The trek ended at the brook behind the schoolhouse
where all refreshed themselves after their vigoro'is engagement
.
The fettered pioneers ^^ho were bound to the trees failed to
maintain their stoical countenance and their belated release
from the turning stake was not as jubilar.t ae that o;[ the re-
scued pioneers in the real life of a century earlier. As the
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smaller "ooys were chosen for the Zess attisactive role of be-
ing defenders, tney soon rebelled ^aiiu this form of amusement
gave way to other pas'bsjbimes
.
The sap flovv of the leaf 3' tendrils in the spring tir.e was
heavy due to the excessive demand arising from the leaf forr-ia-
tion. This char?, oteristio phenomenon was utilized by the
scholars for the ..lanuf act^JTe of whistles. Every boy had a
knife and could I'aVricate one of these sor.orifio instruments.
The neophyte satisfied himself with one having a single apert-
ure T7hich prod^.cevj. a desultory morjotone but the astute had moz-e.
The diaphonics of this crude minstrelsy waarca common harbinger
of springy ti'-'ie throvgho t the distriots.
Pitching quoits was jtnotner pasci^ne of a more permanent
nat re. The hobs were sticks driven . into the gcound ^and flat
An old Woodcut pictv^re ir , ohe "Little Readers Assistar^t,"
pu'^lished by iloah Webster iri 1791, depicting the attack .on
Major TTaldron ^.t Dover or Strawberry Bank, New Hampshire.
Playing Indian was a favorite pastime among the children and
such pictures assisted the harlequins in the proper \inder-
standing of their role and procedure.
stones served as disci. Stilt walking was a hob^y. "Each boy
endeavored to make a set with the longest stail or highest
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stim.ip and roved about the school yard like BrobdiVng^3ti&.^i^
h
giant e.
Fnen Muster Day sub-poenas had been delivered ^the play
usually took on a mar^tial air for 2Juster Day^ ;j«art3 ore of the
few outstanding festivals of the year, "Running away to .Muster"
was an unpardonable sin. Those held at Keene were colorful
affairs and the back seats of the school were seldom filled on
that eventful day. The to>vns appropriated money for the use of
the militia on this occasion, the articles in the town warrants
usually Bta'ting, "To see what evm of money _:fclu£^tQwxL «^i-ll raise
TO YOU are hereby ordered t»
.ppear on parade
-J^r.^-/ ^ '^^4^'!^ Jc^,4^^ J^/^
°'
'^T/VV^^ /VZ^'clock^^^oon, completely
equipped^^iyinns and accoutrements, according ro law, for military duty
and inspection ; aad there wait further orders. By order of
^-~J!jf'-' , Capt. ^^fce y Company//' th Res:iment.
A Huster Sub-poenarr-
The captain of the town military imit delivered this sort
of summons to every man in the town between the ages of 16 and
60 .^and there were but i^ew men in the town who did not 7'elcome
the service for it was :.. g,reat day. Social ainusements were
rare and this provided opportunicy for meeting their to^^.s-
men^''a8 well as visitors from the neighboring towns,
to bu3'- powder for Muster". As more rum was purchased than
powder^ the hypocritical clause "to buy powder" was dropped in
later years. All the able-bodied men between sixteen and six-
ty assembled with drms ana. accoutrement for tne military man-
oeuvers on the town common. The women prepared a bounteous
r
dinner at the meeting house ^in which all took part. The cft-
^icers of the to^^. military unit were decked in their homespun
finerj' and colored epaulets. They drilled in the military
formations of a century ago ^ and usually a shcun battle ended
the day Is program. Contemporary sports, such as wrestling,
pulling sticks^ tv^^.i gouging the aye-balls were enjoyed by the
younger set, the" victors being hailed Tith honors equal to
those of an Olympian gymnast. The old soldiers who bore the
soars of warfare in their co'intry's defense sat in an exalted
place and told stories, so.:.e of which were distinguished for
tneir iiicredibility , It is little to be wonaerea that our
schoolyard harlequins should undertake the mimiofpLng of this
program for the ap^ing of the elaers was as prevalent tr.an as
now.
Baseball was unheard of in the Roxbijxy schools^ but games
played wi-ch s-cicks and some form of miSiiiLe were common. Brig-
ham Nims speaKS of playing traps ^in a letter to hie .mother in
1835. This game was one of many sports which were played with
a battledore and sh^jttlecock. T ^e battledore was a Tvooden
club gleaned from the forest and fashioned according to the
skill of the fabricator. In the game of traps it was known as
a trap-bitt le^being used to strike a pivoted^ shoe-like con-
trivance^ in one end of which the ball was placed. Each con-
testi-ag group was allowed to perform^ an.d the ball was driven
as far to either siae of the starting point as the skill of
the contestants would permit. The objeot of the game was to
^url the ball as far into hostile territory as possible.
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Bowler was a si.T.ilar game played ,.ith a bowler-bat and cir-
CJilax piece of r/ood.
Running off to the "old swimming hole" was prohibited
during the spring and summer sessions. The encliantment of
Ephiram Dakin's sheep-wash, however, nas too great to prevent
infra:|ct ions of the embargo. As an extended absence from the
schoolyard might betray their transgression, conservation of
time was necessary; consequentlj'- out malefactors started dis-
robing as soon as they were in sight of their aestination.
We can easily picture them running along through the swail^
tossing a blouse or pajitaloons on the nearest hassock so that
by the time the water was reached they were ready for their
muddy immersion. They virtually ran into their clothes and
back to the schoolyard ere the teacher or the schoolyard syco
phsmt should suspect their dereliction.
Other antics such as duck on the rock, climbing trees,
sling shots, stoning the bir-s, and marauding expeditions to
the neighboring orchards or gardens were common, NoctijLrnal
invasions of a nearby melon or pumpkin patch were planned
during the noonday respite. The quarry purloined on these
excursions was usually cached near the schoolhouse grounds
and enjoye.' the following day ^aocc^.^panied by an exj^ultant re-
hearsal of the evening's escapade.
Tr.e diversions of the winter school were depend€bnt upon
the snoWj which usually fell to a considerable depth. The in-
clement winter we:^ther kept scholars rather closely confined
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to tne s choolhouse and grounds. Snow shoes were a oomrnon art-
icle in the pioneer home^but seldom used for sport. Skis were
innorovised from hogshead staves and homemade sleds were common
but there was no comparable exceller.oe in their corjstruct ion
to those of today.
An old district school master asked one of his pupils in
later life if he ever learned anything in the old district
school. He promptly replied, "Yes, I learned how to shoot."
To the modem pedagogu.e it might suggest excellence in musk-
etry^ but to OUT district fusileer it referred to his ability
to throw a snowball with accuracy.
Snowballing was the favorite diversion in the winter school.
Many a schoolyaro. Bunker Hill or Concord Bridge has been de-
fended in Minuteman fashioi: . The outcome of these niveous
battles often betrayed the historic narrative, however. Broken
windows and injured feelings often engaged the attention of the
master on returning from his noonday repast.
From deliberations in the district meetings ^it is evident
that schoolboy antics were not entirely confined to the school
grounds. The tenth article in the School Regulations of 1850
hints at this inhibition. The first district "voted that the
teacher be responsible for the deportment of the scholars from
the time they leave hoiiie mtil they get back there". Roxbury
had its eccentric characters who were never immuxe from the
pestering of the boys r.n their way to and from school. Uncle
John Fairbanks left his plow in the furrow late in the afternocm.
I
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The boys on the way from school discovered it and promptly hid
ilj in a nearby thicket. Surmising that it was tee "tarnal
Parker boys" he sought out the constable and resorted to the
school to see that :hey were properly punished. The boys,
however, protested xhat they were innocent and as nothing
could be proved zhe plow remained in its sequestered place
throughout the 'vi-ter^for they dared not produce it for
fear of detection.
Article eight in the rules and regulations of the school
suggests that passers by the school houSe were not always
•created with resrect. Profavie and vulgar language was for-
bidden and DO engage in personal quarrel or to use approbrious
epithets was gross miscori..uct , all of which would indicate
tnat some of our present-day school problems have a retroa<^-
j^ective background.
When we glance over the large categor- of diversions with
which these yo'jngsters amused themselves :he writer believes
that the Quaker poet has stated it most candidly.
"Yet on her rocks and on ner sands
And wintry hills, the school house stands;
And what her r^jgged soil denies
The ho-rveBt of the mind supplies."
Whittier.
4
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THE LAST DAY OF SCHOOL
Examination day was one of great jubilation for the most
part. The good scholars were exV^uoerant with the opirortunity
of showing their intellectual prowess ^and the dolts were grat-
eful for the relief which the last day of school occasioned.
It was gala day in the discrict^and not all of its features
were educational. The writer's gre.t graiidsire, in compiling
the history of Stoddard, asserts that the ashes were saved
by the larger boys and sold, the money received being used
to pujTchdse rum for this celebration. Cochrane in his history
01 Antrim relates a si;..iiar exi:eriencc. As sale of the ashes
at auction in District Number 3 is not mentioned until 1833
this may have been the method adopted by that district. There
is no record to substantiate it, however.
The old brick oven in the farmhouse kitchen r&e warmed
up a day earlier than usual as Saturday was the ordinary bak-
ing aay. Pies with a wheat flour upper crust were made for
the occasion. The usual pie for heme use was fashioned of rye
flour^but to show off on examination day the more pedantic
white flour was used^ and from this custou we get our "upper
crust" in society. Other demonstrations in the culinary art
were performed as the old brick oven was heated up but once
each week. It uas a pompous and variegated troop that marched
into school at the tap on the window by the ir^aster. The peony
-
cheeked damsels put on their gayest garments and checked aprons.
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The bo3''S were rigged up ir "-/arious outfits for the galaxy. If
the parent's good olo-ciies would hang on in almost axiy fashion
bhey were enlisted for the party.
This Saturday usually preoe^^ded a cateonising ceremony*
at the church tne following day^ and children were generally
well-behaved. The morning was given over to the study of the
catechism and a drilling of the classes which were to perform
f .r the visitors in the afternoon. The teacher corrected the
slightest errors ^and her classes were whipped into line like
a cri-.ck regiment of Royal troops.
During the noon hour the big girls ST^-ipj; out the building
with the old besom and dusted all the benches. The big boys
caiiie in with their wet and dirty boots to tease the bustling
domestics and were driven out after m^jch Jocose bantering and
petuliiit -irords. The boys played their final game of basquet
or rolled ^ovvn tue big spruce for the last ti:r.e. Tr.e lovers,
who would soon be parted, stole away and planned their weekly
t ry st
,
Long before the ore o'clock summons was due ^the visitors
began to arrive. The minister was greeted with respect by all
the pupils and v;as given the master's seat. The Superintending
and Pr'jdential Committees came and were stationed in an exal^-
ted place, the pupils making their man^iers as they passed on the
way to tneir benches. Parents or other visitors were SGatione<i.
^ at the front of the room behind the dignitaries. The stage
was set and all was in readiness for this much- anticipated event.
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The battledores shyly revealed their acoujmulat ion of krow-
ledge. The syliablers rehearser tneir singsong piece^ ar.d c/.e
little readers went through their small vooabulary with pre-
cision. The remainder of the tiu:e was given over to the larger
pupils who had been so thoroughly aril^ied for this particular
performance.
The competitive type of recitation -vas usually adopted^
and the rivalry was Aeen. Prizes were often given by the master
or minister to the most prof iciei't^ thus adding zest to the
affair. One master offered a prize of five doll rs to the
win er of the spelling contest. When the chsimpion had beer-
determined^the master ap' reached the father of the victor and
borrowed tne prize morey. The boy received his trophy/out the
father was never paid. A jack knife for . the boy and a pen
knife for the girl were the ordinary prizes. The class in
analyzing ana parsing went through their etymoxogical gymnast-
ics. The most proficient in their recitations received a gra-
cious nod from the parson ^which was a ;^reat honor long to be
reme:nbered by the recipient.
At the conclusion of the afternoon parody^the minister was
called upon for the usual remarks. The minister was a common
visitor in the schools and if there were indications of im-
provement in the term^he commended their work. If the pupils
fai ed to show gain he never faltered in maligning them with
contemptuous remarks. Tr.e Superintending School committee
supplemented the pastor's commendation or malediction, and made
announcements if there were any to be broadcast.
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In the later dietriot schools ^when the curriculum had
broadened, the foppery of stc.ged recitations received less pro
minence and declamations took their place. The rum had dis-
appeared from the day's program^ and the day of jubilation took
on an aspect \7hich was more "^fitting to the occasion. Much
attention was given to inflection and gesture ^which started
y History of Beasts
;
BBiva
|,.-* TRIFX.E FOR A GOOD BOji
I ~Ornamented with Engraving^.
r
y ALBANY^
A Teacher's Gin; on tne Last Day of School.
Brigham Nims received this before he could spell his own name^
and he evidently remembered the joy he experienced when he
received it, for his diary notes an expense at the close of
each term. In 1844 he states "Kept School-finished the term-
paid scholars |.1,73."
many orators on the road to fame.
At the 3lose of the prograiri ^the pupils mingled with the
visicors ana joiT.ed in the palaver which always followed such
meetings. Before the party disbanded^ the pupils received thei
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usual gift and parting word of kinw^ness from the teacher. The
gift was usually a little paper -covered book which was approp-
riate to the characteristics of the benefactor. Brighajm Nims
received inany of these /.vhich are still preserved. The one shown
was a gift when he was eight years of age and before he could
spell his own name. During his teaching experiences^ he men-
tions his expense upon the last day of school as "For the
scholars". This sum ranged from one to three dollars^ which was
a considerable sum in those days. These little books provided
entertainment for t::e litcie oLes and furnisnea tnem v/ith a
bit of reading matter_^of which these pioneer homes were little
burdened.
There were no promotions^ for a grading system was never
clearly defined in the district system. j\ pupil placed a
mark in the book where he was working v/hen the term closed.
At the "^a ginning of the next term, he began where he had left
off. There were no failures as ovjc present-day system regards
them, for the pupil studiea uritil he had mastered a subject
before he advanced to the next step. This was one of the idio-
syncracies of the district system which has been m.uch maligned
but it tended to a thoroughness which is lacking in much of
ovx modern education. Closing the school was not a tediovs
job for there were no books to check or desks to clear. The
master merely picked up his small accoutrement and lociied the
door t^-irning the key ove-.' to the Prudential Committee.
(
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The abcedarian no lor. ger cons his battleiore before the
roaring fire. The master's ferule has ceased to awe the tender
flock. The old wooden benches bear only the carved initials
of their former oocupants. The school yard, once an arena of
playful activities, is now a ragged patch of brambles. The
little red schoolhouse is closed forever ^ and the curtain falls
before our histrionic educational drama.
Daniel Webster, in his characteristic emotional fervor,
closed his famous Dartmouth College case v/ith:'";he T^ords, "She
is a small col ege but tnere are those -vho love her". The
people still remaining who passed their aaily days in. che dis-
trict schools of Roxbury, would say "Amen" to a like express-
ion directed to tl eir Alma Mater.
"The olde order changes yielding place to new
And God f Ifils himself in many ways
Lest one good custom should corrupt the World."
Tennyson
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LATER DEVELOPMENTS IN EDUCATION
The district as an eduo'^'-tional wiit passed out of exist-
ence in 1885. The town coraroittees still retained them, how-
ever, as integral parts of the town system. A large pei^ent
of our riiral muncipaiities in New Hampshire still have the
district schools but under the central control of the Union
School District. Roxbury kept the three districts imtil the
beginning of zhe nineteenth century. There were few scholars
and they were widely scattered ^which rendered schooling both
expensive ar.d unattr ct ive . The pupils were sent to the
surrouriu-ing townb for cicuooiing ^and the buildings fell into
decay. Number 1 still stands but willc^oon fall by the way-
side. Number 2 has reverted to the original tract from which
it was set off, and Nujnber 3 was taken down and removed some
years ago.
In IS 19, with the inau^urxcion of the present school law,
a new school^house was built in the Lower Branch ^which cares
for the education of nearly all the children in the town,
A few pupils who live at a great distanoe attend the schools
of other localities.
A per-capita tax of two dollars is levied upo^-^ the entire
school population of the state ^and this fjnd is ao^ea out to
the small towns to aid them in providing the pupils with con-
veniences which they could not otherwise afford. By this
method of financing and scate supervision these small rural
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schools have opport"unit ies comparable to the large citj'-
schools
,
which have the benefits of much higher va-muations and
closer cornnranioation with the world at large.
T:ie educational system of New Hampshire has received high
commendaticn in the report of the Brookings Institution in
Washington /.7ho have recently surveyed the governmental struct-
ure of the State, The Sxiate is doing its part to forvrard
the education of youth. The most powerful function in educat-
ion is the home. Fnen this universal institution bears its
share of the educational burden^ we oai:. hope for halcyon days
of schooling ^and the Utopian dream of John Locke and Festal-
ozzi will have been fulfilled.
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. SUM¥JIRY
The peaagogical panorama which has be-n iepicted is the
heritage of ovx modern educational program here in New Eng-
land. The system set up in Rox'oury is c:^=>.raoteristic of the
perioa. The writer has examir^ed the reoiords of many iievv
Hampshire towns and finds no particular variation in their
program. There are slight changes ia terminology aiid customs
"but the fundamentals in their primitive tj'^pe of learning are
identical, liassachusetts blazed the educational trail in the
Ne?r World with her famous laws of 1643 and 1647 ^and all New
England followed the 2ioael which she fabricated. The gloomy
theocratic spell of Puritan intolerance was accentuated by
the adver-t of large numbers of Scotch- Irish immigrants who
came to New Hampshire early in the eighteenth century. The
growth of sectarianism in the middle of the nineteenth cen-
tury relieved education of its ecclesiastical burden ^but the
crude and diabolical methodology still remained and, as yet,
has not been entirely dispelled. Development of the mental
attributes through avenues of directed and supervised study
has found many barriers with which to contend. Fortunatelv,
many of these have been removed. New England is still rural
despite its large cities. The people of tnese small comm.uni-
ties look upon the panaceas prescribed by modern educational
theorists as qioack nostrums and would much "rather bear those
ills we have, than fly to others v/e know not of".
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There is little in the curriculnin of the early schools
whish we woula care to remove from the aehelf of histor^'-. It
served its day and generation admirably and was in conformity
with the times in which it existed. The hcirdy pioneer life
had no o^-'tlet for aesthetic or subjective thought. Gleaning
the bare necessities of life from the rocky soil required
nearly all their time ar:a effort. Hobbies and avocations
Trere utilitarian in their nature, taking the form of bees
at rhich some usef i service was performed. It is perfectly
natua:«-i. that oheir eauciational set-up shoula follow the same
routine, for the three R's were the only subjects which could
be put to practical use. It is a very narrow ;rrogram^to be
sure, but with natural ability, ambition^ and native iiitelli-
gence on the part of the pupi] , a. respectable education could
be obtained. No one woulo. uare question the prowess of Daniel
Webster as a statesman yet he gained his early education 'jnder
just such circ'crnstances as are related here. John Greenleaf
Whittier, the Quaker Poet, has pict^jred early schools very
vividly in his works. His boyhood was spent in these crude
rural schools ^yet his fame as a rhymster is unparalleled.
These eminent men along with myriads of others gained much
of their ability from livi' g close to nat'^jre. This wonderf ul
granary of knowledge snould be appropriated by modem educators
to a gr rater extent than it is, for the lessons taught by
Mother Nature excel any verbal or written dramatization that
r
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can be foimd. We still "hive" our offspring up in builaings
and irjage them in "squadrons" or clash es ^when the real lessons
of life are just around the comer. The old district school
has been the target for much sportive calumny^ but other than
givirg the pupil more sumptuous quarters aind greater privileges
in pjiysical comfort ^what has modern education aone to better
the educational program?
Our pi.ogerj itors waa-rced to school for their exercise; t'lere
\vas no hue and cry for expensive gymnasiums and equipment.
Theif sports rere genuine ^and games were played for enjoyment
ratrier than for newspaper notorie'cy or personal gain. Pastimes
-.7ers organized in such a v;ay that all might take part in them,
creating thereby a spirit of friendliness rat:::er than providing
inaiviauai heroes witn sufficient faiiie to tease a sizeable
fortune from our gullible populace. People eaified their
social oru.er with constructive entertainments rather than with
the comriiercicil varieties of the presei t day. An apple bee
furnished the family with a barrel of boiled cider applesauce,
a husking bee fil ed the far.uer's crib, a quilting party
supplied bed covering for the hcuaehold^and a "raising" pro-
vided shelter for a neighbor. The children took part in these
gatherings ^ receiving vaiUiDle in struction . The thrift and
industry dramatized in tnese gatherings provided wholesome
entertainment for the young^as well as teaching therr, . vaiuaole
lessons
,
II
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The home was a composite institution a century ago^not
merely a place to "hang one's hat". The fundamental processes
were fir-t r.itroduced to children in the home and were polishei
^^^arof f lii "Ciie souocl , as provide toy these husoanu-iiien. Health
and sanitation were ^onheard of, tout parents nurtured their
flock \Tith erergetic circumspection^ and their vigorous hard-
iiiooa atteot their well-ordered lives. Each child learned
the mltitudinous r.rts and crafts which were essential in
every pioneer hjme. If a tocy showed soir.e a":titude for a trade^
he was too-jnd ovt to a master in that particular ocmpation.
If a girl was clever in the household arts ,her superiority
was acknowledged toy the neightoorhood with a homely sort of
detout. Children were a'>-are of the fact that the home was a
notole institution from their contacts with it. The bewitching
enchantment of the firelit hearthstone w.s a sufficient lure
to "worthy iaorne memtoership". "Worthy use of leisuxe time"
has already toeen shown. T^^eir intensive form of democratic
government was of such nature that every youth learned its
simple mechanism from observation long '^lefore he could ex-
ercise hie rights of suffrage , Genuine self-respect was the
teret which every citizen strove to emulate and the Calvinis\-
tic dogmas which pervaded the social structure at the time
tended to create a universal belief that "ethical character"
was the foundation of true happiness. Thus, we find the
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home to be a. compreheiisive sciiool a, century ago»
With the evolution of o-ar social order, freeholders have
become renters, and pioneer "jackd^-of -all -trades" have evolved
into simple maohi^ies through tr.e -division of labor. O^Jir
oid-fashionea husking bee is now a marathon dance or a night
at the club and our family hearthstone is a cinema proRram.
Tne home that instiuutea and organized our aduoational system
is now in tne pages of history. T.ie ritualistic religious
influences of tne cnurch which oioce fostered the school are
LOW in banishment. Pure aemocraoy nas yielded its place
to oomp;Licated burea j.oracies. Tne school remains ^but the
Alma iiater which nurt"-ired it into life has left the child
to carry on.
Tne schoo . nas graciously assumed responsibilities as
they have tumbled from the lap of society. Some foundling
is left at the door of tne schoolhouse with each change in
the social order. There is a parenthetical innuendo in our
social organization which points toward the school as the
catholicon for the worlafe"^ inischief and morbidity. The dis-
trict school gave go society all that was needed in its day
and generation but its provijicial euid archaic set-up could
never surmo^ant the worlds present-day problems. What the
world needs now is an educ!u.t ior al unit as set forth in the
"Spi'iit of tne Everlascing Boy" oy Henry Van Dyice •.
ri
?rhat constitijLtes a sohool?
Not ancient "nalis and ivy-majit led towers,
Fnere dull traditions rule
With heavy hand youoh's iightiy 8_:ringing povrers
Not 6i:b.oious pleaev^xe courts.
And lofty temples of athletic fame,
Where devotees of sports
iistakes a pasti;'.e for life's highest aim;
Not fashion, nor renown
Of wealthy patronage and rich estate;
No, none of these cjx crcvn.
A school with light arjd make it truly great.
But masters, strong and wise.
Who teach oecause they love tlie teacher's task.
And find their richest prize
In eyes th^.t open axrl in minds that ask;
And boys, with heart aglow
To try their ycuthful ^igouj: on their -,vork.
Eager to learn and grow,
And quick to hate a coward or a shirk:
These cor stitut-ri a school,
A vital for^e of wearoBS keen and bright,
I'Jliere living sword and tool
Are tempered for true toil or noble fight!-
II
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But let not wisdom 8corr\
The hours of pleasure in the playing fields
There also strength is bom^
And every manly game a virtue yields,
Fairness ai:.d self-oo:'',t rol
,
Good-h\imo;r
,
pluck, and patience in the rac
Will make a lad heart-whole
To win with honour, lose without disgrace.
Ah, well for him who gains
In such a school apprenticeship to life:
With him the joy of youth remains
In later lessons and in larger strife?
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